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5813697 RANGER MEDIC HANDBOOK. By U.S. Department of Defense. After decades of
military experience in war theaters throughout the world, the U.S. Army Rangers have distilled the
critical components of lifesaving first aid into this official guide. Learn how to handle lacerations,
contusions, burns, traumatic head injuries, amputations, and more. Skyhorse. Paperbound.
Pub. at $16.99

5722047 MAYO CLINIC WELLNESS SOLUTIONS FOR ARTHRITIS. The Mayo
Clinic teams up with the health and wellness experts of GAIAM to provide a groundbreaking
integrated health action plan designed specifically to relieve the symptoms of arthritis.
Separated into three parts: Understanding Your Condition; Eat Well to Feel Well; and Soothing Therapies. Includes a 52-page My Stress Solution booklet. 91 minutes. Gaiam. Pub. at $19.98

6833071 STAYING ALIVE. By Matthew Hahn. The ultimate medical survival guide for the
twenty-first-century patient. Drawing on his extensive experience, Hahn teaches you to
recognize medical emergencies in time. He then follows up with advice on taking advantage of available preventive care and changing your lifestyle to avoid these emergencies in the future. Photos. 269 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

6936741 STICK IT TO THE MAN. By Ronald Lewis. Don’t be a sissy! With the help of this
brilliant guide to outwitting and outplaying the lopsided world of the law and power, you can
take charge instead of being taken advantage of. skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95

6924409 PROBIOTICS FOR HEALTH: 100 Amazing and Unexpected Uses for Probiotics. By J.A. Panyko. Shows you all the
ways the amazing live microorganisms can improve how you feel and how you look. Featuring step by step instructions and plenty of simple tips, this guide offers 100 remarkable probiotic uses. 139 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

239961X BACKYARD MEDICINE: Harvest and Make Your Own Herbal Remedies. By J.
Bruton-Seal & M. Seal. With easy to follow recipes for treatments of eczema, cellulitis, indigestion, earaches, and dozens more, this handbook is essential for anyone who wants to harvest and make herbal remedies from wild plants. Well illus. in color. 265 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

690341X YOU CAN BE AN OPTIMIST. By Lucy MacDonald. Shows you how to harness the
power of optimism to help you create a more positive, upbeat attitude to life. Contains 20 specially devised exercises to help you plug into the power of optimism, improve your health and create happiness for yourself and those around you. 160 pages. Watkins. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $9.95

5868945 YOGA FOR BEGINNERS. Rodney Yee and Colleen Saidman take you on a journey to better
health and well-being each and every day. Start your day with A.M. Energize, setting Yee’s
morning yoga practice against gentle waves and the rising sun. Then relax with PM. Unwind, as
Saidman helps you transition to a peaceful, restful evening. 50 minutes. Gaiam. Pub. at $14.98

4635841 SAVE YOUR GALLBLADDER NATURALLY: And What to Do If You’ve Already Lost It. By S. Cabot & M. Jasimska.
Provides a comprehensive step by step plan for dissolving gallstones and improving gallbladder function. Whether you’ve already had your gallbladder removed, or you’re simply wondering how to handle the frightening and painful threats of gallbladder problems, this guide is for you. 128 pages. SCB International. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

6912478 CATCHING BREATH: The Making and Unmaking of Tuberculosis. By Kathryn
Loughheed. The story of one of the world’s oldest diseases. The author looks at the hidden
biology behind the interaction of TB with its human host, and shows how drug resistance,
the HIV epidemic, poverty and inequality work together to ensure that TB remains the world’s
most serious health problem. 272 pages. Bloomsbury. Import. Pub. at $27.00

OUR GUARANTEE
You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog
or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new, and all books are hardbound unless marked otherwise. Shipment is normally
within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will
be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and
at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.
## Save up to 80% off cover prices on these subjects:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Publisher/Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aging</td>
<td>684121X</td>
<td>Suicide by Sugar: A Startling Look at Our #1 National Addiction. By N. Appleton &amp; G.N. Jacobs. Once associated only with cancer and simple weight gain, sugar is now linked to a host of devastating health conditions, including cancer, epilepsy, dementia, hypoglycemia, obesity, and more. The authors provide shocking information about the amount of sugar found in many popular foods and beverages. 180 pages. Square One Books. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 <strong>$11.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complementary &amp; Alternative Medicine</td>
<td>6845975</td>
<td>Meditate Your Weight. By Tiffany Crickshank with M. van Aalst. This 21 day plan optimizes health as well as body image by tapping the hidden strength of the mind. You will learn who the new way to lose weight and achieve just a few relaxing and energizing minutes a day. As you lighten up on the inside, you’ll lighten up on the outside. 321 pages. Harmony. Pub. at $22.95 <strong>$14.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diet &amp; Weight Management</td>
<td>6845975</td>
<td>Meditate Your Weight. By Tiffany Crickshank with M. van Aalst. This 21 day plan optimizes health as well as body image by tapping the hidden strength of the mind. You will learn who the new way to lose weight and achieve just a few relaxing and energizing minutes a day. As you lighten up on the inside, you’ll lighten up on the outside. 321 pages. Harmony. Pub. at $22.95 <strong>$14.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise &amp; Fitness</td>
<td>6845975</td>
<td>Meditate Your Weight. By Tiffany Crickshank with M. van Aalst. This 21 day plan optimizes health as well as body image by tapping the hidden strength of the mind. You will learn who the new way to lose weight and achieve just a few relaxing and energizing minutes a day. As you lighten up on the inside, you’ll lighten up on the outside. 321 pages. Harmony. Pub. at $22.95 <strong>$14.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facing Illness &amp; Death</td>
<td>6845975</td>
<td>Meditate Your Weight. By Tiffany Crickshank with M. van Aalst. This 21 day plan optimizes health as well as body image by tapping the hidden strength of the mind. You will learn who the new way to lose weight and achieve just a few relaxing and energizing minutes a day. As you lighten up on the inside, you’ll lighten up on the outside. 321 pages. Harmony. Pub. at $22.95 <strong>$14.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Health &amp; Self-Help</td>
<td>6845975</td>
<td>Meditate Your Weight. By Tiffany Crickshank with M. van Aalst. This 21 day plan optimizes health as well as body image by tapping the hidden strength of the mind. You will learn who the new way to lose weight and achieve just a few relaxing and energizing minutes a day. As you lighten up on the inside, you’ll lighten up on the outside. 321 pages. Harmony. Pub. at $22.95 <strong>$14.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healing &amp; the Mind</td>
<td>6845975</td>
<td>Meditate Your Weight. By Tiffany Crickshank with M. van Aalst. This 21 day plan optimizes health as well as body image by tapping the hidden strength of the mind. You will learn who the new way to lose weight and achieve just a few relaxing and energizing minutes a day. As you lighten up on the inside, you’ll lighten up on the outside. 321 pages. Harmony. Pub. at $22.95 <strong>$14.95</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health &amp; Medical References</td>
<td>6845975</td>
<td>Meditate Your Weight. By Tiffany Crickshank with M. van Aalst. This 21 day plan optimizes health as well as body image by tapping the hidden strength of the mind. You will learn who the new way to lose weight and achieve just a few relaxing and energizing minutes a day. As you lighten up on the inside, you’ll lighten up on the outside. 321 pages. Harmony. Pub. at $22.95 <strong>$14.95</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Current titles are marked with **.
Healthy Cooking & Special Diets

684389 THE GUT BALANCE REVOLUTION: Boost Your Metabolism, Restore Your Inner Ecology, and Lose the Weight for Good! By Gerald C. Murray, M.D. Pioneers the first known, science-based program to restore and retain weight loss by achieving a balanced gut flora. He reveals how to stifle the fat-forming, disease-promoting gut bacteria, resuscitate your gut-dwelling ones, and fertilize those friendly flora with the right foods to rebalance, rebalance, and renew your health—lose weight for good. 409 pages. Rodale. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

690393 DR. JOE'S MAN DIET. By Joseph Feuerstein with G. Pritchard. Lower your bad cholesterol, maintain yourQ blood pressure, lose weight, and regain control of your health in 12 weeks with Dr. Joe’s plan. This lifestyle makeover and eating plan details what to eat and when from breakfast, lunch and dinner to snacks, salads and soups and includes flavorful recipes. Color photos. 208 pages. Page Street. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $6.95

697434 KETO: The Complete Guide to Success on the Keto Diet, Including Simplified Science and No-Cook Meal Plans. By Maria & Craig Emgerich. Take your diet to the next level that helps you lose weight, build muscle, and live the life nature intended you to live. Includes a detailed explanation of the science behind the diet; an overview of the most recommended wellness tools for keto; mistakes; and two no-cook meal plans. 320 pages. Victory Belt. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

6610439 THE MEN'S HEALTH DIET: The 6-Week Plan to Flatten Your Stomach & Fuel Your Muscles! By Stephen Penner et al. The ultimate guide to getting the strong hard body you've always wanted. Following the seven simple strategies emphasized in this guide you will experience rapid and effortless weight loss. Illus. 328 pages. Rodale. Paperback. Pub. at $31.95 $17.95

6786391 THE ALZHEIMER'S PREVENTION FOOD GUIDE. By S.S. Linja & S. Satia-Waite. Handbook for making brain healthy dietary choices and incorporating mind nourishing foods into your diet, easily and without stress. While there is no known cure for Alzheimer's, there are strategies that can reduce the risk of developing this punishing disease. Illus. in color. 176 pages. Rockridge. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

6901212 THE STARK NAKED 21-DAY METABOLIC RESET. By Brad Davidson with L. Morton. You’ll feel the incredible impact of this groundbreaking two-tiered program to reset and optimize your metabolism. Including step by step meal plans and easy to follow recipes, this simple and effective plan will have you looking and feeling your best. 306 pages. HarperOne. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

6847900 GENIUS FOODS: Become Smarter, Happier, and More Productive While Protecting Your Brain for Life. By Max Lugavere with P. Grewal. This powerful new guide offers a cutting edge yet practical road map to eliminating brain toxins and improving your brain’s health and performance today and decades into the future. Lugavere shares invaluable insights into how to improve your brain power including the nutrients that can boost your memory and improve mental clarity and where to find them. 388 pages. HarperOne. Hardcover. Pub. at $33.00

6812257 THE PROTEIN PACING DIET: The Scientific Breakthrough for Boosting Metabolism, Losing Fat and Gaining Lean Muscle. By Nicole Stawicki. Packed with 40 delicious, high-protein recipes as well as helpful tips, this pioneering plan delivers a lifestyle, including diet and exercise, that makes it easy for you to incorporate the protein pacing diet into your lifestyle. Lose Weight, gain lean muscle, burn fat, regulate blood sugars and improve your heart health following this protocol. 170 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

276993X THE LIVER HEALING DIET. By M. Lai & A.R. Kasaraneni. With a complete protocol to rejuvenate your liver, this book offers the optimal nutrition and routine exercise, this guide shows you how to improve liver function, bathe fatty liver disease, detoxify the liver, boost all-around health, and nourish the body with delicious liver-restoring recipes. 154 pages. Universe. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

6768237 NUTRITIONAL HEALING WITH CHINESE MEDICINE. By Ellen Goldsmith with M. Klein. Apply the ancient wisdom and traditions of Chinese medicine in the kitchen. Whether you are looking to boost vitality, feel more balanced, or be more productive, this book offers a comprehensive review of the basic principles of Chinese dietary theory and how to apply them to daily life. 480 pages. Robert Rose. Paperback. Import. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95


6553192 NOURISHING FATS: Why We Need Animal Fats for Health and Happiness. By Sally Fallon Morell. Drawing on extensive research, Morell offers the science behind why animal fats are vital for fighting inflammation and improving mood, and more, than any other so-called ‘bad’ fat. Featuring her usual easy-to-understand solutions in the form of some delicious recipes, for these fats and other foods that can boost your memory and improve mental clarity and where to find them. 388 pages. HarperOne. Hardcover. Pub. at $31.95

6592125 GO DAIRY FREE: The Ultimate Guide for Milk Allergy Sufferers. By Gibson. Lactose Intolerance, and Casein-Free Living. By Alisa Fleming. If one simple change could resolve most of your symptoms and prevent a host of illnesses, wouldn’t you want to try it? In this informative guide, Fleming shows you how to go dairy-free with an in-depth health section, everyday living tips and suggestions for travel and celebrations, along with many recipes for dairy alternatives. 467 pages. Benbella. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

6806333 TURBO METABOLISM: 8 Weeks to a New You. By Panico Vitali. A concisely guided 8 week program for shedding a mass of medical research into a simple effective program for vibrant health. The author provides practical advice, case studies of ordinary people, and brief sections that debunk common medical myths. 288 pages. New World Library. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $13.95

6729801 THE COMPLETE LEAKY GUT HEALTH & DIET GUIDE. By Makoto Trotter with D. Cook. Discover the safe and effective treatment strategies that will help settle inflammation and heal the lining of your gut. Along with meal plans, information, and advice, you’ll find 150 quick and delicious recipes. 320 pages. Victory Belt. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

6592201 FOODS TO FIGHT CANCER: What to Eat to Reduce Your Risk. By R. Beliveau & D. Gingras. Two-thirds of all cancers can be avoided through simple dietary changes. Drawing on extensive research, Morell offers the science behind why a low fat diet became the standard for health; tips for customizing your keto approach to your individual needs, and more than 60 delicious low carb, high fat recipes to get you started. Color photos. 320 pages. Victory Belt. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

6776823 THE LIVER HEALING DIET. By M. Lai & A.R. Kasaraneni. With a complete protocol to rejuvenate your liver, this book offers the optimal nutrition and routine exercise, this guide shows you how to improve liver function, bathe fatty liver disease, detoxify the liver, boost all-around health, and nourish the body with delicious liver-restoring recipes. 154 pages. Universe. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95


6869114 THE KETO CURVE: A Low-Carb, High-Fat Dietary Solution to Heal Your Body & Optimize Your Health. By Adam S. Nairy et al. In this comprehensive guide you’ll learn why you gain weight and have difficulty losing it; the dubious history of how a low fat diet became the standard for health; tips for customizing your keto approach to your individual needs, and more than 60 delicious low carb, high fat recipes to get you started. Color photos. 320 pages. Victory Belt. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

6869114 THE KETO CURVE: A Low-Carb, High-Fat Dietary Solution to Heal Your Body & Optimize Your Health. By Adam S. Nairy et al. In this comprehensive guide you’ll learn why you gain weight and have difficulty losing it; the dubious history of how a low fat diet became the standard for health; tips for customizing your keto approach to your individual needs, and more than 60 delicious low carb, high fat recipes to get you started. Color photos. 320 pages. Victory Belt. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95
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**690408** FOODS TO FIGHT CANCER. By R. Beliveau & D. Girgias. This cutting edge science on diet and cancer focuses on foods rich in cancer fighting compounds such as green tea, sardines, flaxseeds, tomatoes, turmeric, cranberries, and red wine. This resource offers guidelines on how to include these healing foods in your diet. In color. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $8.95

**690405X** FOODS THAT FIGHT CANCER, REVISED: Preventing Cancer Through Diet. By R. Beliveau & D. Girgias. Explains the science of what causes cancer and how certain foods are the most effective against specific cancers. These powerful cancer-fighting foods can also help to strengthen the body as it undergoes cancer treatments and during the recovery process.

**6923863** USING THE GAPDS DIET: 175 Recipes for Gaining Control of Your Gut Flora. By Sinead Gadh. Used for a range of modern chronic diseases that have their roots in compromised intestinal flora. GAPDs is free of sugar, starch, and processed food including additives and is for those living with chronic diseases like diabetes, behavioral disorders, depression and excess weight. With 175 recipes and information on the GAPDs protocol, you can heal your gut and gain control of your health. 288 pages. Robert Rose. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $24.95

**6811595** THE ANGRY CHEF’S GUIDE TO SPOTTING BULLSH*T IN THE WORLD OF FOOD: Bad Science and the Truth About Healthy Eating. By Anthony Warner. The angry chef explains why we’re so easily misled: it has a lot to do with our instinctive craving for poison, and we are being seduced into thinking that harmful processed food including additives and is for those living with chronic diseases like diabetes, behavioral disorders, depression, and excess weight. With 175 recipes and information on the GAPDs protocol, you can heal your gut and gain control of your health. 288 pages. Robert Rose. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $24.95

**6696279** FAST METABOLISM FOOD RX: 7 Powerful Prescriptions to Feed Your Body Back to Health. By Haylie Pomroy with E. Adamson. If you’re suffering from GI troubles, fatigue, hot flashes, headaches, joint pain, and cognition difficulties, elevated cholesterol, blood-sugar control problems, or an autoimmune issue, this text has the solution for you. With its targeted eating plans you can feed your body back to a vibrant, energetic, and thriving state.

**6823408** NO GLUTEN, NO PROBLEM: A Handy Guide to Celiac Disease–with Advice and 80 Recipes. By Carlota Maner. If you have celiac disease, you will know how difficult life without gluten can be. This guide aims to help you live a gluten-free lifestyle in an effective way. Includes simple gluten-free recipes. Color photos. 135 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $2.95

**6778968** THE HEALING POWERS OF TEA: A Complete Guide to Nature’s Special Remedy. By Cal Grey. Discover the benefits of tea for your body and mind. The fascinating and rich history of this beloved beverage, as well as the ever-expanding list of health and weight loss benefits found within its leaves. Includes healthy recipes, home cures, and wellness tips. 224 pages. CQ Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $7.95

**6841201** SOFT FOODS FOR EASIER EATING COOKBOOK. By S. Woodhull & L. Gilbert-Henderson. An easy to follow guide that offers maximum nutrition and taste when soft or smooth foods are needed. Part One highlights simple strategies for living with chewing and swallowing difficulties, and guidance in modifying recipes for soft or smooth texture. Part Two presents 150 recipes for smoothies, soups, and more. 309 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $11.95

**6776264** HEAL YOUR GUT AN A TO Z GUIDE: Healthy Bowel, Healthy Body. By Sandra Cabot. Presents the latest research to overcome bowel problems and offers you the vital principles of healing the gut system. Includes 150 bowl friendly recipes that are gluten-free, dairy-free, nut-free and sugar free as well as a low FODMAP Diet. Illus. 288 pages. SCRIB S International. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $11.95

**6622194** THE VIRGIN DIET: Drop 7 Foods, Lose 7 Pounds. Just 7 Days. By J.V. Virgin. Fitness expert Julia is known for her secret behind the celebrity dream-land–gain–food intolerance. With this guide she’ll show you how to eat plenty of anti-inflammatory, healing foods that will never leave you feeling hungry or deprived. In just one week you can drop weight, lose belly energy, clear up inflammation and feel younger. 334 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**6839908** THE SWEET POTATO DIET: The Super Carb-Cycling Program to Lose Up to 12 Pounds in 2 Weeks. By Michael Morelli. A popular fitness guru removes all the guilt and takes away the fear from traditional carb-cycling by simplifying it down to a step-by-step eating schedule–without food-weighing or calorie-counting. Includes 45 easy recipes that will leave your body feeling happy and your stomach satisfied. Well illus. in color. 307 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $28.00 $19.95

**6753752** PALEO IN A NUTSHELL: Living and Eating the Way Nature Intended. By Geoff Bond. Written in simple to understand language, this guide is all you need to live a healthier and more natural way of living. Bond provides eye-opening information and a guide to restoring your health by eating the foods for which our bodies are designed to consume. 168 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $11.95

**6841198** DEADLY HARVEST: The Intimate Relationship Between Our Health and Our Food. By Geoff Bond. This groundbreaking book examines how the foods we eat today have little in common with the foods of our ancestors, and why this is important to our health. Also offers a program to improve health, combat disease, fight off illness, and improve longevity. 325 pages. Square One Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**6590861** THE METABOLIC APPROACH TO CANCER. By N. Winters & J.H. Kelley. Offers a comprehensive, nutrition-focused protocol to managing cancer. Cancer survivor, Dr. Nancy Winters identifies the ten key elements of a person’s terrain–including the microbiome, the immune system, and blood sugar balance–as the start to the cancer process, and provides the Optimal Terrain Ten Protocol approach, to slow cancer’s endemic spread. 377 pages. Chelsea Green. Pub. at $29.95

**6868581** YOU ARE YOUR OWN GYM: The Cookbook. By Mark Lauren with M. Greenwood-Robinson. Offers you delicious recipes that adhere to the author’s unique “calorie shifting” nutritional philosophy to help you cook your way to weight loss, muscle gain, and improved fitness performance. These 125 recipes cover every meal and cooking occasion, from soups, smoothies, and even desserts. Well illus. in color. 270 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00 $13.95

**6849628** THE POWER NUTRIENT SOLUTION. By Jayson & Mira Calton. Explains the truth about what you’re really eating and how your body uses food. Most diets are a bad idea because they fail to deliver genuine micronutrients. This comprehensive resource also provides an extended easy, prescriptive 28-day plan to reverse these effects by restoring your depleted micronutrients. 394 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $19.99 $12.95
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**6864686 THAT SUGAR BOOK.** By Damon Gameau. Expanding on filmmaker and actor Damon Gameau’s journey in the film That Sugar Film, this book details the devastating impact that sugar consumption has on health and offers sensible advice on kicking the sugar habit. It includes a detox plan and over 30 recipes to show what foods to avoid, how to shop, and how to read food labels. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. Flatiron Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.99

**PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**6972638 THE ALZHEIMER’S ANTIDOTE: Using a Low-Carb, High-Fat Diet to Fight Alzheimer’s Disease, Memory Loss, and Cognition Decline.** By Amy Berger. Certificate Nutrition Specialist Amy Berger presents a revolutionary approach to combating Alzheimer’s disease through nutrition and lifestyle interventions. It presents the latest scientific findings to empower loved ones and caregivers of Alzheimer’s sufferers, and offers hope and light against a labyrinth of darkness. 326 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $22.95

**6388851 THE 8-WEEK HEALTHY SKIN DIET: Includes More Than 100 Recipes for Beautiful Skin.** By Karen Fischer. Whatever your skin condition may be, you can improve it with this fantastic-looking skin in just eight weeks. This unique eating and lifestyle plan is broken down into easy-to-follow steps, designed to supply your body with the specific building materials it needs to make beautiful skin. 480 pages. Robert Rose. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $24.95

**615966X HEALTHY LIVER.** By Cris Beer. Contains all the tools and recipes you need to heal and restore this essential organ. With an easy to follow diagnosis questionnaire and a simple Liver Detox Plan, this guide is your definitive reference to ultimate liver health. Well illus. 160 pages. Rockpool. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $22.95

**6858767 THE HEALTHY GUT HANDBOOK.** By Justine Pattison. A practical guide to boosting your gut health, losing weight, and choosing foods that keep your gut happy and healthy. It includes a 28 day plan to kick start a healthy gut, and helpful tips on how to maintain this way of eating for life. Includes over 80 tasty and simple recipes. Color photos. 310 pages. Seven Dias. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $14.95

**6454487 THE GOOD GUT DIET: Turn Your Digestive System into a Fat-Burning Machine.** By Gerard E. Mullin. The leading authority on gut health offers a plan that will show you how to starve disease-promoting bacteria, restore good gut bacteria, and stimulate your body to burn fat and lose weight. 224 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $17.95

**6836844 WHAT TO EAT IF YOU HAVE CANCER, SECOND EDITION.** By M. Keane & D. Chace. Cancer and cancer treatment take a toll on your body, but you can help make cancer treatment more effective and reduce its unpleasant side effects with good nutrition. Presents the best foods to avoid, and suggests ways to keep your body strong. Contains recipes, menus, and the latest research on cancer and nutrition. 322 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

**594709X 2 DAY DIABETES DIET.** By Erin Painiński-Wade et al. Based on science, this diet plan makes it easy to control diabetes, or even reverse type 2 diabetes. No forbidden foods, no carb-counting. Just restrict what you eat for two days a week and on those days follow the “Power Burn” program. Features more than 100 meal plan ideas. Includes at home training exercises to tone your body and ward off cravings. Well illus. in color. 313 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99

**5718163 THE EVERYTHING GUIDE TO GUT HEALTH.** By Lindsay Boyers. Now you can take simple steps to restore healthy gut flora, which can reduce the incidence and severity of a wide range of diseases, including diabetes, arthritis, and chronic fatigue syndrome. Also includes 150 nutritious recipes to promote healthy gut flora. 336 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99

**5859863 THE EVERYTHING GUIDE TO THE AUTOIMMUNE DIET.** By Jeffrey McCombs. Learn exactly what foods can help improve your condition and how to avoid the ones that exacerbate problems. This gluten-free diet focuses on healing the gut, boosting immunity, and restoring wellness. Features meal plans, 150 recipes, and a variety of detoxifying juices. Heal your body naturally with this guide. 304 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99

**6712422 THE Little Book of Remedies.** By Linda B. White et al. From fatigue, insomnia, and menopause to depression, stress, and brain health, this handy guide offers easy, effective recipes to help you manage your challenges naturally. 128 pages. Fair Winds Press. Pub. at $8.99

**6698448 DIETARY GUIDELINES FOR AMERICANS 2015–2020, EIGHTH EDITION.** This guide uses the government’s most up to date research on diet and health in order to help all children and their families adopt a healthy, nutritionally adequate eating pattern. These guidelines are a necessary reference for anyone implementing a health plan of any sort. Illus. Skyhorse. 8x10.

**6858895 THE EVERYTHING GUIDE TO ADRENAL FATIGUE.** By Maggie Luther. 304 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99


**678013X THE METABOLISM PLAN.** By Lyn Genet Recitas. 292 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $27.00

**6560377 NATALIE JILL’S 7-DAY JUMP START.** Color photos. 301 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $27.99

**6596153 NO GRAIN, NO PAIN.** By Peter Osborne with O.B. Buchel. 332 pages. Touchstone. Pub. at $27.00


**6718906 NOURISH YOUR BRAIN COOKBOOK: How to Keep Your Brain Healthy with 60 Delicious Recipes.** By Rika K. Keck. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95
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**573323X YOU ARE YOUR OWN GYM: The Bible of Bodyweight Exercises.** By Mark Lauren with J. Clark. Using Lauren’s motivation techniques, expert training, and nutrition advice, you’ll see your results by working out just 30 minutes three times a week. This book shows you how to improve your health and strength with programs and advice from the most trusted experts in the world of fitness. Offers up multiple programs for incredible results, debunking common myths, and delivering unique, effective exercises along the way. Fully illus. in color. 175 pages. Triumph. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**6828167 MUSCLE & FITNESS PRESENTS TOTAL ABS. Get the abs you’ve always wanted with the world’s most trusted experts in the world of fitness. Offers up multiple programs for incredible results, debunking common myths, and delivering unique, effective exercises along the way. Fully illus. in color. 175 pages. Triumph. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/651
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★ 671572 EVEN THE STIFFEST PEOPLE CAN DO THE SPLITS. By Elko.
Whether you spend your days running marathons or sitting at your desk, you can benefit from stretching and the increased flexibility that comes along with it. With only 5 minutes of stretching a day, you will experience a host of health benefits such as better circulation, fewer joint injuries, improved posture, and more. Well illus. in color. 154 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $18.99

$13.95

★ 653648 MEN’S HEALTH YOUR BODY IS YOUR BARBELL. By BJ Gaddour. This guide shows you how to perform 8 key functional fitness moves (the "Bodyweight 8") and use them to achieve the strength, power, endurance, and mobility of an elite athlete. Includes the Bodyweight Burners, a 5-month program to achieve single-digit body-fat percentage and 8-pack abs. Color photos. 271 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $24.99

$16.95

1898353 THE BURST! WORKOUT: The Power of 10-Minute Interval Training. By Sean Foy. By spending just 10 targeted minutes a day you will reap all the benefits of a regular regimen, with improved fitness markers across the board—weight, blood pressure, energy, flexibility, and much more. Features three four-week programs, with over 90 exercises, all designed with step by step photographs. 245 pages. Rodale.

$6.95


$6.95


$6.95

★ 682658 CONBODY: The Revolutionary Bodyweight Prison Boot Camp—Born from an Extraordinary Story of Hope. By Coss Marte & B. Sneed. Based on Marte’s work with thousands of clients at his ConBody gym, this program is for everyone. The workouts included in this guide can be done at the gym, in your living room, in a hotel room, or at a park. All you need is yourself and the space of a six-by-nine jail cell to get it done! Photos. 270 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $22.99

$16.95

★ 678612 STRETCHING TO STAY YOUNG: Simple Workouts to Keep You Flexible, Energized, & Pain-Free. By Jessica Matthews. Offers accessible yet effective exercises designed to relieve muscle tension and joint discomfort and pain. Part one teaches you the fundamentals; part two profiles each stretch with detailed instructions; and part three offers complete flexibility-training routines. Well illus. in color. 218 pages. Hatherleigh. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

$12.95

★ 6789498 THE BODY SCULPTING BIBLE FOR MEN, THIRD EDITION. By J. Villepigue & H. Rivera. The best training schedule out there, now with updated and revised material. Inside you’ll find the most detailed exercises designed to target a host of goals; a bestselling phenomenon, plus new Rapid Body Sculpting Workouts and Bodyweight Workouts; six new diet plans, and even more tips and helpful information. Well illus. in color. 271 pages. Hatherleigh. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

$11.95

8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

$6.95

6852815 THE MELT METHOD. By Sue Hitzmann. MELT is a breakthrough self-care treatment system that helps to eliminate chronic pain; erase the signs of aging; and feel fantastic in just 10 minutes a day. Also addresses sleep difficulties, weight gain, midday fatigue and more. Illus. 307 pages. Harper One. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99

$4.95

101 MUSCLE-SHAPING WORKOUTS & STRATEGIES FOR WOMEN: Muscle & Fitness gruesome. Fully illustrated step by step instructions, plus tips from trainers for improving your form and increasing the challenge. This comprehensive guide will teach women how to take their workouts to the next level. 175 pages. Triumph. Tempe.

$3.95

★ 6243304 MEN’S HEALTH ULTIMATE DUMBELL GUIDE: More Than 21,000 Moves Designed to Build Muscle, Increase Strength, and Burn Fat. By Myatt Murphy. Provides a comprehensive list of dumbbell moves that can be combined to produce maximum results. Includes instructions for creating your own personalized combination of moves, as well as unique programs to be done at your convenience. Illus. 275 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

$12.95

628483 SLOW JOGGING: Lose Weight, Stay Healthy, and Have Fun with Science-Based, Natural Training. By Hiroaki Tanaka with M. Jackowska. Easy to follow steps and colorful charts, this thorough guide teaches runners to enjoy injury-free activity by: landing heel-first, allowing your body to shift the stress of an overhead landing; being dynamic, that suit yourself up; trying to find time for activity every day. 155 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $22.99

$4.95

6832199 100 BEST YOGA & PILATES. Compiled by Gillian Haslam. The perfect guide to beginning and maintaining a lifestyle with these ancient practices, including hundreds of poses and routines. This is the perfect well-being gateway to inner calm for body, mind, and spirit. Includes a comprehensive introduction; exercises and positions for beginner through advanced; the connecting breathing techniques; and thorough emotional and spiritual balance. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Parragon. Paperbound.

$3.95

670772 FOUNDATION: Redefine Your Core, Conquer Back Pain, and Move with Confidence. By Eric Goodman et al. Foundation training shifts the focus from the front of your body to the back. By strengthening the full posterior chain and correcting poor movement patterns, you will maximize power, flexibility, and endurance and say goodbye to back pain. The exercises demonstrated here can help you radically redefine your core. Illus. in color. 274 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99

$6.95

6849630 THE STRETCHING BIBLE: The Ultimate Guide for Flexibility. By Lexie Williamson. Guides you through key exercises to gain mobility and improve flexibility, whatever your age or ability. Organized into sections for easy reference, it offers hundreds of stretching sequences, for running, cycling, and weight training, tailored routines for commuters, manual workers and desk workers; and more. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00

$7.95

DVD 5500157 YOGA MATES, LEVEL 1: Beginner Work. By Hannah Ullman. This is a beginning level yoga class that safely tones, stretches, and relaxes your whole body. You’ll love the music and loft setting as you move from core mat-work exercises to strengthen your back and legs. And standing poses that improve your strength, flexibility and balance. 45 minutes. Sterling.

$4.95

6903983 ESSENTIAL STRENGTH TRAINING SKILLS. By Len Williams et al. Build a better body and improve muscle definition, strength, and endurance with this essential pocket-sized guide. The author profile more than 100 complete and effective exercises and stretches and offer flexible programs for men and women of all abilities. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

$6.95

6901263 THE ULTIMATE TREADMILL WORKOUT. By David Sii k. With a signature three-week program, the author’s method will help you with the most incredible workout you’ve ever had on a treadmill. You’ll find yourself burning fat, losing weight, and boosting your speed. Just following these three simple principles: 210 minutes. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

$4.95

273270X STRETCHING: Idiot’s Guides as Easy as It Gets! By M. Moffat & S. Vickery. Includes hundreds of informative and simple instructions; and part three offers complete reference: warm-up and cool down routines, and more. Fully illus. in color. 457 pages. Ha therleigh.

$5.95
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6936857 THE U.S. NAVY SEAL GUIDE TO FITNESS AND NUTRITION, Ed. by Patricia A. Deuster et al. Covers all the basics of physical fitness, as well as advice for battle injuries encountered in extreme conditions and mission related activities. Topics include running for fitness, calisthenics, nutritional considerations for endurance activities, and much more. Illus. 496 pages. Skyhorse. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

DVD 681008X MILTON BERLE’S LOW IMPACT/HIGH COMEDY WORKOUT. America’s beloved Uncle Miltie (aka ‘Mr. Television’) brings a hefty helping of humor to this intriguing exercise program. Led by senior fitness expert Merrily Smith and designed for ages 50-100, it blends exercise and laughter for the most enjoyable workout you’ve ever had! Includes four bonus episodes of The 62 minutes. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98

6895344 RUNNING WITH MINDFULNESS. By William Pullen. Letting your mind wander as you take a long walk, a slow jog can give you a powerful, uplifting feeling. Some call it a runner’s high, others attribute it to endorphins. In this unique workout book, Pullen teaches you how to channel that exhilarating energy and use it to make positive changes in your life. 211 pages. Plume. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

6765572 THE MEN’S HEALTH GYM BIBLE. SECOND EDITION. By M. Murphy & M. Mejia. This tough-talking workout book will arm you through a typical week and give you hundreds of exercises for free weights, stability balls, cardio equipment like treadmills and stationary bikes and much more. Packed with hundreds of photos that demonstrate precise technique for every major muscle group, the Bible is a must have for every gym membership. 330 pages. Rodale. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99

6979525 JUST MOVE! A New Approach to Fitness After 50. By James P. Owren. Can you really get fit at 50, 60, 70 or beyond? Yes, you can!* Illus. in color. 223 pages. National Geographic. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

5848848 WALK OFF WEIGHT: Burn 3 Times More Fat With This Proven Program. By Michele Stanten. Slim down and firm up with this revolutionary walking program--the permanent weight loss. Over the course of 8 weeks, you’ll learn innovative interval walking and workout techniques that will blast fat and tone all your trouble spots. Well illus. 342 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $29.99

6921124 CORE TRAINING ANATOMY. By Abigail Ellisworth. Learn which muscles make up your core and how they all work together, then learn a wide variety of exercises that both stabilize and strengthen your core. Includes an effective six-week routine, plus lots of motivational tips, nutritional information, and other guidance, it delivers workouts for beginners, intermediates, and elite athletes alike. Color photos. 256 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00

6708552 THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO STRENGTH TRAINING, 5TH EDITION. By Anita Bean. Blending expert information with accessibility, this is the ultimate resource for anyone wanting to increase strength and resculpt their body. Featuring proven training programs and evidence based nutritional guidelines, it delivers workouts for beginners, intermediates, and elite athletes alike. Color photos. 288 pages.

688974X YOGA FITNESS FOR MEN. By Dean Pohlan. Discover why professional athletes and coaches consider yoga the key to maximizing athletic potential and developing injury resistance. This book covers everything from the basics, specific poses to advanced flows, and detailed guidance on how to redesign your workout. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

5894888 WALK OFF WEIGHT: Burn 3 Times More Fat With This Proven Program. By Michele Stanten. Slim down and firm up with this revolutionary walking program--the permanent weight loss. Over the course of 8 weeks, you’ll learn innovative interval walking and workout techniques that will blast fat and tone all your trouble spots. Well illus. 342 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $29.99

6929066 THE ALEXANDER TECHNIQUE MANUAL: Take Control of Your Posture and Your Life. By Richard Brennan. The Alexander Technique is a highly effective way of releasing muscular tension throughout your body. In this concise guide you will learn simple ways of sitting, standing and moving that will put less stress on your muscles, bones and joints, and achieve a more relaxed muscular system. Color photos. 144 pages. Edizioni Book Ltd. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

6828137 CHANGE YOUR POSTURE, CHANGE YOUR LIFE: How the Power of the Alexander Technique Can Combat Back Pain, Tension and Stress. By Richard Brennan. A person who has good, natural posture tends to project confidence, integrity and dignity. This guide is emphatically not about sitting up straight, pulling your shoulders back, and arching your back. It is about widening your natural poise again: that feeling of movement you had as a child. Well illus. 186 pages. Watkins. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95

* 6930373 EXERCISES FOR PERFECT POSTURE: The Stand Tall Program for Better Health and Posture. By William Smith et al. A complete guide to achieving healthy posture, providing everything from fitness programs and exercises designed to realign your spine and strengthen your shoulders, neck, and back, as well as guidance on how to move your workspace to be more ergonomic. Photos. 122 pages. Hatherleigh. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00

* 6932304 DUMBELL WORKOUT HANDBOOK: Weight Loss, By Michael Volkmar. An all new collection of dumbbell workouts, providing a complete fitness program for dumbbells to lose weight while improving total body fitness. With beginner and advanced workout circuits perfect for every fitness level, this is the complete guide to burning fat with dumbbells. 136 pages. Hatherleigh. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95


6840590 MOBILITY WORKOUT HANDBOOK. By David Kirschen et al. Designed to help increase range of motion and allow for better performance at all ages, this workout program is designed for beginning training routines bring the leading concepts in injury prevention and mobility development to the everyday athlete. Illus. 214 pages. Hatherleigh. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00

6708419 THE POP-UP GYM: How to Keep Fit Wherever You Are. By Jon Denoris. An easy to use, effective portfolio of exercises for people who want to get in shape with minimal tools. Or for seniors or readers who don’t have time or money for the gym, it includes an effective six-week routine, plus lots of motivational tips, nutritional information, and other useful advice. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Rodale. Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.00

5704081 THE MEN’S HEALTH BIG BOOK—GETTING ABS: Four Weeks to a Flat, Ripped Stomach! By Adam Bornstein et al. An essential eating and workout guide for anyone looking for a ripped, sculpted six-pack. Designed for guys who haven’t used the gym or been in shape in a long time, this volume shows you how to hit all the muscles that matter and turn on your body’s fat burners so the extra pounds melt away to reveal rock-hard muscle underneath. Fully illus. in color. 392 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99
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**6614817 BLACK BELT FITNESS FOR LIFE.** By Tae Sun Kang. Through the practice of Grandmaster Kang's 7-week plan, you will gain: an improved physique; better coordination; and strength to overcome any challenge. Each week offers new skills that culminate in mastery of the techniques necessary to exercise and eat right for life. Illus. 160 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

**6532616 STRETCH FIT: Stretch to Get Fit and Stay Fit.** By Karen McConnell. Comprehensive guide to achieving greater levels of flexibility and fitness through stretching. Whether you're a beginner or someone who maintains a regular exercise program, or a participant in competitive sports, you'll find these graded stretching programs invaluable in your fitness routine. Illus. in color. 122 pages. North Atlantic. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

**6753906 THE BACK BIBLE.** By Jenny Sutcliffe. Packed with proven, practical approaches to caring for your back throughout your life. Includes a complete rundown of the problems that can affect your back, neck, and shoulders plus dozens of exercise routines and a directory of complementary therapies. Illus. in color. 224 pages. New Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

**5752523 8 MINUTES IN THE MORNING TO A FLAT BELLY.** By Jorge Cruise. Uses the Jorge Cruise secret to restore your metabolism by creating new lean muscles that burn fat and shrink the size of your belly. Each day you'll do a routine that is specialized to sculpt your belly and takes just eight minutes. DVD: Workout. Well illus. 185 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $6.95

**6771823 NO-ROISK PILATES: 8 Techniques for a Safe Full-Body Workout.** By B. Calais-Germain & B. Raison. The Pilates method aligns and strengthens muscles, and develops core abdominal strength. This guide demonstrates how to minimize risk of injury with proper form and maximize physical benefit. Drawings. 118 pages. Healing Arts. Pub. at $16.95 $6.95

**6896685 MEN’S HEALTH MAXIMUS BODY.** By B. Maximus & M. Easter. You'll learn the cutting-edge fitness strategies, workouts, and training plans used to radically transform A-list actors and actresses, elite special forces soldiers, all-star athletes, and average men and women into some of the most insanely fit people the world has ever seen. Includes thousands of ways to burn fat, increase strength, and gain muscle. Fully illus. 276 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

**6727646 MOVING STRETCH: Work Your Fascia to Free Your Body.** By Suzanne Wydie. A powerful program of resistance stretching that not only strengthens and frees the body, but reconditions the fascia, rejuvenates the tissue; releases adhesions; relieves pain; and increases flexibility. Features easy step-by-step illustrated instructions for people who want to live a healthy, tall, and pain-free life. All ages. Illus. 232 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $16.95

**469212X HEALTHY BACK ANATOMY.** By Philip Striano. Take the first steps to a better back with this instructive guide that shows just how your spine works and what muscles and ligaments affect it. Featuring clear, step-by-step instructions for each of a wide variety of exercises that stretch, strengthen, and stabilize these important muscles and ligaments. Includes full-color poster with a detailed guide to anatomy. 160 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95


**6795192 PILATES: Core Strength, Exercises & Daily Routines.** By C. Yabsley & B. Raison. The Pilates method aligns and strengthens muscles; and develops core abdominal strength. This guide demonstrates how to minimize risk of injury with proper form and maximize physical benefit. Drawings. 118 pages. Flame Tree. Spiralbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**6859184 LIFT: Fitness Culture, from Naked Greeks and Acrobats to Jazzercise and Ninja Warriors.** By Daniel Kunitz. How did treadmills and Pilates become the latest in fitness? What is the appeal of the stripped-down, functional approach to fitness that’s currently on the rise? Kunitz sets out, in this captivating narrative, on a journey through history to answer these questions and more. 320 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

**6915558 ANATOMY OF EXERCISE FOR WOMEN.** Ed. by Lisa Purcell. Provides women of all ages with exercise programs for: Leaner Legs, Thighs and Glutes; Core Strength & Stability; All-Over Toner; and more. Exercises are illustrated in detailed anatomical illustrations and concise how-to instructions, plus information on the muscles being worked, 160 pages. Firefly, 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $8.95

**5699383 KRAV MAGA FOR BEGINNERS.** By Darren Levine et al. As the official combat system of the Israeli Defense Forces, Krav Maga has been battle-tested and has proven successful. This guide presents the system’s fundamental techniques and most useful real-world moves, as well as a comprehensive fitness program. Photos. 192 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $11.95

**6965772 PILATES BOOTCAMP.** Combining the key principles of Pilates core stability with the style of bootcamp training, this workout will give you a lithe and powerful body that can endure the everyday strains of life. Get fit and strong with these eight areas: Breathing, Pelvic Floor Muscles, and Deep Abdominal Muscles. 50 minutes. IMC. *DVD.*

**6876714 STAYING YOUNG WITH INTERVAL TRAINING.** By Joseph Tiern. Research shows that high-intensity interval training improves heart and cellular health, prevents disease and enhances athletic performance for older adults—regardless of age. With this guide you can quickly gain greater flexibility, muscle and core strength, increased energy; optimal health to live longer; and a leaner physique with fat-burning stamina. Well illus. 136 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**6910447 THE MEN’S HEALTH HOME WORKOUT BIBLE.** By L. Schuler & M. Lamb. Includes more than 400 exercises photographed and fully described, to help you create the body you want in the space you have, gain strength with the equipment you have, and build muscles in the time you have. 434 pages. Rodale, 8x11x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.99 $7.95

**6950795 THE YOUNGER NEXT YEAR BOOK.** By C. Crowley & J. James. Here is a step by step program of simple exercises and behavioral changes that will help readers find a neutral spine, realign their core, learn healthy new ways to move and virtually eliminate back pain. Illus. in color. 250 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $12.95
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678622 PAIN-FREE POSTURE HANDBOOK: 40 Dynamic Easy Exercises to Look and Feel Your Best. By L. Pavilack & N. Alich. Featuring 40 fast-paced, effective routines you can do at the home, workplace and on the go, this portable guide offers expert advice; easy to follow illustrations; posture-building techniques; and breathing exercises that keep you moving properly—throughout the day.

6785697 THE ESQUIRE GUIDE TO BODYWEIGHT TRAINING. By Adam Schersten with C. Klimek. Features 75 do-anywhere exercises; three progressive fitness programs; sensible nutritional guidelines; an intro to mobility training; and mini features on using bodyweight training in life, low back support, improve your game, and more. Well illus. in color. 270 pages. Rockridge. Pap. $18.99

6712312 THE TB12 METHOD: HOW TO ACHIEVE A LIFETIME OF SUSTAINED PEAK PERFORMANCE. By Tom Brady. Discover for yourself the truism that every milestone of muscle pliability—the missing link of the traditional strength and training model of aerobic activity and weight lifting. NFL star Tom Brady introduces you to the holistic TB12 Method, along with tips and techniques to avoid an injury, the best ways to work out, staying hydrated and more. Well illus. in color. 305 pages. S&S. $24.95

4615360 HIGH PERFORMANCE VISION: HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR VISUAL ACUITY, HONE YOUR MOTOR SKILLS & UP YOUR GAME. By Donald S. Teig. For girls and boys; pro or novice athletes. Teig's tested logic for developing skills, strategies, and mental toughness also provides another advantage: good vision. Sports-vision specialist Teig shares his approach to visual enhancement. His training program can optimize your eyesight and allow you to achieve new heights of athletic success. Outlines at-home and in-office eye exercises. Illus. 155 pages. Square One Publishers. Pap. $17.95

6731554 ANATOMY OF MUSCLE BUILDING: A Trainer's Guide to Increasing Muscle Mass. By Craig Ramsay. A respected trainer guides you through the best of the best exercises for building and toning key muscle groups. Each exercise is presented with clear step by step instructions, full-color photography, and detailed anatomical illustrations that allow you to see just which muscles you are exercising. 160 pages. Firefly. 8 1/4 x 11. Pap. $24.95

6653249 ANATOMY OF STRETCHING: A Guide to Increasing Your Flexibility. By Craig Ramsay. Featuring more than 50 positions, each stretching exercise is described with a series of step-by-step instructions, full-color photography, and detailed anatomical illustrations. These routines will increase your range of motion, improve your body symmetry, and reduce the likelihood of injury. Includes info on active rest and nutrition. Well illus. in color. 214 pages. Da Capo. Pap. $16.95

3568016 THE MEN'S HEALTH BIG BOOK OF EXERCISES, REVISED. By Adam Campbell. The most comprehensive collection of exercises ever created, this workout guide is a body-shaping power tool for both beginners and longtime lifters alike. Updated and revised to include 114 new fat loss exercises; more than 40 new workouts; a "Create Your Own Workout" guide; and more. Well illus. in color. 551 pages. Rodale. Pap. $28.99

3412393 FELON FITNESS: HOW TO GET A HARD BODY WITHOUT DOING HARD TIME. By T. Teufel & W. S. Kroger. Jacked inmates and certified trainer Teufel and counselor Kroger have designed an exercise program that's guaranteed to show real results. So if you're fresh meat looking to tone up, you will be yard-ready in less than a three-month stint. illus. 214 pages. Adams Media. Pap. $19.95

SOLD OUT

5787227 SPARTAN WARRIOR WORKOUT: Get Action-Movie Ripped in 30 Days. By Dave Randolph. In just one month, the high-intensity workouts presented can give you the jaw-dropping physique of history’s greatest soldier. This guide takes you from merely being in shape to having the strength and endurance to withstand the ultimate military trials. Includes meals and weekly training programs. illus. 158 pages. Ulysses. Pap. $15.95

589395X YOU: STAYING YOUNG WORKOUT. By Michael F. Roizen et al. Celebrity trainer Joel Harper will help you turn your body into a gym. Includes over 60 fun and free and excuse-free workouts, and Kung Fu World Champion Karl Romain boosts your vitality with a Chi-gong program that unites the mind, body, and breath. 60 minutes. Well illus. Pap. At $19.99

5935040 EVERY WOMAN’S GUIDE TO FOOT PAIN RELIEF: THE New Science of Healthy Feet. By Katy Bowman. No matter what the cause of your foot pain, this guide has the answer on how to make your feet feel better. Bowman offers an innovative set of exercises to help those suffering from bunions, hammer toes, plantar fasciitis; tight calves and lower-leg muscle pain; poor posture and alignment; and other common ailments. Illus. 180 pages. Sound View. Pap. $18.95


3426054 THE ANATOMY OF STRETCHING: A Guide to Increasing Your Flexibility. By Mark Lauren. Featuring more than 50 positions, each stretching exercise is described with a series of step-by-step instructions, full-color photography, and detailed anatomical illustrations. These routines will increase your range of motion, improve your body symmetry, and reduce the likelihood of injury. Includes info on active rest and nutrition. Well illus. in color. 214 pages. Da Capo. Pap. $24.95

5966213 TACTICAL STRENGTH: The Elite Training and Workout Plan to Build a Solid Foundation of Strength, Power, Speed and Agility. By Tom Brady. Developed by a former Navy SEAL and building upon the foundations of Special Ops fitness techniques, this guide will train you to perform up to the rigorous standards required of tactical professionals. Presents a series of workout programs specifically for women, it is the comprehensive, women's fitness guidebook. illus. 240 pages. Rodale. Pap. $19.95

693997X THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO NAVY SEAL FITNESS, THIRD EDITION. By Stewart Smith. Provides beginner, intermediate, and advanced workout routines for upper body, lower body, and ab PT, with details on self-sustained running, the swimmer stroke, pull-ups, dips, and rope-climbing methods. 201 pages. Hatherleigh. Pap. $24.95

6794270 REBOUND. By Peter Park et al. Reap the benefits of Rebound, a five-part program designed to get you back to living without limits. Learn the benefits of rebounding, an exercise that might be the root of your aches and pains, while also regaining strength and cardio fitness. Includes chapters on nutrition and soft tissue and foam roller work. Color photos. 267 pages. Da Capo. Pap. $24.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/651
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6943322 THE 3D BODY REVOLUTION. By Donald Driver. Featuring a guide to clean eating, twenty-five recipes targeted to caloric reduction, and illustrated 3D charts that will propel you through three customized levels, whatever your starting point, and get you the results you want. 215 pages. Harmony. Pub. at $24.95

★ 4524098 RESTORING FLEXIBILITY: A Gentle Yoga-Based Practice to Increase Mobility at Any Age. By Andrea Gilats. This guide’s safe, age-appropriate, customizable approach to yoga-based exercises is specifically designed to restore your flexibility, mobility and agility while ensuring an active life and more independent lifestyle. 137 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

★ 5904412 60-SECOND SWEAT: Get a Rock-Hard Body 1 Minute at a Time with High-Intensity Interval and Metabolic Resistance Training. By Dr. Marc I. Miller. Combine HIIT (High-Intensity Interval Training) with MRT (Metabolic Resistance Training) to build strength along with cardiovascular fitness in one comprehensive workout. Based on the most up-to-date principles in modern science, this guide will help you attain phenomenal and sustainable fitness one minute at a time. Fully illus., 248 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

6823467 PUMPING IRONY: How to Build Muscle, Lose Weight, and Have the Last Laugh. By Andrew Ginsburg. A fitness expert presents a workout and diet program that helps you lose weight, build muscle, and sculpt your body. By combining extensive fitness knowledge with engaging humor, this guide makes the notion of going to the gym a fun and exciting one. Branding & photos. 216 pages. Skyhorse. PUB. AT $14.95


★ 6906281 WARRIOR CARDIO: The Revolutionary Metabolic Training System for Burning Fat, Building Muscle, and Gaining Strength. By Martin Rooney. Offers a fitness and diet program that will help you “bring out the warrior within.” Includes an easy to follow workout and diet plan that efficiently burns fat and builds muscle in less time than you ever thought possible. 401 pages. Morrow. 8/xx/11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99

★ 6760910 WARRIOR WORKOUTS, VOLUME 1. By Stewart Smith. Designed to get you into the best shape of your life, this guide includes over 100 workouts from calisthenics to cardio, and will help you to achieve peak fitness while keeping it fresh and engaging the whole time. 160 pages. Hatherleigh. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

★ 6872980 WARRIOR WORKOUTS, VOLUME 2. By Stewart Smith. Features over 100 all new workouts designed to simulate the year-long periodized training of Navy SEALs and special forces. Combines core exercises and interval training for maximum results. 233 pages. Hatherleigh. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00

★ 6690022 THE REAL HAPPY PILL: Power Up Your Brain by Moving Your Body. By Anders Hansen. Modern neuroscience has shown, more than ever, that physical exercise has extraordinary effects on our cognition. Physical activity optimizes our mental abilities and health in a way unparalleled by any drug, medication, or food supplement. With practical and concrete advice this volume will urge you to train your body and mind. Illus. in color. 171 pages. Hatherleigh. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

★ 6778909 COMPLETE PHYSIQUE: Your Ultimate Body Transformation. By Hollis Lance Liebman. This all-in-one 12-week program is designed to help you obtain and maintain the body you’ve always wanted. Covers every aspect of total body fitness, including peak tips for getting yourself into top condition; how to burn fat while building lean muscle; diet and nutrition information; and more. Illus. in color. 192 pages. Harper. 8/xx/10. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95

★ 6735193 FROM SLIGHT TO MIGHT: Building Muscle for the Hardgainer. By Hollis Lance Liebman. A comprehensive guide to help you add the mass you’ve been seeking and discover what you’ve been doing wrong. Packed with step by step instructions for every movement; photographs and illustrations to demonstrate how target muscles work in each exercise, and a poster with a detailed guide to anatomy. 160 pages. Thunder Bay. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

★ 5770335 TRAIN LIKE AN ACTION HERO: Be Fit Forever. By Dolph Lundgren. In this training guide, Dolph proves that exercise can change your life. He shows how to combine strength training, endurance training, and stretching and flexibility training for maximum results; how to train under extreme conditions, the best foods and supplements to build muscle; and most importantly, how to have the best body in any age and size. 192 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95

6699022 RODNEY YEE’S CORE CENTERED YOGA. The acclaimed yoga instructor helps you make small adjustments for amazing results. Split into five parts—Lower Balance, Back Balance; Internal Balance; Bodily Balance; and Agilitiy Balance—this program reveals the importance of finding your “core center” as a pathway to health in mind and body. 46 minutes. Gaian. DVD

6895212 MUSCLE & FITNESS 360: Build Muscle, Burn Fat, and Get in the Best Shape of Your Life. Fitness-minded men have a variety of goals—from building muscle to getting stronger to leaning out. This guide has all the bases covered. With tips, strategies, and programs from the leading experts in the field of strength and condition, you have challenging and effective workouts to last for years to come. Fully illus., 215 pages. Harmony. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

5838885 ROYDIE YEE’S CORE CENTERED YOGA. The acclaimed yoga instructor helps you make small adjustments for amazing results. Split into five parts—Lower Balance, Back Balance; Internal Balance; Bodily Balance; and Agilitiy Balance—this program reveals the importance of finding your “core center” as a pathway to health in mind and body. 46 minutes. Gaian. DVD

5671232 THE HIGH INTENSITY FITNESS REVOLUTION FOR MEN: A Fast and Easy Workout with Amazing Results. By Pete Cerqua. Proposes a new, high-intensity program that has you working out smarter, not longer. Ranging from three to fifteen minutes, these little workouts will shape your body in no time, and can work for anyone from the incredibly fit to the out of shape. 135 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

5888864 MARI WINSOR’S BEGINNER PILATES. Top instructor Mari Winsor shows you how to get the most out of your Pilates workouts with this definitive beginner’s guide. Learn the basic Pilates principles in Perfect Form Pilates; optimize your breathing for more efficient practice in Pilates Primer and strengthening for basic Pilates moves in Pilates Power and Lengthen. 65 minutes. Gaian. DVD

★ 3631516 CORE TRAINING ANATOMY: An Insider’s Guide to Building a Strong Core. By Abigail Ellsworth. Learn a variety of exercises that have been expertly crafted to help you strengthen your core. From the top, bottom, sides, and every aspect in between, this guide will lead you to a fully functional, strong, and healthy core. 363 pages. Gaian. DVD


★ 5770335 TRAIN LIKE AN ACTION HERO: Be Fit Forever. By Dolph Lundgren. In this training guide, Dolph proves that exercise can change your life. He shows how to combine strength training, endurance training, and stretching and flexibility training for maximum results; how to train under extreme conditions, the best foods and supplements to build muscle; and most importantly, how to have the best body in any age and size. 192 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.95
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6855784 PEAK PHYSIQUE: Your Total Body Transformation. By Hollis Lieber. Offering you multiple tools to achieve physical excellence, this guide features a fully illustrated, step by step progressive exercise plan of resistance training and cardio, which works whether you are male or female, novice or experienced gym-goer. Includes advice on nutrition. 160 pages. Bloomsbury, 8 x 10.

PRICE CUT to $2.95

6664199 THE ILLUSTRATED PRACTICAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF FITNESS TRAINING. By Andy Wadsworth. Includes everything you need to know about strength and fitness training at home, and at home, from planning workouts to improving technique. Features step by step instruction and an easy to follow guide. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Hachette House. Paperbound. Price at $11.95

PRICE CUT to $4.95

6777840 STRENGTH TRAINING: Staying Fit & Fabulous. By Cris Caivano. This guide holds the key to feeling and looking great as you age. Whether you’re hoping to alleviate specific problems or simply attempting to maintain your fitness with tailored nutritional and exercise advice, this blend of methods from yoga, Pilates, tai chi, and other disciplines will help you achieve your goals. Well illus. 160 pages. Paperbound.

PRICE CUT to $5.95

6717519 YOGA AND BODY IMAGE: 25 Personal Stories About Beauty, Bravery & Loving Your Body. By M. Klein & A. Guest-Jelley. Twenty-five contributors—including Alanis Morissette, celebrity yoga instructor Seanee Comer and author Dr. Sara Gottfried—discuss how yoga and body intersect. Through inspiring personal stories, you’ll discover how yoga not only affects your physical health, but also how you feel about your body. 265 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Price at $17.99

PRICE CUT to $6.95


BEAUTY & SKIN CARE

6899676 BRAIDS, BUNS, AND TWISTS! Step-by-Step Tutorials for 82 Fabulous Hairstyles. By Christina Butcher. Features simple how-to illustrations that take the guesswork out of styling your hair. Vivid color fashion photographs demonstrate how to tailor and accessorize each hairstyle. Butcher offers advice for different hair types and lengths plus product tips and fun variations. 192 pages.

Paperbound. Price at $19.95

6751478 NATURAL HAIR COLORING: How to Use Henna and Other Pure Herbal Pigments for Chemical-Free Beauty. By Christine Shahin. Offers special formulas for a broad range of hair colors from blonde to black, along with guidance on how to cover gray hair and achieve unique color effects using all natural herbs—a healthy alternative to synthetic hair colorants. Well illus. in color. 184 pages.

Paperbound. Price at $19.95

100 PERFECT HAIR DAYS. By Jenny Steinle. Learn 100 fabulous looks with this essential beauty guide from a seasoned hairstylist that includes step by step illustrations, and inspiring fashion photographs that make it easy to replicate professional-level looks at home. 192 pages. Chronicle. Paperbound. Price at $19.95

6654393 TWIST ME PRETTY BRAIDS: 45 Step-By-Step Tutorials for Beautiful, Everyday Hairstyles. By Abby Smith. Discover how to dress up your hair with these creative and exciting styles. Features instructions for beautiful braids for any occasion like the Looped Accent Braid; Pull Through Ponytail; Corset Braid; Crown Braid; and many more. Fully illus. in color. 127 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Price at $16.95

100 ORGANIC SKIN CARE RECIPES: Make Your Own Fresh and Fabulous Organic Beauty Products. By Felicia Price. Filled with all-natural ingredients like shea butter, essential oils, and brown sugar, each of these 100 step-by-step recipes gives you the opportunity to mix up your own beauty products, without any of the hazardous chemicals you’d find in store-bought brands. Includes: Cocoa-Spice Body Butter, Jasmine Hair Finishing Oil, Strawberry Super C Glicer, and much more. Color photos. 224 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Price at $17.99

RADICAL BEAUTY: How to Transform Yourself from the Inside Out. By D. Chopra & K. Snyder. Feel more beautiful, healthy, and energized than you have in years! Now a revolutionary new way of helping you realize the true beauty that is your birthright. This resource guide offers a new, exciting, practical, and holistic program to help transform you from the inside out. Chronicle. Paperbound. Price at $26.99

PIN IT! 20 Fabulous Bobby Pin Hairstyles. By Annamarie Tendler. Offers 20 unique hairstyles—including braids, buns, twists, waves, and more—that let your bobby pins steal the show. Includes easy to follow step by step instructions and tips on how to achieve the hairstyle with a bobby pin length that reveal a whole new way to style your hair. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Chronicle. Paperbound. Price at $14.95

FRENCH WOMEN DON’T GET FACELIFTS: The Secret of Aging with Style & Atitude. By Mireille Guilliano. With a blend of wit, no-nonsense advice, and storytelling flair, Guilliano offers a delightful and encouraging take on aging and feeling your best at any age. You won’t find the advice and inspiration she offers just anywhere: these are a French woman’s most guarded beauty and lifestyle secrets. 258 pages. Grand Central. Price at $27.99


UNRULY CURLS: How to Manage Style and Love Your Curly Hair. By Michael Price. Whether you have ringlets, waves or even kinky hair, this guide is your savior. Packed with essential tips for styling your hair from the inside out, this is a fun celebration of curly hair. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. Hardie Grant. Import. Paper bound. Price at $14.99

BOHO BRAIDS: 40 Modern, Free-Spirited Hairstyles. By H.M. Garrett & K. Finlay. Features hundreds of how-to tutorials to guide you every step of the way with accessory ideas to make the style your own. Capture the Boho spirit with these 40 DIY tutorials. 192 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. Price at $16.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/651
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5-MINUTE HAIRSTYLES. By Jenny Strebe. With plenty of options for all hair types and lengths, it has never been so easy to try something new. 144 pages. Color photos. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. $5.95

★ 6718248 LOVE THOSE EYES: Alluring Eye-Makeup Looks for Every Occasion. By Sarah Jane Ellis. The 50 eye makeup looks in this beautiful volume are created for all of life's special events. The looks are divided into sections when you want to mix things up, light looks to brighten up your day and dramatic looks for turning heads. And when you want to party? Look no further—you will rock it! Well illus., in color. 256 pages. ILEX. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

PRO MAKEUP: Salon Secrets of the Professionals. By Kit Spencer. Your complete guide to the techniques, beauty secrets, and tricks of the trade used by professional makeup artists. Featuring designs both timeless and timely, and filled with professional tips and expert advice for all aspects of makeup application, this is the only guide you'll ever reference you'll ever need. Pub. at $59.95. $29.95

★ 6718256 LOVE THAT HAIR: Head-Turning Styles for Every Occasion. By Hayley Mallinder. The 32 styles in this beautiful volume give you the repertoire you need to make every day a good hair day—whether you desire cute braids, frothy fratrips or fierce chignons. The author helps you to become your very own super stylist. Have fun, feel good and turn those heads! Well illus. 144 pages. ILEX. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95. $5.95

★ 6642327 LADIES' HAIRCULT: Women's Hairstyles and Culture from 1920 to 1980. By Giulia Pivetta. Describes the evolution of female hairstyles through illustrations, vintage photos, and contemporary pictures of the most popular hairdos in fashion between 1920 and 1980. 239 pages. ORE Culture. Import. Pub. at $35.00. $24.95

500 EYE-MAKEUP DESIGNS: Inspired and Inventive Looks for Every Mood and Occasion. By Kendra Stanton. Provides hundreds of ideas for breaking out of the “neutral eye shadow with black mascara” rut. You’ll get to indulge your playful side with eye shadow looks from different eras, dramatic theatrical eye makeup that employs special effects, and even wild nature-inspired looks. Color photos. 320 pages. Fair Winds Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $3.95


DON'T EAT THIS IF YOU'RE TAKING SUPPLEMENTS. By Madelyn & John Fernstrom. Takes the guesswork out of using supplements, vitamins, and nutraceuticals. More than 600 entries organized alphabetically by most common supplements, vitamins, and nutraceuticals. More than 7500 entries! Easy to use guide details foods that can interfere with, not against, their medications. 234 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. $9.95

APPLE CIDER VINEGAR FOR HEALTH: 100 Amazing and Unexpected Uses for Apple Cider Vinegar. By Britt Brandon. Shows you how to use the all-natural product in your daily beauty and health routine, from crafting a wholesome weight-loss tonic to giving your skin a lovely glow. Featuring step by step instructions and plenty of tips, you will discover the power of apple cider vinegar. 256 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99. $5.95

LOVE THOSE EYES: Alluring Eye-Makeup Looks for Every Occasion. By Britta Ulbricht. Rely on this handy, portable resource to provide the information you need to know about the risks and benefits of herbal, natural, and organic makeup. From the 500 entries organized alphabetically by most common name, with adverse drug reactions and life-threatening side effects highlighted. 261 pages. F.A. Davis. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95. $9.95

APPLE CIDER VINEGAR FOR HEALTH: 100 Amazing and Unexpected Uses for Apple Cider Vinegar. By Britt Brandon. Discover all the benefits this simple spice can bring! Details 100 all-natural solutions that utilize the wonders of turmeric to help soothe digestive, relieve daily aches and pains and reduce inflammation; improve metabolic function; reduce weight loss; and promote healthy skin, hair, and nails. 128 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99. $4.95

500 EYE-MAKEUP DESIGNS: Inspired and Inventive Looks for Every Mood and Occasion. By Kendra Stanton. Provides hundreds of ideas for breaking out of the "neutral eye shadow with black mascara" rut. You’ll get to indulge your playful side with eye shadow looks from different eras, dramatic theatrical eye makeup that employs special effects, and even wild nature-inspired looks. Color photos. 320 pages. Fair Winds Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $3.95


★ 6917569 APPLE CIDER VINEGAR FOR HEALTH: 100 Amazing and Unexpected Uses for Apple Cider Vinegar. By Britt Brandon. Shows you how to use the all-natural product in your daily beauty and health routine, from crafting a wholesome weight-loss tonic to giving your skin a lovely glow. Featuring step by step instructions and plenty of tips, you will discover the power of apple cider vinegar. 128 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99. $4.95

500 EYE-MAKEUP DESIGNS: Inspired and Inventive Looks for Every Mood and Occasion. By Kendra Stanton. Provides hundreds of ideas for breaking out of the "neutral eye shadow with black mascara" rut. You’ll get to indulge your playful side with eye shadow looks from different eras, dramatic theatrical eye makeup that employs special effects, and even wild nature-inspired looks. Color photos. 320 pages. Fair Winds Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $3.95

★ 6899846 CURLS, CURLS, CURLS! By Samantha Harris. Features step by step tutorials for sixty fabulous styles such as a Faux Curly Bob, Twisted Chignon, trendy Halo Bun or Low Twisted Curls. Your one-stop guide to fresh and fabulous curly hair. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Chronicle. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. $9.95

★ 6718256 LOVE THAT HAIR: Head-Turning Styles for Every Occasion. By Hayley Mallinder. The 32 styles in this beautiful volume give you the repertoire you need to make every day a good hair day—whether you desire cute braids, frothy fratrips or fierce chignons. The author helps you to become your very own super stylist. Have fun, feel good and turn those heads! Well illus. 144 pages. ILEX. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95. $5.95

★ 6917569 APPLE CIDER VINEGAR FOR HEALTH: 100 Amazing and Unexpected Uses for Apple Cider Vinegar. By Britt Brandon. Shows you how to use the all-natural product in your daily beauty and health routine, from crafting a wholesome weight-loss tonic to giving your skin a lovely glow. Featuring step by step instructions and plenty of tips, you will discover the power of apple cider vinegar. 128 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99. $4.95

Health & Medical References

THAT: The Hidden Risks of Mixing Food and Medicine. By Madelyn & John Fernstrom. Takes the guesswork out of food and medication interactions. This easy to use guide details foods that can interfere with the action of the medication you are taking—whether taken short term or long term. Dr. Fernstrom explains exactly what foods to avoid when and why. 213 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. $4.95

THAT: The Hidden Risks of Mixing Food and Medicine. By Madelyn & John Fernstrom. The ultimate guide to food and medication interaction. Readers can easily find a medication, see what foods to avoid, and make some smart swaps. Consumers can easily personalize their healthiest eating plan to work with, not against, their medications. 234 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $5.95

APPL E CIDER VINEG AR FOR HEALTH: 100 Amazing and Unexpected Uses for Apple Cider Vinegar. By Britt Brandon. Shows you how to use the all-natural product in your daily beauty and health routine, from crafting a wholesome weight-loss tonic to giving your skin a lovely glow. Featuring step by step instructions and plenty of tips, you will discover the power of apple cider vinegar. 128 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99. $4.95

DON'T EAT THIS IF YOU'RE TAKING SUPPLEMENTS. By Madelyn & John Fernstrom. Takes the guesswork out of using supplements, vitamins, and nutraceuticals. More than 600 entries organized alphabetically by most common supplements, vitamins, and nutraceuticals. More than 7500 entries! Easy to use guide details foods that can interfere with, not against, their medications. 234 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. $9.95

SPECIAL OPERATIONS FORCES MEDICAL HANDBOOK, SECOND EDITION. By John Albanino et al. This handbook is a product of top medical officers from the U.S. Army, Navy, Marines and Air Force, and covers everything from the first aid to field obstetrics and even veterinary medicine. Prepares you for any medical crisis, whether you're in the midst of battle, scuba diving or just lounging on a hike in the woods. 510 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $6.95


5-MINUTE HAIRSTYLES. By Jenny Strebe. With plenty of options for all hair types and lengths, it has never been so easy to try something new. 144 pages. Color photos. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. $5.95

DON'T EAT THIS IF YOU'RE TAKING MEDICATIONS. By Madelyn & John Fernstrom. The ultimate guide to food and medication interaction. Readers can easily find a medication, see what foods to avoid, and make some smart swaps. Consumers can easily personalize their healthiest eating plan to work with, not against, their medications. 234 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $5.95

500 EYE-MAKEUP DESIGNS: Inspired and Inventive Looks for Every Mood and Occasion. By Kendra Stanton. Provides hundreds of ideas for breaking out of the "neutral eye shadow with black mascara" rut. You’ll get to indulge your playful side with eye shadow looks from different eras, dramatic theatrical eye makeup that employs special effects, and even wild nature-inspired looks. Color photos. 320 pages. Fair Winds Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99. $3.95

6919691 DOCTOR YOU: Introducing the Hard Science of Self-Healing. By Jeremy Howick. Aside from the ethical and practical implications of treating medical conditions as a profit center, Howick demonstrates that the abundance of modern drugs and technologies has blinded us to the fact that the human body produces its own cures. He can treat pain, cure itself of many physical ailments, and can even combat mild mental depression. 301 pages. Quercus. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

678478 THE TELOMERE EFFECT: A Revolutionary Approach to Living Younger, Healthier, Longer. By E. Blackburn & E. Epel. Reveals evidence-based approach you need to fire up your body's purification and repair processes. Takes on the well-established idea that aging is irreversible. Includes tests to assess your biological age. Also explores the four key areas: blood sugar, blood pressure, body fat, and inflammation. A healthy diet and lifestyle make all the difference. 284 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95

6594299 THE COMPLETE IDIOT'S GUIDE TO DETOXIFYING YOUR BODY. By Delia Quijagley. Guides you through the detox process, with tips on cleansing foods, spa baths, and more. Begins with simple tips to help you figure out when it's time to detox, and includes a 5-week, step by step program to show you through the pain and depression, and reintroduction to foods. 323 pages. Alpha. $7.95

6898745 LIGHT THERAPIES: A Complete Guide to the Healing Power of Light. By Anadi Martel. Covering the historic, scientific, and spiritual aspects of light and its role in energy medicine, Martel explores the vibrational nature of light and its role in the interaction between light, biology, and consciousness. Here he details how to use light therapy daily and get optimal benefits from sunlight. Illus. in color. 368 pages. Healing Arts. $19.95

6917425 DESIGNED TO MOVE: The Science-Based Program to Fight Sitting Disease & Enjoy Lifelong Health. By Joan Vernikos. The human body is designed to move, not stay still for hours at a time. Dr. Vernikos presents a simple, easy-to-follow, science-based movement program to help you regain your good health and stay healthy for life. Her program offers a variety of easy, low-impact exercises that can improve your strength, balance, mood, and long-term health. 126 pages. Dial Driver Books. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

5778719 MAGNESIUM: The Miracle Mineral. By Sandra Cabot. Magnesium is a mineral that can make a huge difference to your health, yet many people have inadequate magnesium levels in their bodies. Many different and common health problems can be blamed on magnesium deficiency. Includes tips to replace magnesium lost by simulating magnesium deficiency. 94 pages. SCB International. Paperback. Pub. at $12.00 $8.95

6951700 IS GWYNETH PALTROW WRONG ABOUT EVERYTHING? By Timothy Caulfield. Provides an entertaining look into the celebrity world while debunking the celebrity message, including vivacious actors and their experiences trying out for American Idol, having his skin resurfaced, and doing the Gwyneth Paltrow Clean Cleanse. 254 pages. Beacon. $19.95

6833028 HYPE: A Doctor’s Guide to Medical Myths, Exaggerated Claims, and Bad Advice—How To Tell What’s Real and What’s Not. By Nina Shapiro with K. Lobeg. An engaging and informative look at the real science behind our most puzzling health questions. Includes a clinical stop at your health. There is a lot of misinformation thrown around these days, especially online. The author distinguishes the falsehoods from the evidence backed truth and dispenses her wisdom with a definition of a “healthy life.” 284 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

6912702 THE GENETICS OF HEALTH: Understand Your Genes for Better Health. By Sharon F. Paul. In a revolutionary guide to living well, Dr. Paul pinpoints the key genes that make or break your body's efforts at good health, and offers you a blueprint on how to use your newfound self-knowledge to live your healthiest life. 258 pages. Atria. Pub. at $26.00 $6.95


682886X SUSTAINABLE MEDICINE: Whistle-Blowing on 21st-Century Medical Practice. By Sarah Myhill. Based on the premise that 21st century, profit-driven Western medicine is failing to address the root causes of disease, Dr. Myhill aims to encourage people to heal themselves by addressing the underlying causes of their illness. She presents a logical progression from identifying symptoms to offering a toolbox of treatment strategies. 246 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

5795616 THE MAGNESIUM MIRACLE, SECOND EDITION. By Carolyn Dean. Updated with the latest research, this guide explains the vital role that magnesium plays in your body and life. Discover magnesium’s amazing but largely unsung uses: lowering cholesterol, reducing the risk of heart disease, reducing pain, and depression, and combating insomnia, and more. 553 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95

6965148 THE GUT WELLNESS GUIDE. By A. Post & S. Cavaliere. A user friendly guide for anyone grappling with chronic pain, fatigue, gas, bloating, and other common disorders associated with the gut. Addressing a wide range of conditions, this guide presents simple ways to relieve the stress, tune into your body, and create a personalized plan to heal. 180 pages. Atlantic. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

6827829 THE TOxin SOLUTION. By Joseph Pizzorno. The author provides an eight-week program to detox your life. You will learn how to repair the liver, gut, and kidneys to function at maximum capacity by avoiding toxins in food, cleaning products, cosmetics, personal care items, and more by replacing these products with safe alternatives. 280 pages. HarperOne. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

595278X THE HUNDRED-YEAR LIE: How to Protect Yourself from the Chemicals That Are Destroying Your Health. By Randall Fitzgerald. Reveals that human beings are fast becoming one of the most pollute species on the planet, as your body has become so toxic that you would never pass an FDA inspection. The author shatters dozens of myths perpetrated by the chemical, pharmaceutical, and processed food industries. 292 pages. Plume. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $11.95

5981875 FUNCTIONAL ANATOMY OF THE PELVIS AND THE SACROILIAC JOINT: A Practical Guide. By John Gibbons. A step by step guide to assessing the pelvic and sacroiliac joint, exploring all aspects of this crucial area, and providing detailed information about how to recognize pain and dysfunctional patterns. Includes osteopathic examination methods to identify and correct impaired patterns, as well as functional exercises that promote recovery. Well illus. in color. 286 pages. North Atlantic. 8 1/4x10. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95 $26.95


6551270 EMT-BASIC EXAM REVIEW, THIRD EDITION. By Peter A. DiPrima, Jr. An indispensable study guide to help you think through pre-hospital medicine while covering every topic you must know and scored 95% on the examination. Includes a complete review by a bulletted overview of key topics in each chapter; valuable exam preparation tips; and a 150 question practice exam. Everything you need to boost your test score. Illus. 412 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $39.00 $12.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/651
5984921 Irritable Bowel Syndrome & Diverticulosis: A Self-Help Plan. By Shirley Trickle. Offers an alternative plan for treating IBS that puts you in charge! The plan focuses on cleaning and healing the digestive system with natural methods and not just patching over symptoms with drugs. Therapies include cleansing diet, nutritional supplements, therapeutic massage, relaxation techniques, and more. 228 pages. Conari Press. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $6.95

5672849 The Thyroid Cure: The Functional Medicine Approach to Autoimmune. By Michelle Corey. Discover how to take control of your diet and lifestyle to lose weight, regain energy, balance mood swings, eliminate achy joints, and do away with brain fog. This guide shows you how to arrive at an autoimmune health and understand the underlying cause of your condition; naturally detox your body; and more. 496 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $26.99 $7.95

Limited Quantity 6904106 The Glycemic-Load Diabetes Solution: SixSteps to Optimal Control of Your Adult-Onset Diabetes. By Daniel R. Ghiozzi & M. Copeland. An updated second edition of The Low-Starch Diabetes Solution. For more than ten years, preventive cardiologist and champion of glycemic-load diets, Dr. Ghiozzi, has kept his diabetes under control by targeting starch—not sugar—as the number-one cause behind this chronic condition. He shares his easy to follow diet and exercise plan here. 261 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $3.95

6622514 The Everything Guide to Hashimoto’s Thyroiditis. By Aimee McNew. Discover the causes and symptoms of this autoimmune condition that links gut health and thyroid health, and learn what foods can help improve your condition. Includes meal plans, 200 nutritious recipes, and easy tips for detoxification. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $5.95

6359566 The Merck Manual Go-To Home Guide for Symptoms. Ed. by R.S. Porter & J.L. Kaplan. From the publishers of the world’s bestselling health references comes this comprehensive resource providing a detailed look at common symptoms, from abdominal pain to headache, itching, wheezing, and more. 509 pages. Merck. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

6934111 No One Cares About Crazy People: The Chaos and Heartbreak of Mental Health in America. By Ron Powers. Braided into this vivid social history is the moving saga of Powers’s own family—his bright and buoyant sons, Kevin and Dean, both of whom struggled mightily with schizophrenia, and his wife Honoree Fleming whose knowledge of human biology and loving maternal instincts proved inadequate against schizophrenia’s hellish power. 360 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

6949320 The Cellulite Myth: It’s Not Fat. It’s Fascia. By Ashley Black with J. Hunt. Unveils never-before-known secrets to obtain a healthier and younger body with women of all ages. Includes personal health history. Ninety percent of all women struggle with cellulite, but with this guide you will discover a radical paradigm shift in health and beauty. Illus. 224 pages. Post Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

6888216 The Diabetes Code: Prevent and Reverse Type 2 Diabetes Naturally. By Jason Fung. Writing in clear persuasive language Dr. Fung explains why conventional treatments that rely on insulin or other blood glucose lowering drugs can actually exacerbate the problem leading to significant weight gain and even heart disease. Here he explains the proper diet and lifestyle interventions that put you in charge! 265 pages. GreyStone. Paperback Import. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95


6824250 Overcoming Cancer: The Most Powerful Tools for Fighting Cancer. By Gary Null. Explores and explains the alternative treatments that most mainstream doctors will never discuss with their patients. Dr. Null shares his five most powerful tools for fighting cancer—tumors and foods to avoid and foods to eat for prevention. 223 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95


6863957 What You Must Know About Age-Related Macular Degeneration. By J. Anciel & L. Stevens. A comprehensive guide on AMD that includes detailed information about the eyes, how AMD develops and the common risk factors, which foods contribute to eye health and which can damage your vision; and recommendations for lifestyle changes. 274 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95


6961351 If Our Bodies Could Talk: A Guide to Preventing Cataracts. By J. Anshel & L. Stevens. A comprehensive guide on eye health and which can damage your vision; and about how AMD develops and the most common risk factors; which foods contribute to eye health and which can damage your vision; and about how AMD develops and the common risk factors, which foods contribute to eye health and which can damage your vision; and recommendations for lifestyle changes. 274 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95


**Diseases & Disorders**

**LIMITED QUANTITY 6901186 LIVING WITH METABOLIC SYNDROME.** By Naheed All. More than one billion people worldwide are afflicted by this disease, which involves a series of conditions including increased blood pressure, high blood sugar level, excess body fat, and abnormal cholesterol level. This breakthrough guide will help you understand and keep this condition away. 216 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

**694576 THE NEW HORMONE SOLUTION.** By Erika Schwartz. Discover how to identify the symptoms of hormone imbalance at different stages of your life and what the safe and easy options are for treatment. Dr. Schwartz shows you how to take ownership of your health and avoid becoming a victim of the money-hungry systems. 271 pages. Post Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

**5881633 CANCER HATES TEA: A Unique Preventive and Transformative Lifestyle Change to Help Crush Cancer.** By Maria Usopski. After her own battle with cancer, Usopski researched tea, and discovered hundreds of studies that showed how powerful a five-cup-a-day steeping habit could be. Tea is an invaluable ally, and this three-week plan brings this restorative and nourishing beverage to your arsenal. Includes recipes. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Page Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

**6894486 THE EVERYTHING GUIDE TO LYME DISEASE.** By Rafał Tokarz. If you’re suffering from Lyme disease, you need clear, easy to understand information. Written by a leading expert in infectious diseases, this is a comprehensive resource for living with Lyme disease. Learn about all aspects of the disease, how to prevent it, and how to find the best medical care. 256 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $12.95

**6800130 AFTER CANCER CARE: The Definitive Self-Care Guide to Getting and Staying Well for Patients After Cancer.** By Gerald M. Lemole et al. In this comprehensive, research-based guide the authors fill the post-treatment gap and offer you holistic information to thrive after cancer treatment and recovery. They break down hard science into palatable, practical takeaways for you to enjoy many years of cancer-free serenity. 288 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $11.95

**6805944 PROSTATE CANCER BREAKTHROUGHS: The New Options You Need to Know About.** By Jay S. Cohen. A step by step look at the entire diagnostic process, up to and including the diagnosis. Dr. Cohen then provides new information on PSA testing, targeted biopsy, and advanced prostate cancer treatment options, providing you with the information you need to know to make the choices that are right for you. 138 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**7685573 COULD IT BE B12? SECOND EDITION: An Epidemic of Misdiagnoses.** By S.M. Pacholok & J. J. Stuart. A modern classic that has become an essential and authoritative guide to vitamin B12 deficiency. Newly revised, updated, and expanded with the latest scientific findings, it reveals how standard medical practice has misdiagnosed this disorder, and how you can protect yourself. 322 pages. Quill. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**6800408 THE FIBRO FIX: Get to the Root of Your Fibromyalgia and Start Reversing Your Chronic Pain and Fatigue in 21 Days.** By David Brady. A comprehensive 21-day program which will help you determine if you are suffering from actual fibromyalgia or from one of a myriad of other conditions often diagnosed as fibromyalgia. The plan offers three steps which include detoxification, dietary changes, and movement. Solutions include both lifestyle changes, needed for symptom relief, and root causes. Photos. 278 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

**6789501 THE CANCER REVOLUTION: A Groundbreaking Program to Reverse and Prevent Cancer.** By Leigh Erin Connye. Chemotherapy and radiation have their place in cancer treatment, but they can’t solve the problem. Why aren’t enough. This guide will equip you with impactful, achievable lifestyle choices that fight the root of the disease, and that offer hope for recovery and a cancer-free life. 328 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $25.99 $7.95

**6825591 THE LUPUS BOOK, THIRD EDITION: A Guide for Patients and Their Families.** By Daniel J. Wallace. A guide to virtually every aspect of the disease, from clear descriptions of the symptoms to advice on how a patient can take an active role in fighting the disease. 291 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $30.00 $5.95

**6843247 BEAT DIABETES NATURALLY.** By M. Murray & M. Lyon. A comprehensive and authoritative resource for diabetes prevention and management, whether your goal is to take charge of your diabetes or to avoid the disease altogether. Includes strategies for weight loss, stress reduction, and overall health. 384 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

**7639112 SLEEP TO SAVE YOUR LIFE: The Complete Guide to Longer and Healthier Through Restorative Sleep.** By Gerard T. Lombardo. Explains how your genes, environment, job, habits, and physiology may be hindering a good night’s sleep whether you’re at home or in therapy to get the sleep you need. Filled with self-assessments, strategies, and techniques used to help hundreds of thousands. 306 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95


**6738432 HEALING ARTHRITIS: Your 3-Step Guide to Conquering Arthritis Naturally.** By Susan Blum with M. Bender. Dr. Blume’s three-step protocol is designed to address the underlying cause of the condition and enhance the body’s own curative powers by treating rheumatoid arthritis, osteoarthritis, and more. By healing your gut to heal your joints; and reducing inflammation, to live an arthritis free life. 342 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95 $21.95

**6717020 THE END OF ALZHEIMER’S: The First Program to Prevent and Reverse Cognitive Decline.** By Dale E. Bredesen. The author shows that Alzheimer’s disease and cognitive decline can not only be prevented but, in many cases, reversed. He reveals that it is not one condition, but several, all dramatically influenced by imbalances in 36 metabolic factors that can trigger downsizing in the brain. 306 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

**6574866 THE MICROBIOME SOLUTION: A Radical New Way to Heal Your Body from the Inside Out.** By Robynne Chutkan. In this comprehensive guide to the microbiome, Dr. Chutkan explains how the standard Western diet and our super-sanitized lifestyles are starving our intestinal microbiomes, depleting the “good bugs” that are crucial for keeping us healthy. She offers a practical, effective plan for replenishing and optimizing the vital ecosystem in our gut. 282 pages. Avery. Pub. at $25.95 $19.95

**6842013 DR. NEAL BARNARD’S DIET PLAN FOR REVERSING DIABETES, REVISED EDITION.** Tackles diabetes and its complications for good with this newly updated edition of Dr. Barnard’s groundbreaking program. Dr. Barnard has shown that it is often possible to improve insulin sensitivity and tackle type 2 diabetes by following his step by step plan which includes recipes, an exercise guide and more. 264 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

**6932460 REVERSE THYROID DISEASE NATURALLY.** By Michelle Honda. Provides all the information you need to identify, treat, and even reverse your thyroid disease. A thorough, wholesome natural medicine and dietary changes. Includes step by step, do it yourself instructions to help you treat and reverse your thyroid conditions and includes recipes for heart healthy and 100 pages. Halcyon Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $9.95
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**696652** PREDIABETES: A Complete Guide. By Jill Weisenberger. In this volume, Weisenberger gives you advice on taking small, manageable steps to get on the path to good health and diabetes prevention. She provides tips on planning meals, increasing physical activity, eating mindfully, managing emotions, sleeping well. American Diabetes Assoc. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**610609** TOTAL HEALTH TURNAROUND. By Ingrid Finkel. Breaks down the barriers between your symptoms and the root cause, using the latest scientific research. Finkel shows how feeling most common chronic conditions can be linked to stress and its impact on the health of your adrenal glands and gives you a four-step plan to reverse your adrenal fatigue naturally. 372 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $31.95 $4.95

**654044** THE LYME SOLUTION: A 5-Part Plan to Improve Inflammatory Auto-Immune Response and Beat Lyme Disease. By Darin Ingels. Ingels shares his revolutionary approach to treating and healing acute and chronic Lyme. Drawing on his experience as a naturopathic physician, as well as his own experience as a Lyme patient, he provides a path to wellness by fortifying the microbiome, enhancing the immune system, and strengthening the body’s ability to heal from within. 372 pages. Avery. Pub. at $19.99 $9.97

**691992** HARNESSING HOPE: Take Control of Your Life and Master Depression. By Jan Marsh. Takes a holistic approach explaining depression in approachable language and shows how simple lifestyle changes can make a difference. 151 pages. Exisle. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

**597126** UNDERSTANDING DEPRESSION: A Translational Approach. Ed. by Carmine M. Pariante et al. Brings together world leaders in research on depression to discuss for the first time, in an interdisciplinary setting, both classical and innovative ideas to understand this devastating disease. Discusses neurobiological, pathological, genetic, and evolutionary models, with a particular emphasis on the connection between the brain and physical health. Illus., some in color. 385 pages. Oxford. Paperbound. Pub. at $78.00 $5.95

**694416** THE INNER CAUSE: A Psychology of Symptoms from A to Z. By Martin Brofman. The author explores the underlying message of the symptoms discussed in the A to Z guide, which chakras are involved, how you may be affected, and highlights many practical aspects of dementia care, suggesting from which we can use our own minds and bodies to recover, and present powerful tools that target the negative emotions and self-sabotaging behaviors that accompany the disorder. Illus., 180 pages. Healing Arts. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

**579170** LIE, LAUGH, LOVE, DEMENTIA, 2ND EDITION. By Lee-Fay Low. All about how to make life with dementia as positive as possible to maximize quality of life for all involved. This guide enables families to help their loved one one step at a time. Others, and also maintain their self identity through easy to understand activities. 242 pages. Exisle. Paperback Import. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


**6931803** THE END OF HEART DISEASE: The Eat to Live Plan to Prevent and Reverse Heart Disease. By Joel Fuhrman. Heart disease can be prevented and even reversed without dangerous surgeries. Dr. Fuhrman presents his safe Nutrition plan, proven to lower cholesterol and blood pressure, plan, proven to lower cholesterol and blood pressure, reduce weight, heal obstrusive coronary artery disease, and even eradicate advanced heart disease. Includes a complete meal plan and recipes. 430 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

**6792693** A DEEPER PERSPECTIVE ON ALZHEIMER’S AND OTHER DEMENTIAS: Practical Tools with Spiritual Insights. By Megan Carnarius. Clearly outlines the different stages of dementia and highlights many practical aspects of dementia care, suggesting accessible tools for family and professionals alike. Carnarius also addresses the more subtle spiritual dimensions of this process and offers new insights and tools previously explored. 180 pages. Finhorn. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $18.99 $15.95

**6752969** THE PSYCHOBIOLOGICAL REVOLUTION: Mood, Food, and the New Science of the Gut-Brain Connection. By Scott Weisberg. Drawing on cutting-edge research and practical advice, the authors share the newest discoveries of how the population inside your intestines can cause—and cure—depression, anxiety, and other nervous system disorders. Practical tools for finding emotional balance in body and mind as well as mental health, diet, and optimal well-being. 319 pages. National Geographic. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

**5910699** INFECTIOUS MADNESS. By Harriet A. Washington. Weaving together cutting-edge research and startling case studies, Washington shows that a callous disregard of scientific evidence of mental illness in the past, and a failure to respond to a formerly healthy teen, how a pregnant woman’s contact with cat litter can lead to schizophrenia in her child, and how gut bacteria that leak into the bloodstream may play a role in autism. 292 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00 $16.95


**6921806** RECLAIMING LIFE AFTER TRAUMA: Healing PTSD with Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy and Yoga. By D. MINTKE & R. JONES. Drawing on many years of clinical work and their experience administering the successful Integrative Trauma Recovery Program, the authors share the full description and discussion of PTSD as a mind-body condition, from which we can use our own minds and bodies to recover, and present powerful tools that target the negative emotions and self-sabotaging behaviors that accompany the disorder. Illus., 180 pages. Healing Arts. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

**682671** DIGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF CHRONIC FATIGUE SYNDROME AND MYALGIC ENCEPHALITIS. By Sarah Myhill. Dr. Myhill examines the essential role our mitochondria play in the production and management of energy, and how thyroid is key to understanding and overcoming Chronic Fatigue Syndrome and the inflammation that often accompanies it. Myalgic Encephalitis. Her approach offers those suffering from CFS/ME as a roadmap to recovery. 413 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

---
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★ 5987989 UNDERSTANDING PARKINSON’S DISEASE, THIRD EDITION: A Self-Help Guide. By S.H. Schechter & D.L. Cram. The authors draw from their perspectives—as a specialist and a PD patient—to enlighten and encourage. An incredibly informative guide for people who are newly diagnosed with PD, PD is diagnosed, symptoms and stages of PD, the emotional side of PD, choosing the right health-care team and more. Illus. 156 pages. Addicus. Paperbound. $17.95


5917719 BRAIN STORMS: My Fight Against Parkinson’s and the Race to Unlock the Secrets of the Deadliest Brain’s Most Mysterious Diseases. By Jon Palfreman. Palfreman writes both as a journalist and as a patient to tell the story of Parkinson’s. The race is on to discover a cure and to stop or reverse neurodegenerative conditions like Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s. This is a long overdue, riveting, and deeply personal story of that race, and a passionate, insightful and urgent account of the lives of those affected. 359 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99 $14.95

★ 6903819 A HEADACHE IN THE PELVIS: The Wise-Anderson Protocol for Healing Pelvic Pain. By D. Wise & R. Anderson. This informative release by the noted experts reveals why conventional treatments have not worked, and describes the details of the physical and behavioral protocol that can help to heal the painful pelvic floor. Often incorrectly diagnosed, debilitating, and disruptive, this protocol offers hope and healing to those suffering. Illus. 374 pages. Harmony. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

★ 6698700 PALE RIDER: The Spanish Flu of 1918 and How It Changed the World. By Laura Spinney. The Spanish flu of 1918–1920 was one of the greatest human disasters of all time, infecting a third of the world’s population, with a death toll between 50 and 100 million people. In this gripping narrative history, Spinney tracks the overlooked pandemic to reveal how the virus traveled the globe, exposing mankind’s vulnerability. Photos. 332 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

★ 6718647 MASTER YOUR DIABETES: A Comprehensive, Integrative Approach for Both Type 1 and Type 2 Diabetes. By Moria Morstein. Shows how people with Type 1 and Type 2 diabetes can control and maintain control of their blood sugar levels, preventing and even reversing existing diabetic complications. An indispensable resource, this volume will empower readers to take control of their condition and continue living full, active, and healthy long lives. 543 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

★ 6964397 LIVING BEYOND LYME: Reclaim Your Life from Lyme Disease and Chronic Illness. By Joseph J. Trunzo. This volume helps patients side-step the often frightening controversy surrounding Lyme Disease. Instead it focuses on living meaningfully, using mindfulness and Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) and a client-driven approach, that can help people change their experience of their illness. 167 pages. Changemakers Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

★ 6655714 ACID REFLUX IN CHILDREN: How Healthy Eating Can Fix Your Child’s Asthma, Allergies, Obesity, Nasal Congestion, Cough & Croup. By Jamie Koufman et al. Offers parents an inside track on how to diagnose their children’s respiratory reflux and manage it naturally without medications. This guide also provides a roadmap. This guide also provides a roadmap to show how the diet and lifestyle of the entire family can be improved, along with over 80 recipes to get you started eating well. 254 pages. Kahului. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★ 6960489 IN A DIFFERENT KEY: The Story of Autism. By J. Donvan & L. Salyer. Offers thorough explanations of what happens after the PD is diagnosed, symptoms and stages of PD, the emotional side of PD, choosing the right health-care team and more. Illus. 156 pages. Addicus. Paperbound. $17.95

★ 5874745 THE HEARING-LOSS GUIDE: Useful Information and Advice for Patients and Families. By John M. Burkey. Presents clear and comprehensive information on hearing loss, followed by candid personal recommendations from people who are coping successfully with hearing difficulties. 265 pages. Yale. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $11.95

6615153 PROSTATE & CANCER, 4TH EDITION REVISED. By Sheldon Marks. Offers the most recent information on traditional surgical practices. This definitive text is characterized by a rather “passionate, insightful and urgent account of the lives of those affected. Among the topics they cover are how to take control of your treatment, how to coexist with your symptoms, diagnostic tests, and both conventional and alternative treatment options. 217 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

★ 6864749 WHAT YOU MUST KNOW ABOUT THYROID DISORDERS & WHAT TO DO ABOUT THEM. By Dr. Michael J. Putnam. Discusses the most common thyroid-related disorders and symptoms, beginning each discussion with an overview of the disorder that helps readers determine if they may be suffering from the problem. Explains the connection between symptom, diagnostic tests, and both conventional and alternative treatment options. 217 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

★ 6971511 KILLER DISEASES, MODERN-DAY EPIDEMICS: Keys to Stopping Heart Disease, Diabetes, Cancer, and Obesity in Their Tracks. By Swanson & Alex Moldanado. Explores the evidence based connection between lifestyle choices and these killer chronic diseases, and provides insight into changes that will hold the disease at bay. This provides the up to date information you need to understand kidney dialysis, make smart choices, and to understand your own treatment plan. 197 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

★ 6752454 IN PURSUIT OF MEMORY: The Fight Against Alzheimer’s. By Joseph Jebelli. Neuroscientist Jebelli has written a very human history of a frightening disease. This comprehensive account shows vividly why the author feels so hopeful about a cure, but also why our best defense in the meantime is to understand the disease. A moving, eye-opening guide to the threat one in three of us faces. 302 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

★ 188512X THE AUTOIMMUNE SOLUTION: Prevent and Reverse the Full Spectrum of Inflammatory Symptoms and Diseases. By Amy Myers. M.D. Myers, a renowned leader in functional medicine, offers her medical proven approach to prevent and reverse a wide range of inflammatory-related symptoms and diseases, including allergies, asthma, obesity, cardiovascular disease, fibromyalgia, lupus, IBS, chronic headaches and hearing impairments. HarperOne. Pub. at $27.99 $14.95

682161X THIS IS CANCER. By Laura Holmes Haddad. Written by a cancer survivor so other patients and families would have the guide they need, and created for those who prefer their help with cancer research. This Haddad provides an overview of a cancer diagnosis from treatment to exercise, parenting, and the myriad emotions you’ll feel along the way. 317 pages. Zeal. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $9.95


★ 682161X THIS IS CANCER. By Laura Holmes Haddad. Written by a cancer survivor so other patients and families would have the guide they need, and created for those who prefer their help with cancer research. This Haddad provides an overview of a cancer diagnosis from treatment to exercise, parenting, and the myriad emotions you’ll feel along the way. 317 pages. Zeal. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $9.95
Complementary & Alternative Medicine

**655430X THE RESONANCE EFFECT: How Frequency Specific Micronutrient Is Changing Medicine.** By Carolyn Makinak. A chiropractor specializing in fibromyalgia and myotensal pain, Makinak describes her experiments with a two-channel micronutrient device that has achieved astounding results, which have created new possibilities for suffering patients over the past twenty years. Case histories illustrate the efficacy of the treatment and include the specific frequencies that each condition requires. Photos. 251 pages. North Atlantic. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**5949890 HEALING WITH MEDICAL MARIJUANA: Getting Beyond the Smoke and Mirrors.** By Mark Sircus. Marijuana is an effective treatment for dozens of serious ailments, from cancer and Parkinson’s disease to headaches and depression. This clear guide explains the power of the cannabis plant in combating numerous disorders. 193 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. **PRICE CUT to $12.95**

**2752341 SODIUM BICARBONATE: Nature’s Unique First Aid Remedy.** By Mark Sircus. Shows how this common compound—along with magnesium, potassium, and calcium bicarbonates—may be used in the alleviation, or possibly even prevention, of many forms of illness. 199 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95.

**691605 AROMATHERAPY WITH ESSENTIAL OIL DIFFUSERS: For Everyday Health & Wellness.** By Karin Parramore. In this perfect companion to your favorite diffuser, Parramore teaches you how to diffuse essential oils, from arnii to ylang ylang, to treat various health conditions and enhance your environment. Learn to use natural scents derived from plants to improve your physical, mental and emotional health. Illus. 216 pages. Rose Rose. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**962978X HERBS AND SPICES: Natural Alternatives for Healthy Living.** By Cinzia Trenchi. Herbs and plants don’t just provide shade and lighten the mood with their flowers and fruit; they have also been used for centuries in the preparation of remedies for ailments of varying gravity. Filled with recipes and interesting ideas, Trenchi will guide you step by step through the preparation of herbal remedies. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. White Star Import. Pub. at $16.95. **PRICE CUT to $12.95**

**6911718 THE HERBALIST’S KITCHEN: Cooking and Healing with Herbs.** By Pat Crocker. With their timeless flavor and aroma, uplifting spirits, calming nerves, and providing unique healing benefits, herbs are the original power plants. Crocker takes you on a fascinating journey to uncover root, stem, leaf, and flower alchemy for being, living, and eating well. Well illus. in color. 424 pages. Sterling Epicure. Pub. at $24.95.

**DVD 5722020 ACUPRESSURE: Massage Practice.** By Michelle Kluck. Certified massage therapist Michelle Kluck introduces viewers to the ancient Chinese art of using finger pressure to stimulate the body’s vital energy system. Well illus. in color. 572 pages. Watkins. Paperback Import. Pub. at $29.99. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**DVD 5651847 MASSAGE PRACTICE FOR COUPLES.** By Michelle Kluck. Previously released as Couples Massage. Working with her partner, certified massage therapist Michelle Kluck takes you through two full-body massages—one for women and one for men—although both partners can benefit from the techniques. Uses Swedish Massage techniques. 40 minutes. Gaiam. Pub. at $14.98. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**DVD 5720039 REFLEXOLOGY: Massage Practice.** By Michelle Kluck. Your feet are a virtual map of your whole body, and as certified condition expert Mark Stansbury reveals in this DVD, knowing how to use that mapping to your advantage. Discover how specific massage techniques can target the symptoms of migraines, indigestion, high blood pressure, stress, and more. 30 minutes. Gaiam.

**6699189 THE HEALING POWER OF TEA: Simple Teas & Tisanes to Remedy and Rejuvenate Your Health.** By Carolyn Dow. Discover the benefits of tea and herbal infusions as well as tea’s fascinating history, recipes, and an easy-to-use reference guide. Learn about blending, preparation and consumption, and how to grow your own tea garden. 246 pages.展longmeadow Press. Pub. at $15.99. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**6762905 BRAVE NEW WEED: Adventures into the Uncharted World of Cannabis.** By Joe Dolce. Offers a fresh take on the new world of cannabis and all the promise that this multi-functional plant holds. Entertaining, educating, and thought-provoking, this account will surprise and educate advocates on both sides of the cannabis debate. 275 pages. HarperWave. Pub. at $24.95. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**4368479 HERBAL ANTIBIOTICS, 2ND EDITION REVISED: Natural Alternatives for Treating Drug-Resistant Bacteria.** By Stephen Harrod Buhner. This indispensable reference explains the roots of antibiotic resistance, explores the value of herbal treatments, and provides in-depth instructions for the most reliable effective herbs to give you the confidence to identify the best herbal formulas and make medicines yourself. 467 pages. Storey. Pub. at $24.95. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**5685254 HERBAL FORMULARIES FOR HEALTH PROFESSIONALS, VOLUME 1: DEPRESSION, ANXIETY & ELIMINATION.** By Stephen Harrod Buhner. Profiles the plants that have proven most effective in fighting viral infections and provides in-depth instructions for preparing and using formulations to address the most common infections and to strengthen your body safely and naturally. 408 pages. Storey. Pub. at $24.95. **PRICE CUT to $16.95**

**4578902 NATURAL REMEDIES FOR LOW TESTOSTERONE, SECOND EDITION: How to Enhance Male Sexual Health and Energy.** By Stephen Harrod Buhner. Recent studies show that the decreased testosterone levels in aging men are being exacerbated by environmental agents. Buhner illustrates how naturally occurring plant remedies body and mind to improve confidence to identify the best herbal formulas and make medicines your self. 180 pages. Healing Arts. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**6767338 WHOLE DETOX: A 21-Day Personalized Program to Break Through Barriers in Every Area of Your Life.** By Deanna Dolce. Provides a proven plan to conquer all of the physical and emotional toxicities that keep you from feeling your best. Using an integrative, color-coded system, Dr. Minich’s life-changing program will help you identify which areas of your body’s seven health systems are toxic and in need of help. 432 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $27.99. **PRICE CUT to $5.99**


**6775856 THE PRACTICAL HANDBOOK OF HOMEOPATHY, REVISED EDITION: The How, When, Why & Which of Home Prescribing.** By Colin Griffith. Provides comprehensive, trustworthy advice for homeopathy at home. Twenty-seven sections cover ailments from health—the classic homoeopathic remedies to emergencies to emotional well-being—are supplemented by answers to frequently asked questions and detailed information on diagnosis, cure. 386 pages. Watkins. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**
6836644 POWER YOGA, 2ND EDITION: An Individualized Approach to Strength, Grace, and Inner Peace. By Ulrica Norberg. Gorgeous color photography depicting yoga poses makes this book both a remarkably practical and truly inspiring guide. Norberg offers a fresh and positive approach to yoga as exercise and as a vibrant part of your daily routine. 128 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

$3.95

★ 6786472 CHAKRA HEALING: A Beginner’s Guide to Self-Healing Techniques That Balance the Chakras. By Margarita Alcantara. All living beings have powerful centers of energy called chakras. With this guide you will unlock the full potential of your chakra system for complete health and balance restoration. In 3 steps you will learn to locate your symptom or ailment, learn which chakras are blocked, and apply different chakra healing techniques. Illus. some color. 190 pages. Althea. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99

$11.95

687001 FENG SHUI AND MONEY, SECOND EDITION: A Nine-Week Program for Creating Wealth Using Ancient Principles and Techniques. By Eric Shafter. This newly revised edition includes updated information on topics such as: insights into your “money script”; easy ways to shift the financial flow in your life; feng shui “cures” for energetic and financial leaks; success stories from people who have transformed their finances; and that which can be done at home or on the go to improve your wealth. Illus. 228 pages. Allworth. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

★ 6944825 BHAKTI FLOW YOGA: A Training Guide for Practice and Life. By Rusty Wells. This wildly popular San Francisco-based yoga teacher brings all his warmth and enthusiasm to this guide to Bhakti Flow Yoga (the yoga of devotion) and Vinyasa Flow. It is a style of yoga that emphasizes a seamless connection between the breath and body, as well as a deep and meditative connection with nature, is called chakras. With this practical guide you will learn how to master energy (qi) and moving it through the body. Well illus. 238 pages. Shambhala. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95

$9.95

★ 6910157 SHINRIN YOKU: The Japanese Art of Forest Bathing. By Yoshihumi Miyazaki. Forest bathing, the Japanese practice of seeking a deep and meditative connection with nature, is called chakras. With this practical guide you will learn how to master energy (qi) and moving it through the body. Well illus. 238 pages. Shambhala. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95

$14.95

★ 6885691 THE YOGA HEALER: Remedies for the Body, Mind, and Spirit. By Christine Bunke. From alleviating daily aches and pains to improving your state of mind and spirit, this detailed guide will give you the powerful tools you need that can be practiced anywhere, anytime, Fully illus. In color. 276 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

$6.95

★ 6463317 KOKORO YOGA: Maximize Your Human Potential and Develop the Spirit of a Warrior. By Mark & Catherine Divine. Get an unbeatable full body workout through thorough use of mind and shaping into your creative spirit, this detailed guide will give you the powerful tools you need that can be practiced anywhere, anytime, Fully illus. In color. 276 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

$12.95

★ 6631036 THE COMPLETE YOGA TUTOR: A Structured Course to Achieve Professional Expertise. By Mark Kan. This concise manual on Hatha Yoga demonstrates how this ancient science will show you the way to radiant health, perfect mind control and peace within one’s self, the world, and nature. Well illus. In color. 256 pages. Gaia. 7¼x10¼. Paperback Import. Pub. at $24.99

$17.95

★ 675127X YOGA NIDRA MEDITATION: The Sleep of the Sages. By Pierre Bonnasse. Known as the “yoga of conscious sleep,” yoga nidra is an ancient Indian practice that allows you to consciously explore the states of wakefulness, dream, and deep sleep. The author shows how sleep can be an opportunity to practice a form of yoga that changes your dreams and nights as well as your days. 150 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

$13.95

★ 4525205 2,100 ASANAS: The Complete Yoga Poses. By Daniel Lacerda. An unprecedented collection of yoga poses, as well as a work of art that showcases the beauty and athleticism of the human form in the practice of yoga. This volume is a must-have for yogis of all levels and dedicated to any type of practice. Illus. 36 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Hardcover. Pub. at $35.00

$24.95


$13.95

6905072 YOGA BODIES: Real People, Real Stories & the Power of Transformation. By Laura Lipton. Proving there are as many different ways to experience yoga as there are people who practice it, Lipton artfully captures yoga’s multifaceted essence and the inspiring ways it can bring about personal transformation by presenting more than 80 practitioners’ stories—real people who share how yoga has touched their lives for the good. Color photos. 160 pages. Chronicle. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

$11.95


$6.95

★ 5902177 SHALON QI GONG: Energy in Motion. By S. Xinggui & E. Vogl. Explains the fundamental principle of Qi Gong, the art of mastering energy (qi) and moving it through the body, and provides clear demonstrations of all the positions and movements. Includes a 53-minute DVD of the exercises performed. Fully illus. in color. 154 pages. Destiny. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

$11.95

★ 6637647 THE LONGEVITY PLAN: Seven Life-Transforming Lessons from Ancient China. By John D. & Jane Ann Day. Suffering from ill health, Day travels to a remote village in China where heart disease, cancer, diabetes, obesity, dementia, depression, and insomnia don’t exist and prove it. Qi Gong 100 in good health is not uncommon. Here he shares his research that reveals seven principles that work in tandem to create health, happiness, and longevity. 8 pages of photos, 288 pages. Harper. Pub. at $25.99

$18.95

★ 6892659 EFFORTLESS LIVING: Wu-Wei and the Taoist Art of Harmony. By Jason Lipton. Reveals the wisdom utilized by renowned sages, artists, and athletes who have adapted “being in the zone” or “wu-wei.” As an avid wu-wei teacher brings all his warmth and enthusiasm to this guide to Bhakti Flow Yoga (the yoga of devotion) and Vinyasa Flow. It is a style of yoga that emphasizes a seamless connection between the breath and body, as well as a deep and meditative connection with nature, is called chakras. With this practical guide you will learn how to master energy (qi) and moving it through the body, and provides clear demonstrations of all the positions and movements. Includes a 53-minute DVD of the exercises performed. Fully illus. in color. 154 pages. Destiny. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

$11.95


$17.95
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- **6950728 QUANTUM CONSCIOUSNESS: Journey Through Other Realms.** By Peter Smith. Deepen your understanding of quantum physics and expanded states of awareness with this enlightening guide that helps you pull science and spirituality closer together. This fascinating volume invites you to four alternate realities, parallel universes, interdimensional consciousness, the eternal state, and even the very fabric of the universe. 203 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

- **6771971 CREATING THE SOUL BODY: The Sacred Science of Immortality.** By Robert E. Cox. The author maps the spiritual journey of creating the body of the soul, bonded to the science of immortality and reveals the practice of creating a soul body in detail. He also shows that this ancient spiritual science resembles advanced theories of modern science, such as wave and particle theory and the unified field theory. Illus. 276 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $14.95

- **7622587 SELF-HEALING WITH REIKI: How to Create Wholeness, Harmony & Balance for Body, Mind & Spirit.** By Penelope Quest. Many people who attend a Reiki workshop learn the basics of self-treatment with Reiki, but few discover its real potential for self-healing. This guide explains how you can use Reiki as a powerful tool for healing your mind, body, and spirit to achieve wholeness, align your energy centers, and fulfill your purpose. 272 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $16.99

- **6900452 SOURCE CODE MEDITATION: Hacking Evolution Through Higher Brain Activation.** By Michael Cotton. Distilled from the world’s most comprehensive philosophy, Integral Metatheory, SCM and the 9 Summits of Transformation provide a step by step guide to mobilize subtle energy in your body, awaken your higher brain, enlighten your mind, and set your heart on the path of connecting with your true self and a true new world. 237 pages. Findhorn. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

- **5731299 THE INFINITE WISDOM OF THE AKASHIC RECORDS.** By Lisa Barnett. Carefully guides readers through the Akashic Knowing Wisdom Prayer System, a five-step program with three vibrational keys to easily access your Akashic Record. Along the way, you’ll learn how to release karma, soul contracts, and vows that bind you to negative life patterns. 192 pages. New Page Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

- **6872816 BELIEVE, ASK, ACT: Divine Steps to Raise Your Intuition, Create Change, and Discover Happiness.** By MaryAnn DiMarco. Reveals how to connect to your Universal Team’s wisdom and guidance using believe, Ask, and Act. DiMarco shows you how to raise your intuition and learn how to identify, and remove the spiritual, emotional, and real-world obstacles that hold you back. 212 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $25.99 $6.95

- **6911781 MINDFULNESS IS BETTER THAN CHOCOLATE.** By David Michie. Mindfulness is paying attention to the present moment, deliberately and non-judgmentally. Several studies have shown that those who practice it experience a wealth of benefits. Michie gives you the tools to renew your brain for happiness, and by harnessing the power of mindfulness you can live a life that is truly fulfilled. 310 pages. The Experiment. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

- **6891853 THE POWER OF YOUR ANGELS: 28 Days to Finding Your Path and Realizing Your Life’s Dreams.** By Isabelle von Fallois. This guide contains a 28 day program designed to connect to your toxic behavior patterns so that you can connect with and your true essence. The step by step process increases your personal impact and helps you form a more positive belief system, so that miracles and synchronicities become a part of life. 253 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

- **688069X MINDFULNESS DAY BY DAY: How to Find Peace in the Present Moment.** By Josh Baran. If you think that enlightenment is reserved for only a chosen few and requires decades of spiritual practice, this enlightening state—that place of peace and bliss—is present and available to you, right here, right now, and this is the guide that can point you to it. 400 pages. Hampton Roads. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

- **5739608 HOLISTIC ENERGY MAGIC.** By Tess Whitehurst. Access your natural abilities to create positive change and manifest success in every area of your life. Interweaving both ancient and modern spiritual techniques, this empowering guide provides instructions for tool-free magic and important insights into the foundations of personal power. 272 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $15.95

- **6817785 A COURSE IN MASTERING ALCHEMY: Tools to Shift, Transform and Ascend.** By J. Self & R. Burnett. Offers a self-contained program that will teach you how to master your alchemy and access a totally new way of life, using energy tools of unparalleled power. The author breaks the key step techniques you need to become conscious of the limitations of your present reality and step out of the unnecessary concept of “suffering” into complete well-being. 366 pages. Watkins. Paperback Import. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

- **6939407 THE SACRED POWER IN YOUR NAME: Using Your Name for Personal Empowerment and Healing.** By Ted Andrews. Includes entries for nearly two hundred names with meanings, affirmations, sound and chakra elements, and meditations. Your name is your direct link to the infinite possibilities of the universe. With this reference you’ll discover new wonders as you uncover the true power of your name. 342 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

- **6943063 THE CHAKRA PROJECT: How the Healing Power of Energy Can Transform Your Life.** By Georgia Colendige. With dozens of colorful and inspiring photos along with simple, accessible exercises, this guide will help you to connect with your chakras, get to know each one and help you to heal them if they are unbalanced or blocked. 192 pages. Sterling Ethics. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

- **6891851 SEX, LOVE, AND DHARMA: Ancient Wisdom for Modern Relationships.** By Simon Chokrsky. Sharing ancient Vedic secrets of sex, love, health, and dharma, the author explains how to prepare your mind, body, and spirit for the right partner and how to determine if a potential mate is a good match for your unique chemistry. Knowing who you are will help you create a strong connection. 372 pages. Destiny. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $16.95

- **6839142 ADVANCED MEDICAL INTUITION: 6 Underlying Causes of Illness and Unique Healing Methods.** By Tina M. Zion. A combination of instruction based on Zion’s years of experience and the latest scientific advances, this guide will teach you how to uncover the truth and powerful exercises, will give you the tools you need to rise into your natural gift as an Intuitive and Healer. 332 pages. Boutique of Quality. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

- **6591911 SUPER MIND: How to Boost Performance and Live a Richer and Happier Life Through Transcendental Meditation.** By Norman E. Rosenthal. Transcendental meditation does more than reduce stress and promote general wellness. Rosenthal points out that it’s a gateway to tunneling through the physical, emotionally, and intellectually at levels we never knew we could attain, and he explores how we can aspire to so much more than we ever thought possible. 309 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

- **6851508 SUPER MIND: How to Boost Performance and Live a Richer and Happier Life Through Transcendental Meditation.** By Norman E. Rosenthal. Weaves together decades of peer-reviewed research and compelling personal stories to reveal a higher level of mental development available to us all. Rosenthal will inspire you to consider the unพรacked realities that lie dormant within all of us, and propel you to develop your untapped realms that lie dormant within all of us, and propel you to develop your untapped potential. 308 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95

- **6861903 SOUL HEALING WITH OUR ANIMAL COMPANIONS: The Hidden Keys to a Deeper Animal-Human Connection.** By Tarnmy Billups. Offering a soulful and bioenergetic perspective on decoding our animals’ actions, postures, and behaviors, the author explores how our animal companions share our energetic patterns and emotional wounds, revealing issues in our own lives that may be hidden or suppressed. Photos, 178 pages. Bear & Company. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

- **6926958 THE SIMPLICITY OF COZY: Hygge, Lagom & the Art of Being Human.** By Melissa Alvarez. A beautiful guide to self-care that presents a variety of topics relating to and supporting cozy living, including mindfulness, simple ritual, home environment, relationship connections and being in nature. Alvarez offers easy exercises and practical techniques to help you make more soulful connections. 208 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95
New Age Spirituality

**6894437 BEING PRESENT: Cultivate a Peaceful Mind Through Spiritual Practice.** By Darren Cockburn. Provides practical insight into how to cultivate a peaceful mind effortlessly, and nurture a spiritual connection through the power of the present moment. Cockburn shares practical exercises, meditations, and reflections, prompting you to become one. 224 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

**6835775 THE POWER OF THE INFINITY SYMBOL: Working with the Lemniscate for Ultimate Harmony and Balance.** By Barbara Hart-Rauter. Discover everything you need to know about this luminous symbol. Use the many simple exercises and tips to reconnect the two halves of your brain—the analytical with the emotional side—and make decisions more easily and improve your relationships with others. Color photos. 123 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

**6823935 THE PSYCHIC ENERGY CODEX: Awakening Your Subtle Senses.** By Michelle Belanger. Explores the roots of modern metaphysical beliefs, including the doctrine of the subtle body in the Western tradition, origin of belief in the chakras, and core principles behind time honored techniques such as meditation and creative visualization. 264 pages. Weiser. Papertbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**6927750 THE THREE QUESTIONS: How to Discover and Master the Power Within You.** By D.M. Ruiz & B. Emrys. This profound guide takes you deeper into the tradition of Toltec wisdom, helping you learn to govern your inner worlds and so unleash the hidden power within you. Ruiz’s transformative message will serve as an essential guide for all travelers pursuing self-knowledge, understanding and acceptance. 17.95

**6921671 ANIMAL TOTEMS AND THE GEMSTONE KINGDOM: Spiritual Connections of Crystal Vibrations and Animal Medicine.** By Margaret Ann Lembo. Every animal has a story to tell, explained in this unique book. Each animal totem is associated with a gemstone that reflects the spiritual connection. Illus. with 88 different animals and 187 crystals. 222 pages. Findhorn. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

**6880703 THE WISDOM OF THE SHAMANS: What the Ancient Masters Can Teach Us About Love and Life.** By Don Jose Ruiz. This book is intended as a companion guide for all those who seek wisdom to give their lives a greater meaning. The abuse of power, the lack of responsibility, the misuse and squandering of the resources of the Earth and the worship of materialism are some of the topics that are discussed. 320 pages. Llewellyn. Papertbound. Pub. at $26.95 $21.95

**6929616 A GUIDE TO BODY WISDOM: What Your Mind Needs to Know About Your Body.** By Ann Todhunter Brode. Provides step by step instruction on how to create a personalized self-care program to improve your health. Learn to quiet your mind and live consciously in your body through a variety of practices. A valuable guide to help you end negative thinking and boost personal power. 256 pages. Llewellyn. Papertbound. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

**6826532 MODERN GUIDE TO ENERGY CLEARING.** Ed. by Barbara Moore. Usable by anyone, this complete guide to working with energy shows how to make a personalized toolkit of techniques for any circumstance, from clearing long-standing blocks to cultivating the energy you want. 216 pages. Llewellyn. Papertbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**6926924 LABYRINTH: Your Path to Self Discovery.** By Tony Christie. Discover how to work with labyrinths to quiet your mind and gain insights and answers for the questions that matter most to you. In this guide, Christie, a spiritual teacher, shares new information and powerful techniques for exploring the labyrinth as a source of wisdom sharing, harmony, and growth. 224 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

**6917062 ANGEL RELATIONSHIPS: A Match Made in Heaven.** By Annette Bruchu. By using the exercises, meditations, and visualizations provided in this guide, you can connect to the angels and receive divine guidance for earthly challenges. Learn who the angels are and how you can change and grow to bond with your Guardian Angel and other heavenly beings. 128 pages. Schiffer. Papertbound. $21.95

**6881998 BLESS THIS HOUSE: Creating Sacred Space Where You Live, Work & Travel.** By Donna Henes. A comprehensive guide for creating your own spiritual intentions, rituals, and blessings for your space. Henes draws upon a variety of world cultures to show how to transform your environment into a sacred haven where you can process your emotions and release your negative energy. 237 pages. Ixia. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

**6772676 SOMA: The Divine Hallucinogen.** By David L. Spess. Spess’s intensive research has at last produced a surprising discovery that led to the use of soma for the soma drink. With renewed interest in the ritual use of psychoactive substance, soma is given in this book in the form of a description of the use of soma in rites between Eastern and Western esoteric traditions. 198 pages. Park Street. Pub. at $30.00 PRICE CUT to $4.95


**6805841 THE MINDFUL WAY TO A GOOD NIGHT’S SLEEP.** By Tzivia Gover. A holistic program that not only helps you improve your sleep habits but extends into the waking hours too. Includes meditation, relaxation, journaling, and dreamwork. 172 pages. Storey. Papertbound. Pub. at $16.95 PRICE CUT to $9.95

**6759408 ESSENTIAL OILS IN SPIRITUAL PRACTICE: Working with the Chakras, Divine Archetypes, and the Five Great Elements.** By Candice Covington. This comprehensive reference shows you how to use essential oils, and how essential oils are powerful vibrational tools for effecting change. Covington reveals how they allow each of us to deliberately steer our own destiny, fulfill our personal dramas, and be all that our souls intended us to be. 212 pages. Healing Arts. Papertbound. Pub. at $16.95 $13.95

**6739369 CRYSTAL MAGIC: Mineral Wisdom for Pagans & Wiccans.** By Sandra Kynes. Explore numerous ways to grow your knowledge and skills, including details on buying and preparing stones, and the use of crystals for enhancing your everyday life for health and prosperity. 266 pages. Full Circle. Papertbound. Pub. at $24.99 PRICE CUT to $13.95

**6846971 THE BODY DEV A: Working with the Spiritual Consciousness of the Body.** By Mary Mueller Shutan. In this step by step guide to understanding and working with the body, Shutan explains how our bodies are a source of wisdom that can help us heal our minds. 232 pages. Adams Media. Papertbound. Pub. at $19.95 PRICE CUT to $13.95

**5971551 SACRED GEOMETRY OF NATURE: Journey on the Path of the Divine.** By Francene Hart. Every one of us possesses the potential to receive visionary experiences and integrate them into our lives. Hart’s journey often leads her to work with the sacred order of the universe, the power of sacred symbols for evolving consciousness, and a visionary artistic path that perfectly blends the mathematical rigors of sacred geometry and the numinous. Full Circle. in color. 265 pages. Bear & Company. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95
572 pages. Destiny. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95


6756514 10 HABITS OF TRULY OPTIMISTIC PEOPLE: Power Your Life with the Positive. By David Mezzapelle. Each chapter describes attainable methods for overcoming obstacles, like looking forward instead of backward and learning from missteps without being thrown off course. Learn how to embrace change to become resilient; find yourself through service to others; and develop an attitude of gratitude. 368 pages. Viva Editions. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

6907083 THE PAPERCLIP TEST. By Mario Romans. We’ve all absent-mindedly bent a paperclip. Gmur, a psychologist, uses these miniature metallic sculptures to pick the lock of the psyche. This little volume is an innovative personality quiz that’s part Rorschach test, part horoscope, and all fun. Illus. in color. 203 pages. HMH. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

5921647 THE SNIPER MIND: Eliminate Fear, Deal with Uncertainty, and Make Better Decisions. By David Amerland. Discover how the skills of a sniper can be applied in your own everyday life. Through the explanation of advanced military training techniques and cutting-edge neuroscience, this volume provides concrete strategies and real-world skills that can help salespeople, career counselors, life coaches, and business leaders be more successful and achieve their goals. 328 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99


6756786 HOW TO LIVE AN AWESOME LIFE: How to Live Well, Do Good, Be Happy. By Polly Campbell. Fill your life with awe and wonder; tap into the awesome around you; and access the amazing in everything around you. This inspiring and uplifting self-help guide. Campbell, a writer and speaker specializing in personal development, reveals how to ensure a lighter, happier, and more rewarding existence. 216 pages. Viva Editions. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $3.95

6756784 IT’S NEVER TOO LATE TO BE WHAT YOU MIGHT HAVE BEEN. By BJ Gallagher. Designed to inspire anyone who has let fear or busyness prevent them from pursuing their highest goals and long-held dreams. Gallagher offers advice and step by step guidelines, dispelling pure inspiration to act now. 206 pages. Viva Editions. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $3.95

6756743 GET WELL WISHES: Prayers and Poems for Comfort and Healing. By Gene Collier. Collects a timeless treasury of encouraging, blessings and positive thoughts gathered from poetry, the Bible, and other devotional sources that will brighten anyone’s day. 146 pages. Viva Editions. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $3.95

691294X MAKE TROUBLE. By John Waters. When John Waters delivered his subversive advice to the graduates of the Rhodes Island School of Design, the speech went viral for its spot-on observations on life as a creative person. Here he boils that wisdom into a concise but illuminating guide for living an ethical life—of selflessness rather than egoism—through the lens of the March of Dimes. Hanson. 71 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $14.95

6953654 UNTHINK: Rediscover Your Creative Genius. By Erik Wahl. Rediscovering your creativity will change everything from how well do you job to how you find fulfillment at home. Wahl, an entrepreneur, pushes the boundaries of traditional thought patterns to unleash the creative genius that resides in all of us. 224 pages. Crown. Pub. at $14.95

6801812 SYNCHRONICITY: Journey Your Life with the Gift of Coincidence. By Chris Mackey. A psychologist offers profound but straightforward thoughts about how our loved ones are given the opportunity to grow and find happiness on the other side. 236 pages. Hachette

5998670 MAKE YOUR BED: Little Things That Can Change Your Life...and Maybe the World. By William H. McVean. On May 21, 2014, Admiral McVean addressed the graduating class of the University of Texas at Austin, sharing ten principles he learned during Navy SEAL training that anyone can use to change themselves and the world for the better. He builds on those core tenets here for accountability. Lauren’s proven program will finally get you out of your own way. 242 pages. Hachette

692807X MY POCKET GURU. Each page features quick yet powerful exercises that show you how to increase your awareness, become more present and open, and find happiness in any situation. Whether you’re going to a business meeting or running errands, this guide will help you regain balance, gratitude, and tranquility. 176 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99

6825974 THE SCIENCE OF POSITIVITY. By Loretta Graziano Breuning. A neurochemical expert empowers you to transcend negativity by creating new thought habits. In just minutes a day for six weeks, you’ll learn simple, practical actions you can take to shift your thinking to a way that causes your brain to reward optimism with the release of happy chemicals. 224 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95

6934773 MAYBE IT’S YOU: Cut the Crap, Face Your Fears, Love Your Life. By Lauren Horcher. Zander. If you’re hungry for the results-oriented, no-nonsense advice that will not only get you inspired, but will also provide a step by step plan for getting it done, then this guide is for you. With her trademark no-nonsense approach to personal accountability, Lauren’s proven program will finally get you out of your own way. 242 pages. Hachette

6259726 THE SECRET: The Law of Attraction, the Power of Positivity...and Other De votional Sources That Will Brighten Your Thoughts Gathered from Poetry, the Bible, and Other Religious Sources. By Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

6907082 THE PAPERCLIP TEST. By Mario Romans. We’ve all absent-mindedly bent a paperclip. Gmur, a psychologist, uses these miniature metallic sculptures to pick the lock of the psyche. This little volume is an innovative personality quiz that’s part Rorschach test, part horoscope, and all fun. Illus. in color. 203 pages. HMH. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

62607X MY POCKET GURU. Each page features quick yet powerful exercises that show you how to increase your awareness, become more present and open, and find happiness in any situation. Whether you’re going to a business meeting or running errands, this guide will help you regain balance, gratitude, and tranquility. 176 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99

6998670 MAKE YOUR BED: Little Things That Can Change Your Life...and Maybe the World. By William H. McVean. On May 21, 2014, Admiral McVean addressed the graduating class of the University of Texas at Austin, sharing ten principles he learned during Navy SEAL training that anyone can use to change themselves and the world for the better. He builds on those core tenets here for accountability. Lauren’s proven program will finally get you out of your own way. 242 pages. Hachette

Central. Pub. at $18.00

6259726 THE SECRET: The Law of Attraction, the Power of Positivity...and Other Devotional Sources That Will Brighten Your Thoughts Gathered from Poetry, the Bible, and Other Religious Sources. By Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

692807X MY POCKET GURU. Each page features quick yet powerful exercises that show you how to increase your awareness, become more present and open, and find happiness in any situation. Whether you’re going to a business meeting or running errands, this guide will help you regain balance, gratitude, and tranquility. 176 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95

6998670 MAKE YOUR BED: Little Things That Can Change Your Life...and Maybe the World. By William H. McVean. On May 21, 2014, Admiral McVean addressed the graduating class of the University of Texas at Austin, sharing ten principles he learned during Navy SEAL training that anyone can use to change themselves and the world for the better. He builds on those core tenets here for accountability. Lauren’s proven program will finally get you out of your own way. 242 pages. Hachette

Central. Pub. at $18.00

See more titles at erhbc.com/651
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365133X YOU CAN'T MAKE THIS STUFF UP: Life-Changing Lessons from Heaven, By Theresa Caputo with K. Grish. The star of Long Island Medium reveals life-changing wisdom she’s learned from channeling God, Spirit, and her clients’ families and friends. Pairing her infectious wit and positivity with moving client stories, each lesson will help you find the peace, healing, and growth you desire. 253 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00 $3.95

3588547 THE MAGIC OF BELIEVING: The Classic Guide to the Miracle Power of Your Mind, By Claude M. Bristol. Since its first appearance in 1948, this book has persuaded millions that the literal truth is that “if thou canst believe, all things are possible to him that believeth.” Also includes TNT: It Rocks the Earth (1932), a concise guide to harnessing your mental dynamite. 307 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 6907172 RESILIENCE: Hard-Won Wisdom for Living a Better Life. By Eric Greitens. Drawing on both his own experience as a former SEAL, and wisdom from ancient and modern thinkers, Greitens shows how we can build our capacity for courage, persistence, resilience, develop a vocation, find a mentor, create happiness, and much more. An inspiring meditation for the warrior in each of us. 301 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

6949657 THE THINGS TREES KNOW. By Douglas Wood. Through insightful text and lovely pen and ink illustrations, the author presents a whispering grove full of wisdom. Walk this wooded trail and find a shaft of sunlight, a ray of hope, and perhaps the answer to a question or two. 59 pages. Adventure Publications. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

6580467 1,001 PEARLS OF WISDOM TO CONFIDE IN, Ed. by Alan Ken Thomas. The wisdom in this guide is gleaned from writers, politicians, athletes, and others who have persevered through tough times and because of their inner confidence, have been successful. Knows that no matter the obstacle, you have the capability to accomplish great things. 388 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

6586185 STRESS LESS: Stop Stressing, Start Living. By Kate Hanley. Open up to any page and discover an easy-to-promote, such as a breathing exercise, a visualization, or a simple yoga pose that will give your mind, body, and heart a moment of peace in a world of chaos. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $4.95

6766854 IT WORKS. By Roy Herbert Jarrett. The classic of spiritual psychology is presented in a stunning keepsake volume with bonus material, gold-edged pages, embossed slipcased binding, and a photo reproduction of the original. Inside you’ll discover three simple steps to attaining your desires, couched in the power of positive thinking and faith. 82 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Pub. at $16.95 $3.95

6866486 THOUGHTS ARE THINGS: Turning Your Ideas into Realities. By B. Proctor & G.S. Reid. What mind-set determines whether or not a man uses his mind’s full potential? What are choice, especially unconscious, including our attitudes and personal discipline. This book will give you an understanding of the way we feel about the world. Learn how to keep a gratitude journal; discover the joy of giving; and learn to transform frustration of those never-ending piles of kids’ paperwork; and find balance by letting go of that next room to clean. 239 pages. Zones. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

6908732 WHAT’S YOUR CREATIVE TYPE? Harness the Power of Your Artistic Personality. By Meta Wagner. Legendary artists don’t just possess talent, they also understand their creative motivations. Whether you write, film, act, dance, develop software, or even play the ukelele, this guide teaches you to discover your motivation and fuse it with your creative potential. 217 pages. Seal. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

680410 THE ROAD AHEAD: Inspirational Stories of Open Hearts & Minds. By Jane Seymour. In this uplifting collection, Seymour shares inspirational stories from writers around the world who’ve overcome when the “happily ever after” doesn’t. Learn from these the three-step process—acceptance, acceptance, and selfless acts of kindness that will help you face the road ahead. 180 pages. Put Hill. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $7.95

6849903 UNSTUFFED: Decluttering Your Home, Mind & Soul. By Ruth Soukup. Discover that more space is not the solution to clutter: overcome the fruits of the seven never-ending piles of kids’ paperwork; and find balance by letting go of that next room to clean. 239 pages. Zones. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

6773532 WHAT’S YOUR CREATIVE TYPE? Harness the Power of Your Artistic Personality. By Meta Wagner. Legendary artists don’t just possess talent, they also understand their creative motivations. Whether you write, film, act, dance, develop software, or even play the ukelele, this guide teaches you to discover your motivation and fuse it with your creative potential. 217 pages. Seal. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

690410 THE POWER OF GRATITUDE. By Lois Blyth. Research has shown that being more grateful can change your life. Practicing gratitude has a positive impact on the brain and changes how we feel about the world. Learn how to keep a gratitude journal, discover the joy of giving, and learn how to start or end your day on a grateful note. Illus. in color. 144 pages. OCD Books. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

6845827 HERE’S A BRILLIANT IDEA: 104 Activities to Unleash Your Creativity. By The Brothers McLeod. Jump-start your idea factory (that will give your mind, body, and heart a moment of peace in a world of chaos. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $4.95

6757014 WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR? Learn How to Rise to the Occasion of Your Life. By Kristen Moeller. Through candid stories and insightful life lessons, Moeller helps you explore the pervasive human tendency to wait as life goes by and to look outside yourself for answers. Everything we want is just an idea away if we’re prepared to think for ourselves. 217 pages. Viva Editions. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $3.95

6901204 SEARCH INSIDE YOURSELF. By Chats-Meng Tan. The author has distilled emotional intelligence into a set of practical and proven techniques and skills that anyone can learn and develop. This guide teaches you how to become more optimistic and resilient, to build fulfilling relationships, or to just be successful. Illus. 268 pages. HarperOne. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95
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**675618 INSPIRATION FOR A LIFETIME: Words of Wisdom, Delight and Possibility.** Compiled by Allen Klein. Spanning from Oscar Wilde to Dolly Parton, and George Bernard Shaw to Jerry Seinfeld, Klein always presents the right words at the right time—even if he borrows them from a vast range of luminaries. Grouped thematically, these power thoughts will lift you up and spur you on. 242 pages. Viva Editions. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

**682180 TREAT IDEAS LIKE CATS.** By Zachary Petit. Discover insight and advice on the creative process from dozens of innovative writers, designers, and artists, including Ray Bradbury, Pablo Picasso, Ernest Hemingway, Andy Warhol, and more. HOW Books. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95 $4.95

**6593700 WIN AT LOSING: How Our Biggest Setbacks Can Lead to Our Greatest Gains.** By Sam Weinman. Seeking out the perspectives of men and women who have turned significant setbacks into meaningful comebacks, Weinman is able to illustrate in this inspirational guide how we can not only overcome defeat but grow stronger and wiser. From poker pros and streetwise, these are deep and inspiring thoughts. 242 pages. TarcherPerigee. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

**6594690 CARPE DIEM: Seizing the Day in a Distracted World.** By Roman Krznaric. We’ve all heard the saying “seize the day.” But what does it really mean? The author unpacks the catchphrase and delivers a rousing call to action for anyone who wants to make the most of their life. 262 pages. TarcherPerigee. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $3.93

**5983134 DANCE FIRST, THINK LATER: 618 Rules to Live By.** By Kathryn & Ross Petras. Here is a how-to book that helps you navigate the bustling business of living, from poker pros and poets, boxers and moguls, philosophers, comedians, scientists, and writers. Honest, simple, and Streetsmart, this book will help us harness our potential. With each chapter, this compilation of wisdom will remind us of the inner workings of our emotions, and learn to make them guide toward living a fulfilling life. 253 pages. TarcherPerigee. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95

**669568X PROSPERITY EVERY DAY.** By Julia Cameron with E. Lively. In this collection of 365 reflections on prosperity, you will discover how to become more prosperous in just one year. Cameron believes true prosperity has nothing to do with money. Rather, prosperity is about appreciating the life you have, even as you take steps to improve your financial situation. 362 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

**6895271 PATHWAYS TO POSSIBILITY.** By Rosamund Stone Zander. The author invites readers into an exhilarating realm of true maturity and fulfillment, where limitless growth becomes reality never before seen. It expands our notion of how we are able to illustrate our extensive capacity for growth and change, demonstrating how easily we can affect others and the world at large. 251 pages. Viking. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

**7298424 THE BEGINNINGS OF YOUR SUBCONSCIOUS MIND REVISED.** By Joseph Murphy. Discover how to focus your mind using his proven and practical principle: if you believe in something without reservation and picture it in your mind, you can remove the subconscious obstacles that stand between you and your goal. 297 pages. P-H. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

**6825672 A MINDFUL MORNING.** By David Dillard-Wright. Features more than 190 inspiring quotes and stories from Mohandas Karamchand (Mahatma) Gandhi to help you begin your day with a clear head and positive energy. 249 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

**6815359 HELL WEEK: Seven Days to Be Your Best Self.** By Erik Bertrand Larsen. Larsen’s groundbreaking program shows you how to apply his principles to everyday life. Offering tools and pragmatic, inspirational advice, including ways to proactively define, plan, and manage your life, he presents a simple five-point technique for visualizing and creating the future you want to live in. 200 pages. Weiser. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $3.95

**5895022 QUANTUM AFFIRMATIONS: The New Energy Science of Conscious Manifestation.** By Monte Farber. Combining teachings from the world’s most influential healers, this all-inclusive, integrative approach to life and the manifesting of love, happiness, prosperity, and success. Based on the principles of quantum mechanics, Farber presents a simple five-point technique for visualizing and creating the future you want to live in. 200 pages. Weiser. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $3.95

**6830652 EMOTIONAL RESCUE: How to Work with Your Emotions to Transform Hurt and Confusion into Energy That Empowers You.** By Dzogchen Ponlop. A Buddhist teacher shows us how to free ourselves from being victims of our emotions by gaining the awareness and self-understanding that will help us harness their power. With each chapter, this compilation of wisdom will remind us of the inner workings of our emotions, and learn to make them guide toward living a fulfilling life. 253 pages. TarcherPerigee. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00 $4.95

**6903398 THE FREEMIND EXPERIENCE: The Three Pillars of Absolute Happiness.** By Tom Fortier Mayer. Combining teachings from the world’s oldest and most profound healing traditions, hypnotherapist Mayer presents the three pillars upon which all lasting happiness and success can be built: peace, power, and purpose. 262 pages. Watkins. Paperback Import. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

**6893171 SUPERBETTER: The Power of Living Gamefully.** By Jane McGonigal. Reveals a decade’s worth of scientific research into the ways games change our response to stress, challenge, and pain. No matter how we can cultivate the powers of recovery and resilience in everyday life simply by adopting a more “gameful” mindset, tapping into the same psychological strengths we use when we play games. 466 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95
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5885198 THIS IS WHERE YOU BELONG. By Melody Warner. The author dives into the body of research around place attachment, the deep sense of connection that binds some of us to our cities and increases our physical and emotional well being, then travels to towns across America to see it in action. What Warner learns will perhaps help you discover that the place where you belong is home. 308 pages. Viking. Pub. at $26.00 $5.95

★ 6712428 CHICKEN SOUP FOR THE SOUL: Dreams and the Unexplainable. By A. Newmark & K.S. Walden. Filled with true, personal stories from ordinary people whose dreams, premonitions, and intuitions tapped into the extraordinary and the ordinary, these tales will help you face your fears; act on your premonitions; rediscover your faith in miracles; and more! 401 pages. Chicken Soup for the Soul. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 6829260 KAHILI GIBRAN’S LITTLE BOOK OF LIFE. By Neil Douglas-Klotz. Discover the essential wisdom of what it means to be alive with over one hundred fables, aphorisms, parables, stories, and poems in that visionary voice of comfort, love, and tolerance. An ideal volume for every season of one’s life. 198 pages. Hampton Roads. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

5885390 INTUITIVE BEING: Connect with Spirit, Find Your Center, and Choose an Intentional Life. By Jill Willard. Willard guides the reader through her simple, empowering approach for learning how to listen to that “knowing” that we all have–how to unlock intuition and its life-changing effects. She illuminates the intimate connection between our inner voice and spirit, showing how that connection is crucial to better decision-making, informed choices, and ultimate abundance in every area of our lives. 247 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95


★ 6716207 BIG MIRACLES: The 11 Spiritual Rules for Ultimate Success. By Joanna Gatzilli. Teaches you exactly how to make huge positive changes in your life and replace anxiety with tranquility, self-doubt with self-acceptance, and fear with certainties that are the basis of life purpose. Your personal guide to creating the miracles you never thought possible. 281 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.99 $7.95


★ 5970334 THE SMARTEST THINGS EVER SAID. Ed. by Steven D. Price. Offers over 1,000 quotations, culled from some of the world’s most celebrated minds, that reflect the range of human existence, hopes, and achievement, such as love and friendship; success and ways to achieve it; the life of the mind; and more. 384 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

6805353 NOTES FROM A BLUE BIKE: The Art of Living Intentionally in a Chaotic World. By Ith Oxenreider. Traces a family’s journey from an urban high-rise to the congested city of Austin, Texas, and finally to a small town in Oregon. It chronicles false starts, changed minds, periods of chaos and boredom, but also moments of surprising and transcendent grace as the family learns to live simply the life they have chosen. 378 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95


★ 6847692 THE POWER OF YOUR INFLUENCE: 11 Ways to Make a Difference in Your World. By Stan Tolier. Your words, actions, and attitudes hold the power to build up or tear down. Toler examines the ways that we can profoundly change our own lives and the world around you. Learn how to shape your attitude and motivate those around you and develop a strong vision and purpose for your future. 171 pages. Harvest House. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ 5762934 THE EMOTIONALLY ABSENT MOTHER, SECOND EDITION. By Jasmin Lee Cori. Often, the children of emotionally absent mothers can’t quite put a finger on what’s missing from their lives. Psychotherapist Jasmin Lee Cori has helped thousands of heal the hidden wounds of every kind of undermothering. Self-heal and get the love you missed with this groundbreaking guide to filling the “mother gap.” 292 pages. The Experiment. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★ 6637825 MANIFEST $10,000: Learn How to Manifest $10,000 by Using the Law of Attraction and Improving Your Money Mindset. By Cassie Parks. Using inspiring stories and providing instructions and analysis about why you haven’t been successful, Parks guides you through the process of learning to manifest $10,000 into your life in the next 90 days, in a way that feels simple and fun. 98 pages. Morgan James. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

★ 6862799 THE ART OF THE DONALD: Lessons from America’s Philosopher-in-Chief. By Christopher Bedford. A collection of maxims and rules distilled from a reporter’s experience of a world leader, offering practical advice on how to lead in a world community. Personal campaign-trail anecdotes and lessons from Trump’s business career provide real skills you can use on a daily basis. 258 pages. Threshold Editions. Pub. at $19.99 $8.95

★ 6694985 SPIRIT HEALING: How to Make Your Life Work. By Mary Dean Alwood. The author explores the centuries-old practices of tribal shamans and, in keeping with Native Tradition, uses symbolic stories to illustrate the power of their techniques. Offers detailed guidance to help you alter your patterns, eliminate mind-cluttering worries, and embark upon a life-altering vision quest to find your higher self. 224 pages. Sterling. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95


★ 6892183 HAPPIESS HACKS: 100% Scientific! Curiously Effective! By Alex Palmer. Could you be happier at work, in love, in life? Here are hundreds of shortcuts to brighten your day and boost your mood and the science behind how they work. Whether you’re seeking better health, stronger friendships, or that elusive “happy face,” these tips are proven to help. 223 pages. The Experiment. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

★ 6880657 CREATING LUMINOUS SPACES: Use the Five Elements for Balance and Harmony in Your Home and in Your Life. By Maureen K. Calamia. You’ll learn how the five natural elements work together to affect the flow of well being and how to identify which element reflects your true nature. Space clearing exercises, meditations, and practical tips will help you create a deeper, deeper connection to nature and promote more joy and peace in your life. 235 pages. Conari Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

6886199 STOP BREATHE. CHILL. By Beth Steberman. Discover how to focus on the present and stop freaking out about the future. Tackles the sort of stuff life throws at us every day, whether it’s a situation with friends, issues with family, or the pressures of school. 225 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $4.95
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6575569 HOW TO BE A STOIC: Using Ancient Philosophy to Live a Modern Life. By Massimo Pigliucci. Rather than enthrall us to maintain a stoic life, stoicism encourages productive engagement with our emotional lives and pragmatic analysis of what we can and cannot control. Pigliucci advises that once we master those skills, we can truly begin to live. He presents a powerful philosophical framework with which to address life's biggest questions. 277 pages. Basic. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

6900747 HOW TO BE A STOIC: Using Ancient Philosophy to Live a Modern Life. By Massimo Pigliucci. Stoicism is pragmatic, focusing on achieving the practical and minimizing what’s unimportant. By understanding stoicism, we can answer crucial questions about marriage and divorce, handling our money, and surviving great personal tragedy. Presents a powerful philosophical framework with which to address life's biggest questions. 278 pages. Basic. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

6882498 THE EMPATH EXPERIENCE. By Sydney Campos. Shows you techniques for developing a deeper clarity around your sensory perception. Learn what it means to be an empath and how this can influence your life in positive ways. Find out how to trust your inner intuition, embrace your empathy, and start living a truly fulfilling life. 224 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

6875336 CHICKEN SOUP FOR THE PRISONER’S SOUL. By Jack Canfield et al. Honoring, forgiveness and a few laughable stories are delivered in this collection of personal stories and testimonials for prisoners and their families. They speak to the good in all of us, the possibility for redemption, and the power of positive thinking. 335 pages. Backlist. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

6930921 THE 3 CHOICES: Simple Practices to Transform Pain into Power. By Jorge Cruise. It took losing everything for Jorge to realize that he was living a life that wasn’t true to himself. He spent years trying to discover and then accept his authentic self, a journey that culminated in his discovery of the three simple choices that lead to a happy life. Now, with Jorge as your guide, you can easily find your happy life. 160 pages. Harper. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

6848125 MIND MAP MASTERY. By Tony Buzan. Packed full of Mind Map workouts and mnemonic exercises, it includes a clear explanation of the Laws of Mind Mapping and guidance on what is a Mind, well as illustrated techniques for Mind Mapping at every level. 224 pages. Watkins. Paperback Import. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

6710081 HOW TO OWN YOUR OWN MIND. By Napoleon Hill. You’ll receive a one of a kind master class in how to think for success from the motivational pioneer. In three compelling chapters, Hill demonstrates how to organize, prioritize and act on information so it translates into opportunity. 271 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

6964087 WISHES WON’T BRING RICHES. By Napoleon Hill. When making a plan, the secret to faith success is knowing how to put the plan to use. This book will teach you how to use the advice given in the various tips and techniques and start putting the principles of your life plans. 284 pages. Tarcher/Perigee. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

689304X THE PATH TO PERSONAL POWER. By Napoleon Hill. A powerful road map that leads to a single discovery: you already have the power to attain whatever wealth, success, and prosperity you desire in life. All you need to do is walk the path without straying, and the rest will follow. 239 pages. Tarcher/Perigee. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

6805663 THE CROSSROADS OF SHOULDN’T AND MUST: Find and Follow Your Passion. By Elle Luna. Whether you are just starting out or need a shot of inspiration to reignite the fire, you can do is to honor the voice inside that says you have something special to give. Offers a series of doorways designed so that you can choose which way your journey will go. Illus. in color. 164 pages. Workman. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

6951848 THE TOP TEN LIES WE TELL OURSELVES. By Dana Marrocco. With the rare, deft touch of someone who has actually tested her spiritual guidance against everyday challenges, Dr. Dana offers a trustworthy, down to earth guide to recognizing the lies we all tell ourselves and how to stop believing them. 213 pages. Portfolio. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95

6610676 UNF*YK YOURSELF: Get Out of Your Head and into Your Life. By Gary John Bishop. Through decades of working with people as a personal development coach, Bishop discovered that the barrier to living your best life is one thing only—you. A handbook for the resigned and defeated, Bishop will help you unleash your incredible potential. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

6949150 A SELFISH PLAN TO CHANGE THE WORLD: Finding Big Purpose in Big Problems. By Justin Dillon. What if your search for meaning could solve the world’s problems? Drawing upon his own unlikely journey from touring musician to founder of a global movement, Dillon reveals the secret to a life of deep and lasting significance: the transformation from touring musician to founder of a global movement, Meaning could solve the world’s problems? Drawing upon his own unlikely journey from touring musician to founder of a global movement, Dillon reveals the secret to a life of deep and lasting significance: the transformation from touring musician to founder of a global movement, 239 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $24.99 $8.95

6920756 RISE ABOVE: My 500 Days of Faith, Forgiveness, & Fighting Back. By Steve Zakuani. When a broken leg nearly ended his career, Zakuani was forced to grapple with who he was when his identity in soccer and his personal goals were shaken. Drawn from his journals kept during recovery, this story will show you how to face tragedy with a positive mindset, how to set goals that are bigger than your adversity, and how to remain hopeful in your best moments. 221 pages. Kirkdale. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

6795560 FOUR SECONDS, REVISED: All the Time You Need to Replace Counter-Productive Habits with Ones That Really Work. By Peter Bregman. How can we be more effective and productive in a world that demands so much of us? The answer, according to Bregman, is to pause for as few as four seconds to ditch self-sabotaging habits for more productive behaviors. 256 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $27.00 $19.99

6704921 THE HAPPINESS EQUATION: Want Nothing + Do Anything = Have Everything. By Neil Pasricha. What is the simplest formula for a happy life? That is the question that drives this fascinating examination, drawing on wisdom from psychologists, neuroscientists, and therapists. 300 pages. Hyperion. Pub. at $27.00 $19.99


6953646 UNMISTAKABLE: Why Only Is Better Than Best. By Srinivas Rao. Strip away conventional expectations and create a life that is deeply meaningful, joyful, and unique with the help of this guide. Whether you’re a business owner, artist, or someone who wants to leave your mark on the world, these stories will inspire you to create your own path. 212 pages. Portfolio. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95

6949584 NO SURRENDER: Faith, Family, and Finding Your Way. By Patrick Bisher with J. Land. Bisher takes the lessons he learned on and off the battlefield and applies them to everyday life. In this stimulating collection, Fortune 500 CEO Howard Bisher offers a trustworthy, down to earth guide to recognizing the typical lies we all tell ourselves and how to stop believing them. 212 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $27.00 $9.95
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5634990 THE EMOTIONAL EDGE. By Crystal Andrus Morissette. Morissette shows you how to never feel like a victim of circumstance, genetics, or anything else. She'll help you discover what your emotional age is and show you how to take the steps needed to become an authentic adult so you stop giving your power away. 328 pages. Harmony. Pub. at $24.00 PRICE CUT to $3.95

5678315 ANGELS ON EARTH: Inspiring Stories of Fate, Friendship, and the Power of Connections. By L. Schroff & A. Tresniowski. Offers a heartwarming and inspiring look at acts of kindness shown by strangers that have a profound impact on our lives. This selfless acts can have on the world around us. Uproiling stories shed light on how we can live happier, more purposeful lives by recognizing and honoring the invisible threads that connect us all. Pub. at $25.99 PRICE CUT to $4.95

5736137 THE HEART OF THE AMISH. By Suzanne Woods Fisher. Through true stories gathered from a variety of Amish communities, Fisher shows you how the Amish are able to release their pain and desire for revenge, and live at peace with others. You'll learn how to invite God into your story, apply lessons from the Amish to your own circumstances, and find the freedom that comes with true forgiveness. Book Club Edition. 178 pages. Pub. at $1.95

★ 672374 CONFESSIONS: Things I've Done. By Chip Gaines. In this faith-fueled account of a man on a mission, Gaines reveals how we can become more powerful and effective human beings. 160 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00


5684229 THE WISDOM OF GROUNDHOG DAY. By Paul Fannan. Groundhog Day is the story of a man, Phil Connors, who is forced to relive the same day over and over again. In doing so, he transforms his life, progressing from despair to happiness. Here, the author lays out a structured blueprint so that anyone who wants to improve the quality of their life and achieve personal growth in a fun way can follow. 274 pages. Yellow Kite. Paperback Import. Pub. at $20.00

5683581 FLOURISH: A Visionary New Understanding of Happiness and Well-Being. By Martin E.P. Seligman. With interactive exercises to help readers explore their own goals and aims, Seligman offers the reader a guide to get the most out of life. 349 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 PRICE CUT to $3.95

★ 5765013 THE EX-OFFENDER’S GUIDE TO A RESPONSIBLE LIFE: A National Directory of Re-Entry Tips and Resources. By Harvey E. Strum. Going beyond mere survival issues, this detailed and user-friendly resource helps re-entrants stay out for good. With key ingredients that lead to a responsible life. It is a resource that can literally change the lives of those who are highly motivated to stay out for good and become responsible individuals, parolees, and citizens. 136 pages. Impact. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

588808X THE TOP 1%: Habits, Attitudes & Strategies for Exceptional Success. By Dan Strutzel. Strutzel will show you why most of what you think you know about the Top 1% is a myth. You'll learn that most people who achieve success are motivated more by serving others, than by how many zeros they have in their bank account. He will not only show you how to earn an income like the Top 1%, but he’ll show you how to reach the Top 1% of the other vitaly important areas of your life. Gildan. Pub. at $27.00 PRICE CUT to $14.95

5895011 THE E-WORD: Ego, Enlightenment & Other Essentials. By Cafe Montana. Through stories and practices Montana strips the ego bare and liberates the soul in highly entertaining, relatable ways, showing how even self-improvement techniques can chase away the very fulfillment and wisdom we seek. The ultimate how-to guide for discovering the “real you” within. 219 pages. Ahia. Pub. at $14.95

★ 679771X THE MISSING ELEMENT: Inspiring Compassion for the Human Condition. By Debra Silverman. Discover a new way to understand yourself and others using the wisdom of the ancients and your natural ability for compassion. Fusing psychology and spirituality, Silverman offers ways to embrace and make peace with ourselves so that we can become more powerful and human. 187 pages. Findhorn. Paperback Import. Pub. at $16.99

★ 6791522 SUCK IT UP SUNSHINE: Living Through Chronic Disease. By Megan Mctyire. When doctors diagnosed Mctyire with a rare disorder, her life became more about living every moment. Now the fullest. Writing about her experiences, she hopes her encouraging story will resonate in the hearts of people of all abilities. 190 pages. Sands. Paperback Import. Pub. at $14.95

★ 5881749 CLEARING CLUTTER: Physical, Mental, Spiritual. By Alexandra Chauran. A perfect guide to letting go of unnecessary attachments and living in peace and tranquility. With simple steps, you can create change and achieve balance in your life. Through easy yet powerful exercises and techniques, clutter can be permanently cleared. Llewelyn. Paperback. Pub. at $1.95

★ 6663839 WHO ARE YOU, REALLY? The Surprising Personality of Yourself. By Brian R. Little. Journey beyond the nature-nurture debate and discover an exciting third aspect to the human condition—morality. Here Brian Little reveals that the entrepreneurs big and small that give us a sense of meaning in our everyday lives, and end up shaping who we are. 105 pages. S&S. Paperback Import. Pub. at $12.99

5894059 1,001 PEARLS OF LIFE-CHANGING WISDOM. By Elizabeth Venstra. In this collection of words to enlighten your mind and uplift your spirit, you will find inspiration for living every day of your life to the fullest. Selected from the greatest minds in literature, philosophy, and art, this wisdom is sure to be the catalyst you need to change your mind—and your choices. 384 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

★ 2616076 THE PROSPERITY BIBLE: The Greatest Writings of All Time on the Secrets to Wealth and Prosperity. Ed. by Nick & Tony Hill. In this durable volume suited for a lifetime of use, here is the all-in-one “bible” on how to harness the creative powers of your mind to achieve a life of prosperity. Features works by Napoleon Hill, Benjamin Franklin, James Allen, Wallace Wattles, Ernest Holmes, Florence Scovel Shinn, and others. 1272 pages. Targion. Pub. at $35.00

5802095 THE POCKET BOOK OF SUCCESS. This guide will show you how to attain your most cherished goals. Successful people from all walks of life and from the ancient past to the most modern day share their advice. With thoughts from the profound to the playful, this little treasury will be your guide as you travel along the road to success. 384 pages. Artcurtis. Import. Pub. at $12.95
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CD 4563867 YOU CAN'T MAKE THIS STUFF UP: Life-Changing Lessons from Heaven. By Theresa Caputo. $29.99


PRICE CUT to $2.95

5932072 THOUGHTS ARE THINGS: Turning Your Ideas into ''one wild and precious life'' to the fullest? And anyone, in any situation, at any time. Increase your levels of happiness, creativity, confidence, and success by changing the way you think. 236 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

PRICE CUT to $6.95

6872758 IT'S OKAY TO LAUGH: (Crying Is Cool Too). By Nora McPherson Purmort. A love letter to life in all its messy glory. Purmort puts a personal and universal perspective on the power of laughter, love, and joy where you are. A 12-month series of 12- to 24-page letter to life in all its messy glory, Purmort puts a personal and universal perspective on the power of laughter, love, and joy where you are. A 12-month series of 12- to 24-page

PRICE CUT to $1.95
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6178138 HOW TO REMEMBER ANYTHING: The Proven Total Memory Retention System. By Dean Vaughn. His program gives you the power to harness your brain’s capacity for memory. Features a ten-step system and soon you will be able to remember anything—names & faces, vocabulary, numbers, appointments, dates, your schedule...anything. 242 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

6862039 HOW TO DEVELOP A BRILLIANT MEMORY WEEK BY WEEK. By Dominic O’Brien. A complete tried and tested brain training program for the memory. Learn how to remember birthdays, anniversaries, and appointments, recall names and faces, and speak in public without notes with the 52 week by week easy stages. 176 pages. Shelter. HarperPaperbound. Pub. at $8.95. $4.95

6561633 A FIELD GUIDE TO LUCID DREAMING & Mastering the Art of Oneironautics. By Dylan Tuccillo et al. This lively dream guide shows step by step how to become lucid, and then what to do once awake in the dream world. Here’s how to reconnect with dreams—the importance of keeping a journal, timing REM cycles, use reality checks to distinguish between waking and sleeping, and more. Illus. 274 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 6960677 TEACH YOURSELF HOW TO SING YOURSELF TO HIGHER CONSCIOUSNESS. By Sandra Ingerman. A therapist and shaman whose breakthroughs in mind-body healing have transformed the lives of others. Here she offers a repertoire of original styles of thinking and meditations for the purpose of reaching deep within the memory and unlocking fears. This accessible and engaging little guide offers a treasure trove of personal stories that will refresh all aspects of your life. 144 pages. Sterling Ethos. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95. $4.95


6826229 UNDERSTANDING DEPRESSION: A Complete Guide to Its Diagnosis and Treatment. By D.F. Klein & P.H. Wender. This updated and expanded second edition includes available pharmaceutical and psychological treatment options; contains excerpts from recent patient histories; explores the causes of depression; and includes self-tests to determine the need for psychological evaluation. 207 pages. Oxford. Fn.

Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95. $4.95

6855296 A LITTLE BIT OF AURAS: An Introduction to Energy Fields. By Cassandra Eason. An introduction to understanding auras, collecting energy tools that help you to function in a balanced, healthy way, and guiding family and friends. 110 pages. Sterling Ethos. Pub. at $9.95. $7.95

6817920 GRAIN BRAIN: The Surprising Truth About Wheat, Carbs, and Sugar—Your Brain’s Silent Killers. By David Perlmutter with K. Lobeg. With a blend of cutting-edge research, real-life stories of transformation, and accessible, practical advice, this guide teaches you how to take control of your “smart genes,” regain wellness, and enjoy lifelong health and vitality. Includes a 4-week program to achieve optimum health along with meal plans and recipes. 323 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $28.00. $6.95

8876633 MASTERING MEMORY: Techniques to Turn Your Brain from a Sieve to a Sponge. By Chester Santos. Presents strategies for mastering memory that are both easy and accessible, while including practical applications useful to your career, education, and personal life. Whether you want to remember names, learn a new language, impress potential clients, or simply improve your brain’s memory, this guide will turn your memory into a powerful tool. 143 pages. Puzzlewright. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

6912915 LIVING IN A MINDFUL UNIVERSE: A Neurosurgeon’s Journey into the Heart of Consciousness. By E. Alexander & K. Newell. The authors share how we can tap into our personal power and the power of the heart to enhance healing, relationships, creativity, guidance, and all aspects of our lives. The reader will gain the power to access that infinite source of knowing and learn the key to unlocking the power of the heart that is inside you. 272 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. $4.95


**7671662 RETRAIN YOUR BRAIN: Cognitive Behavioral Therapy in 7 Weeks.** By Seth J. Gillihan. A simple, practical seven-week plan that offers real, tangible relief from anxiety and depression. Using this workbook, you can create a CBT (Cognitive Behavioral Therapy) toolkit that you can rely on to apply to your real-life challenges, time and time again. 238 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. $11.95

6876375 7 WEEKS TO REDUCE ANXIETY: A Step-by-Step Workbook to Overcome Anxiety, Stop Worrying & End Panic. By Arlin Cunic. Helps you uncover the source of your anxiety and develop personal solutions to combat it. With a 7-week program that includes step-by-step strategies to manage anxiety, relieve stress, depression, panic, and worry, this is a proactive and personal resource to help you become less anxious and more confident. 216 pages. Althea.

6887538 THE 10 BEST-EVER ANXIETY MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES, SECOND EDITION. By Margaret Wehrenberg. If you are one of over 40 million Americans who suffer from anxiety, this volume may be for you. Drawing on fresh insights into the anatomy of the anxious brain, Dr. Wehrenberg gets to the biologically-based heart of the problem and offers readers practical, effective tips to manage anxiety and depression a day by day basis. 296 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

6820123 BORDERLINE PERSONALITY DISORDER DEMYSTIFIED, REVISED EDITION: An Essential Guide for Understanding and Living with BP. By Robert O. Friedel et al. This is the first book to present findings on the course and causes of the disorder, as well as up-to-date information on diagnosis and an overview of cutting edge treatment options. For those who have been diagnosed and for those who seek to help a loved one who love and support them, 296 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

6715463 MINDING THE BODY, MENDING THE MIND, REVISED. By Joan Borysenko with L. Rothsstein. A classic in its field, this time-tested program teaches you how to take control of your own physical and emotional well-being. Learn how to release stress, cope with chronic pain, maximize immune function, and lead an awakened, mindful life. 258 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/651
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6772056 DRUGS OF THE DREAMING, By G. Toro & B. Thomas. The authors demonstrate that oniopenrigs (plant and animal substances that have long been used to facilitate powerful and productive dreaming) enhance the comprehensibility and facility of the dream/dreamer relationship and hold a powerful key for discerning the psychological needs and desires of individuals today. 150 pages. Park Street. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 - $4.95

6768369 THE AWAKENED DREAMER: How to Remember & Interpret Your Dreams, By Kala Ambrose. Remember your dreams, interpret what they’re telling you, and use them to get what you want. With this easy-to-use guide, you explore dreams and sleep phenomena of all kinds, including recurring dreams, prophetic dreams, teaching dreams, lucid dreams, nightmares, daydreams, and more. 224 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 - $11.95

6965245 PRACTICAL MEDITATION: A Simple Step-by-Step Guide, By Giovanni Dienstmann. Want to improve your concentration, reduce stress, and enhance your emotional well-being? Meditation is scientifically proven to do all this, and more. Explore a variety of meditation techniques, so you can find the practices that work for you. 192 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 - $11.95

6832873 AWAKEN CLAIRVOYANT ENERGY, By Cyndi Dale. Attract more of what you love into your life, travel between lifetimes, connect with the deceased or a child yet to be born, and much more by using your clairvoyant talents. The author reveals the secrets of clairvoyant energy and provides step by step instructions for six different clairvoyant styles, 264 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 - $14.95

625553 THE COMPLEX PTSD WORKBOOK: A Mind-Body Approach to Regaining Emotional Control & Becoming Whole, By Arielle Schwartz. Helps you navigate the complicated and overwhelming terrain of complex PTSD. The exercises and examples included in this workbook will safely guide you to explore the emotions and manifestations of your own PTSD. With Schwartz’s help, you may discover a life of wellness and freedom. 259 pages. Althea. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 - $15.95

6814700 BRAIN HACKS: 200+ Ways to Boost Your Brain Power. Filled with more than 200 actionable tips and exercises you can use right away to help you achieve and maintain peak mental performance through exercises such as: fight free radicals; flush the toxins; notch up the nacinc; count your breaths; get high on endorphins; and many more. 255 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 - $11.95

6839599 DREAM INTERPRETATION DICTIONARY: Symbols, Signs, and Meanings, By J.M. DeBord. Explores the messages delivered by the unconscious mind during sleep by interpreting the meanings behind dreams, decoding clues, explaining symbols, and revealing the universal meanings of each. DeBord explains how dreams connect to daily life and represent personal situations, and how they can build self-awareness, spark imagination, and warn of danger. 464 pages. Visible Ink. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 - $16.95

6624960 BRAIN BOOSTERS: Foods & Drugs That Make You Smarter, By B. Potter & S. Orfali. A fascinating look at foods and drugs that are reported to boost cognitive functioning and work together to enhance brain function and the metabolic factors influencing memory and cognition. Covers pharmaceuticals, vitamins, nutrients, and herbs that improve mental function, and much more. Illus, 257 pages. Ronin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 - $12.95

6825317 PSYCHIC DREAMWALKING: Explorations at the Edge of Self, By Michelle Belanger. As you practice the art of dreamwalking, learn the meaning of dreams, the connection between dreams, spirits and telepathy, how to recall your dreams more vividly, and how to dream lucidly. 208 pages. Weiser. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 - $12.95

6854399 HAWAIIAN SHAMANISTIC HEALING: Medicine Ways to Cultivate the Aloha Spirit, By W. Powell & P.L. Miller. Illustrated with numerous photographs and diagrams, this guide demonstrates the techniques of several renowned healing systems, including Kahili Loa, Heartworks Lomi, Big Island Massage, Traditional Hawaiian Touch Medicine, and Temple Style Lomi. Join the authors as they show you how to create space for miracles and open up the energy of the divine, 262 pages. Llewellyn.

Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 - $12.95

6930824 REST: Why You Get More Done When You Work Less, By Alex Soojung-Kim Pang. Drawing on rigorous scientific evidence and revealing historical events, the little upheaval everything our culture has taught us about work and shows that by resting more, we can start living better. 310 pages. Basic. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 - $12.95

6881100 YOUR RESONANT SELF: Guided Meditations and Exercises to Engage Your Brain’s Capacity for Healing, By Sarah Peyton. Featuring guided meditations that readers learn to read the subtle energy in their own bodies and understand how physiology can be signaling to them that something is amiss. With easy to follow exercises, this volume synthesizes the latest developments in neuroscience, trauma treatment, and the power of empathy to provide an effective healing method that literally rewires our brain. 339 pages. Norton. Pub. at $24.95 - $17.95

5936748 DREAMING WIDE AWAKE: Lucid Dreaming, Shamanic Healing, and Positron Emission Tomography, By David Jay Brown. A lucid dream is a dream you realize that you’re dreaming and can influence what happens in the dream. It offers therapeutic opportunities for fantasy fulfillment, fear confrontation, and releasing the trauma of past experiences. This detailed guide to mastering lucid dreaming perfectly encompasses dream telepathy, shared lucid dreaming, and access to the unconscious regions of our minds. Illus. 404 pages. Park Street. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 - $15.95

6874487 POSITIVE PSYCHOLOGY FOR OVERCOMING DEPRESSION, REVISED EDITION, By Miriam Akhtar. Offers a practical guide for overcoming depression based on the study of positive psychology that makes us feel good, function well and flourish. Discover how a wide range of scientifically grounded strategies can help prevent future bouts with depression, and how to put Akhtar’s techniques into practice. 241 pages. Watkins. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 - $12.95

6874339 DREAMS THAT CAN SAVE YOUR LIFE: Early Warning Signs of Cancer and Other Diseases, By L. Burk & K. O’Keefe-Kanavos. Showcasing the important role of dreams and their power to detect and heal illness, the authors share numerous user accounts based on the study of dreams that makes us feel good, function well and flourish. Discover how a wide range of scientifically grounded strategies can help prevent future bouts with depression, and how to put Akhtar’s techniques into practice. 241 pages. Watkins. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 - $12.95

6732658 THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO BIPOLAR DISORDER, By J. Carter & B. Dempsey. They’re not just mood swings. You know there’s more to bipolar disorder than heightened ups and downs. Often misdiagnosed because it shares symptoms with other conditions, finding helpful and accurate information on the subject can be difficult. This guide will show you and your loved ones how to successfully cope with bipolar disorder. 316 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 - $15.95

6698123 THE ALZHEIMER’S SOLUTION: A Breakthrough Program to Prevent and Reverse the Symptoms of Cognitive Decline at Every Age, By Dean & Ayesha Sherzai. Based on the largest clinical and observational study to date, the authors reveal the brain as a living universe directly influenced by nutrition, exercise, stress, sleep, and engagement. They offer a comprehensive five-part program for preventing Alzheimer’s disease, as well as day-to-day guidance on how to live your best life. HarperOne. Pub. at $28.99 - $20.95

5990920 THE BEDSIDE DREAM DICTIONARY, By Silvana Armar. This guide explores hundreds of the common dream symbols and their meanings and shines new light on the mysterious, dark world of sleep. Includes a “dreamer’s notebook” for dreamers to jot down recollections as they awaken. 260 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 - $3.95

See more titles at erhcbooks.com/651 - 51 -
**6638791** THE DREAMLIFE OF FAMILIES: The Psychospiritual Connection. By Edward Bruce Bynum. Integrating traditional dream analysis with family psychology, clinical science, and parapsychology, the author details how our personal unconscious is interwoven into our larger family unconscious. He reveals how family members can be both sources and targets of diagnostic signals, detailing how dreamwork can aid in both family and couples therapy. 276 pages. Inner Traditions. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95  **PRICE CUT TO $9.50**

**5995590** A JOYFUL LIFE: How To Use Your Creative Spirit to Manage Depression. By Michelle Swiderski. Through simple practices such as journaling, meditation, and crafting, Swiderski was able to rediscover the power of the creative spirit to rebuild her life. Here she shares her hard-won wisdom to guide those who are mired in depression. 199 pages. KiCam Projects. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95  **PRICE CUT TO $4.95**


**5700409** KEEP YOUR BRAIN STRONGER FOR LONGER: 201 Brain Exercises for People with Mild Cognitive Impairment. By Tonia Voikley. 281 pages. The Experiment. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95  **PRICE CUT TO $4.95**


**4506065** SMART THINKING: Three Essential Keys to Solve Problems, Innovate, and Get Things Done. By Art Markman. 259 pages. Perigee. Pub. at $25.00  **PRICE CUT TO $9.95**

**6612806** LUCID DREAMING PLAIN AND SIMPLE. By R. Waggoner & C. McCready. 204 pages. Conari Press. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95  **PRICE CUT TO $3.95**


**6679307** LWEELLYNN'S LITTLE BOOK OF DREAMS. By Michael Lennox. 241 pages. Llewellyn. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99  **PRICE CUT TO $3.95**

**6680402** GOOD TO GO: A Guide to Preparing for the End of Life. By Jo Myers. One of the few things in life that’s certain is death, and here’s a realistic, practical, and even humorous guide about preparing for it. From cremation to funeral plans, and from choosing executors to dealing with family relationships, it covers it all. 248 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95  **PRICE CUT TO $9.50**

**6892728** DYING WELL: Peace and Possibilities at the End of Life. By Ira Byock. Dr. Byock brings us to the homes and bedside of families with whom he has worked, telling stories of love and reconciliation in the face of tragedy, pain, and conflict. He provides a blueprint for families, showing them how to deal with doctors, how to talk to friends and relatives, and how to make the end of life as meaningful and precious as the beginning. 299 pages. Riverhead. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00  **PRICE CUT TO $3.95**

**680540X** THINGS I'VE LEARNED FROM DYING: A Book About Life. By David R. Dow. In a poignant, lyrical account of how illness and loss can ravage a family, Dow examines the hard-won wisdom and reality of death and dying and the questions it evokes. With grace and intelligence, he offers readers hope without cliché and affirms our basic human need to be heard. 279 pages. Riverhead. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99  **PRICE CUT TO $7.95**

**5980821** YOU CAN LEARN TO REMEMBER: Change Your Thinking, Change Your Life. By Dominic O'Brien. Shows how to train your brain to recall and distinguish details. An illustrated approach to unlocking the secrets of your personal dream language. Cohen will help you interpret the meaning of your dreams and harness the power of your brain to uncover a life of greater richness and meaning. 170 pages. Hampton Roads. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95  **PRICE CUT TO $9.95**


**6899832** TEACH YOURSELF SUCCESSFUL MEDITATION TECHNIQUES. By J. Hancock & C. Buggy. A simple and straightforward guide to getting your mind functioning on full power, giving you everything you really need to know in just seven short chapters. From exploring how your mind works, to adapting your learning strategies to match, you’ll activate the full power of your brain and start making your mind do exactly what you want. 121 pages. Teach Yourself. Paperback Import. Pub. at $9.99  **PRICE CUT TO $5.95**

**5949983** WHAT YOU MUST KNOW ABOUT MEMORY LOSS & HOW YOU CAN STOP IT. By Kathleen Warrian Smith. Smith explains why we forget things and what we can do to not only reverse the problem, but also enhance our ability to focus, concentrate, and comprehend. 223 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95  **PRICE CUT TO $6.95**

**6679129** ON THE WIDENSCREEN. This absorbing two-volume documentary program explores the deeply personal practice of meditation. From teachers to everyday people to celebrities like film director David Lynch and rock star Yusuf Islam, individual stories have told us that meditation has a powerful impact on our lives. 69 minutes. Alive Mind. Pub. at $29.95  **PRICE CUT TO $9.95**

**6789102** THE HEART OF WELLNESS: Bridging Western and Eastern Medicine to Transform Your Real Life. By Jo Myers. One of the few things in life that’s certain is death, and here’s a realistic, practical, and even humorous guide about preparing for it. From cremation to funeral plans, and from choosing executors to dealing with family relationships, it covers it all. 248 pages. Sterling. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95
**6930077** THE GOOD DEATH: An Exploration of Dying in America. By Ann Neumann. In these pages, Neumann brings us intimate portraits of the nurses, patients, bishops, bioethicists, and activists who are shaping the way we die. She presents a fearless examination of how we approach death, and how those of us close to dying lose our lives in death’s wake. 240 pages. Beacon. Pub. at $26.95. $4.95


**684891** HOW TO SURVIVE LIFE (AND DEATH). By Robert Kopecky. In a few short years, Kopecky had worked through their grief through their dreams. He presents a fearless examination of how we approach death, and how those of us close to dying lose our lives in death’s wake. 240 pages. Beacon. Pub. at $26.95. $4.95

**6945392** CAUSAL NATURALS. By Barbara Ehrenreich. Drawing on varied sources, EhrenreichWitnesses to extraordinary sociological trends, Ehrenreich examines the ways in which we obsess over death, our bodies, and our health. Both funny and caustic, she then tackles the seemingly unsolvable problem of how we might better prepare ourselves for the end. 244 pages. Twelv. Pub. at $27.00. $19.95

**6944429** BEREAVEMENT DREAMING AND THE INDIVIDUATING SOUL. By Gerri Grubbs. When you lose a loved one, the experience is both mythical and personal. The personal aspect arises in the particular healing path you take. Both realms blurring as you move in the dream space where you may encounter your lost beloved. The author presents several personal stories of people who have worked through their grief through their dreams. 190 pages. Nicolas. $16.95. $4.95

**5983355** AFTER THIS. By Barbara Ehrenreich. When Life Is Over, Where Do We Go? By Janet E. Birdwell. Stone Beckett’s death is the catalyst for an unexpected journey on her journey into the unknown. She wonders: How do we grieve with our loved ones without proof that they live on? Will we ever see them again? Drawing on her personal experiences, she attempts to show how exploring the afterlife can have a positive impact on the grief process. 266 pages. Avery. Pub. at $25.95. $9.95

**5983347** TALKING ABOUT DEATH WON’T KILL YOU: The Essential Guide to End-of-Life Conversations. By Kathy Kortes-Miller. Far from morbid, this resource guide is full of meaning and life, and the relief that comes from knowing what your loved ones want, and what you want yourself. It is the essential handbook to help individuals navigate personal and medical decisions that will ensure the best quality of life for our end of lives. 208 pages. EWC Press. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95

**6958990** CAREGIVER’S SURVIVAL GUIDE: Caring for Yourself While Caring for a Loved One. By R. Yonover & E. Crowe. Based on Yonover’s personal experiences, he offers guidance and advice on how to address heavy news; dealing with uncertainty; challenges; taking stock of finances; adapting and enjoying life; fighting for your rights and more. Illus. 144 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

**6886701** FROM HERE TO ETERNITY: Traveling the World to Find the Good Death. By Julian Rees. Julian Rees introduces the courage to look deep within ourselves, and introduces how other cultures care for the dead with compelling, powerful rituals almost entirely unknown in America. Doughty contends that the American funeral industry sells a particular and particular set of “respectful” rituals and roles. Because of their expensive, impersonal system fosters a corrosive fear of death. “We are an attempt to appease the cruel. Illus. 248 pages. Norton. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95

**6804713** GRIEF WORKS: Stories of Life, Death, and Surviving. By Julia Samuel. Helps us make sense of the shock, the fear, the attacks of the mind, and the complexities of death and move toward talking honestly and openly with family and friends when support is needed. This extraordinary resource guide shows us how to live, learn, and in time, grow from great loss. 261 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $26.00. $19.95

**6959922** THROUGH THE FLAMES. By Allan Lokos. Lokos shares his terrifying story of being on board a plane when it crashed and exploded in flames. He was severely burned and told by many doctors that he would not survive. In this book, filled with accounts of his against-all-odds recovery, he uses his experience to examine the challenge of human suffering and to address the question of how we can continue living our lives. Illus. 144 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $28.95. $15.00

**6833711** BEING MORTAL: Medicine and What Matters in the End. By Atul Gawande. Reveals the suffering that results when medicine neglects the wishes of patients beyond mere survival. Riveting, honest, and humane, this eye-opening work charts the course of aging and death, suggesting that the ultimate goal is not a good death but a good life—all the way to the very end. 287 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. $11.95

**6730365** IN THE SLENDER MARGIN: The Intimate Strangeness of Death and Dying. By Eve Joseph. The author cites her hospice experience as well as the writings of others across generations—from the realms of mythology, psychology, science, religion, history, and art—to examine the many facets of dying and death. An exploration of the unknowable and a humane journey through the land of grief. 211 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $22.99. $16.95

**6742742 A GOOD DEATH: Making the Most of Our Final Choices. By Sandra Martin. In taking up the controversial but ultimately right-to-die movement in Canada and abroad through the personal stories of brave campaigners. The journalist charts the history of the right-to-die movement in Canada and abroad through the personal stories of brave campaigners. She asks the tough question none of us can avoid: How do we die? Import. Pub. at $25.99. $19.95

**6679293** THE FOREVER LETTER: Writing What We Believe for Those We Love. By Elana Zilber. With empowering stories, sample letters, and writing tips, Zilber guides you through the process of creating a forever letter. Inspired by the centuries-old Jewish tradition of the ethical will, a forever letter is a perfect way to share your most precious possessions—your wishes, wisdom, kindness, and love with the people you cherish. Illus. 287 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $29.95. $19.95

**6882472** 100 DEATHS TO MAKE YOU LAUGH. By Sarah-Jane Roberts. A few years ago, Sarah-Jane Roberts, an English author, set out to collect the most laughable stories about death and dying she could find. 224 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. Pub. at $25.95. PRICE CUT TO $9.95

**6700253** RISKING THE BLACK MIRROR: Intimate Conversations with People Who’ve Seen the Other Side of Life. By Karen Whitley Bell. Presents a fearless examination of how we approach death, and how those of us close to dying lose our lives in death’s wake. 240 pages. Beacon. Pub. at $26.95. $4.95


**6735351** IN THE SLENDER MARGIN: The Intimate Strangeness of Death and Dying. By Eve Joseph. The author cites her hospice experience as well as the writings of others across generations—from the realms of mythology, psychology, science, religion, history, and art—to examine the many facets of dying and death. An exploration of the unknowable and a humane journey through the land of grief. 211 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $22.99. $16.95

**6742742 A GOOD DEATH: Making the Most of Our Final Choices. By Sandra Martin. In taking up the controversial but ultimately right-to-die movement in Canada and abroad through the personal stories of brave campaigners. The journalist charts the history of the right-to-die movement in Canada and abroad through the personal stories of brave campaigners. She asks the tough question none of us can avoid: How do we die? Import. Pub. at $25.99. $19.95

676486X WINNING ARGUMENTS: What Works and Doesn’t Work in Politics, the Bedroom, the Courtroom, and the Classroom. By Stanley Fish. From Donald Trump to the NFL to the logic of town hall meetings. Fish delves into a range of topics to help you move away from traditional talking themes as well as the opportunities to develop and enhance speaking and listening skills. 164 pages. Harper. Pub. at $14.95

674565 WHEN STRANGERS MEET. By Kio Stark. Teaches readers how to start talking to strangers, and includes adventurous challenges for those who dare. Stark reveals the hidden processes by which we decide which to greet and trust in passing, and the unwritten rules by which these encounters operate. 107 pages. S&S. Pub. at $19.99

6889322 READ PEOPLE: Build + Become. By Rita Carter. Using a unique, visual approach to explore the science of behavior, this guide shows how understanding why people act in certain ways will make you more successful in communicating, more persuasive and a better judge of the motivations of others. Learn to recognize the patterns of behavior that shape how we act and communicate. Illus. color. 360 pages. Portfolio. Pub. at $17.00

6844715 THE COMPLETE BOOK OF QUESTIONS: 1001 Conversation Starters for Any Occasion. By Garry Poole. One big reason conversationigue is such a popular social skill is our great conversations in almost any context. And many of these questions are likely to trigger other questions you may wish to discuss. Think of this guide as a tool to spark interaction, and how to use the right questions to understand others and yourself. 420 pages. Portfolio. Pub. at $19.99

6834019 NEVER BE LIED TO AGAIN. By David J. Lieberman. Read the author’s shockingly accurate examples and exercise scenarios to help you get the truth from liars. Includes over 300 direct quotes. 304 pages. S&S Audio. Pub. at $19.95

6897874 CAPTIVATIVE: The Science of Succeeding with People. By Vanessa Van Edwards. Offers fourteen essential social skills that will govern the first five minutes, first five hours, and first five days of any relationship and includes shortcuts, systems, and secrets for taking charge of your interactions. 342 pages. Portfolio. Pub. at $19.99

6750665 WHEN STRANGERS MEET. By Kio Stark. Teaches readers how to start talking to strangers, and includes adventurous challenges for those who dare. Stark reveals the hidden processes by which we decide which to greet and trust in passing, and the unwritten rules by which these encounters operate. 107 pages. S&S. Pub. at $19.99

6705621 CONVERSATIONALLY SPEAKING, REVISED THIRD EDITION. By Alan Garner. Based on research studies and Garner’s own experience, this guide will show you how to get more out of everyday conversations with family, friends, and coworkers. Learn how to ask questions that promote conversation; interest people in what you have to say; handle criticism constructively; and more. 210 pages. McGraw Hill. Pub. at $16.95

6840556 THE LONELINESS CURE: Six Strategies for Finding Real Connections in Your Life. By Kory Floyd. Helps you rediscovers the power of socializing in person and finally find the affection you’ve been longing for. This valuable guide details the causes of affection hunger, helps you assess your needs, and offers six compelling strategies for attracting more intimacy in your relationships and everyday life. 272 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $16.99

6903389 FISH CAN’T CLIMB TREES: Capitalize on Your Brain’s Unique Wiring to Improve the Way You Learn and Communicate. By Helyn Garner. Everything you need in order to improve your learning and help you communicate is in your hands. This guide will help you uncover and claim your hidden but authentic mental strengths. It will help you learn to constructively and successfully resolve tensions and heal difficult relationships. 288 pages. Watkins. Pub. at $15.95

6867499 THE CREATIVITY CHALLENGE. By Tanner Christensen. Features 150 challenges, exercises, and prompts to help you push past the way you normally see the world and uncover all new possibilities and ideas. 208 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $14.99

6735663 HOW TO READ A PERSON LIKE A BOOK: Observing Body Language to Know What People Are Thinking. By Gerald J. Nienaber et al. Designed to teach you how to interpret and respond to the written and unwritten rules by which these encounters operate. 107 pages. S&S. Pub. at $19.99

6554717 GET THE TRUTH: Former CIA Officers Teach You How to Persuade Anyone to Tell All. By Philip Houston et al. Written by two former CIA officers and complimented with the insights of an internationally recognized attorney, this invaluable guide arms readers with the skills necessary for getting the truth from relatives, co-workers and others—every time. 272 pages. Icon. Pub. at $19.95

6528457 NEVER BE LIED TO AGAIN: How to Get the Truth in 5 Minutes or Less in Any Conversation or Situation. By David J. Lieberman. Provides a straightforward approach to teaching how to get the truth, even if you are being lied to, and shows how to easily influence anyone to tell the truth within minutes. SHOPWORN. 204 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $15.99

6817211 GET THE TRUTH: Former CIA Officers Teach You How to Persuade Anyone to Tell All. By Philip Houston et al. Written by two former CIA officers and complimented with the insights of an internationally recognized attorney, this invaluable guide arms readers with the skills necessary for getting the truth from relatives, co-workers and others—every time. 272 pages. Icon. Pub. at $19.95

6427283 GET THE TRUTH: Former CIA Officers Teach You How to Persuade Anyone to Tell All. By Philip Houston et al. Written by two former CIA officers and complimented with the insights of an internationally recognized attorney, this invaluable guide arms readers with the skills necessary for getting the truth from relatives, co-workers and others—every time. 272 pages. Icon. Pub. at $19.95

6425542 WIN YOUR CASE: How to Present, Persuade, and Prevail—Every Place, Every Time. By Barry G. Bodine. By being well-informed and successful trial lawyer shares how to win in any arena—the courtroom, the boardroom, the sales call, the salary review, the town council meeting—using successful courtroom methods he has honed over many years. An indispensable guide to success in every walk of life. 287 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $17.99

6461995 CONVERSATION STARTERS: 1,000 Creative Ways to Talk to Anyone About Anything. By Kim Chamberlain. This guide’s 1,000 conversation-starters range from offering tips on how to move away from traditional talking themes as well as the opportunities to develop and enhance speaking and listening skills. 164 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $14.95

6764177 PITCH PERFECT: How to Say It Right the First Time, Every Time. By B. McGowan & A. Bowman. A media coach and award-winning correspondent shares his secrets of pitch-perfect communications, showing you how to craft just the right message and deliver it with confidence. Along the way, he lays out his Seven Principles of Persuasion, helping you see clear of common communication pitfalls. 266 pages. Harper.
6843646 GRACIOUS: A Practical Primer on Charm, Tact, and Unsinkable Strength. By Kelly Williams Brown. Whether it’s standing up for what you believe or being heard while respecting other points of view, making a surprise guest feel welcome, or just maintaining your serenity while waiting in an endless queue–graciousness is a quality that everyone could use a little help with. 238 pages. Rodale. Pub. at $22.95. $6.95

6864198 EMOTIONAL UNAVAILABILITY. By Byron C. Collins. Using case studies, quizzes, and jargon-free, easy to understand concepts, Collins profiles the most common types of emotionally unavailable partners, then offers the skills you need to change these painful situations. 292 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95. $5.95

★★ 6950698 FACE READING: Plain & Simple. By Jonathan Dee. Introduces you to the ancient Chinese art of face reading so that you can gain insight into the personalities of your loved ones and those you meet. Chinese face reading demonstrates that faces are open books, and their individual features provide the keys to interpreting their message. Illus. 150 pages. Hampton Roads. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

6836178 SHOULD I STAY OR SHOULD I GO? Surviving a Relationship with a Narcissist. By Ramani Durvasula. This honest survival manual is not predicated on false hope, forgiveness, “communications skills” or the idea that the beast can become a prince. Bateman breaks down what narcissistic people do to us, how they do it, and what we can do to survive. 273 pages. Post Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. $11.95

6949703 SHOULD I STAY OR SHOULD I GO? Surviving a Relationship with a Narcissist. By Ramani Durvasula. This honest survival manual is not predicated on false hope, forgiveness, “communications skills” or the idea that the beast can become a prince. Durvasula breaks down what narcissistic people do to us, how they do it, and what we can do to survive. 273 pages. Post Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00. $11.95

6949002 CHANGES THAT HEAL. By Henry Cloud. Never before has an expert defined the steps toward self-fulfillment and satisfying relationships with such clear, insightful, and easy-to-follow guidelines. Dr. Henry Cloud combines his expertise, well-developed faith, and keen understanding of human nature in a four-step program of healing and growth. 267 pages. Zondervan. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $5.95

★★ 6911708 HOW TO BE A SISTER: A Love Story of a Twin Divided. By Dr. Sarah Jarvis. Equally unflinchingly, the story of the author’s attempt to reconnect in adulthood with her autistic sister Margaret: what role will she play in Margaret’s life as their parents age, and after they die? Will she find herself a replacement for her parent as they walk away? Garvin’s story speaks to anyone struggling to connect with someone difficult or different. 255 pages. The Experiment. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

6591928 THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO WINGING IT WITH DIFFICULT PEOPLE. By Atene Matthews Uhli. Offers solid advice on recognizing and responding to various types of challenging personalities. Explains ways to maintain your sense of worth, choose battles wisely, and defend yourself without sounding defensive. Includes useful tips on fostering patience and compassion. 311 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. PRICE CUT to $4.95

CD 6591514 IF SOMEONE SAYS YOU COMPLETE ME, RUN! By Whoopi Goldberg. Read by the author. One of today’s best-known entertainers turns her eye toward relationships, applying her personal experiences, well-earned wisdom and distinctively hilarious brand of humor to help make the most of your life. Four hours on 4 CDs. hustle. Pub. at $30.00. PRICE CUT to $3.95

★★ 6783457 HO’OPONOPONO AND FAMILY CONSTELLATIONS: A Traditional Hawaiian Healing Method for Relationships, Forgiveness and Love. By Ulrich E. Dupree. There are many relationships in your life–with your career, with your family, with your friends, with your work colleagues and with your body. All the problems in this world are based on relationships. As Dupree explains, it helps us to experience love and inner peace through the feeling within our hearts, that we are all interconnected. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Earthdancer. Paperback Import. Pub. at $16.95. PRICE CUT to $9.45

6708889 HOW TO CHANGE ANYBODY: Proven Techniques to Reshape Anyone’s Attitude, Behavior, Feelings, or Beliefs. By David J. Lieberman. The tried-and-true techniques in this book offer numerous relationship skills, allowing you to make a powerful impact on those around you, and in the process change your life. 230 pages. Simon & Schuster. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95. $3.95

4541111 RED FLAGS: How to Spot Frenemies, Underminers, and Toxic People in Your Life. By Wendy L. Patrick. Shares simple strategies that anyone can use to spot deceptive and downright dangerous people who lure you into a situation you wish you had never attended, convention to draw in and full visitors. Readers will learn how to avoid selective attention; observe people over time; cybersleuth for telling information; and many more. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.95. PRICE CUT to $2.95

6580668 CONVERSATION STARTERS FOR EVERY GRANDPARENT. By Kim Chamberlain. A very practical handbook for seniors who babysit, visit or vacation with, or otherwise spend time with grandchildren. It includes tips on selecting age-appropriate conversation openers, avoiding sensitive issues, and developing listening as well as speaking skills. 134 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. $2.95

6709572 STOP THE FIGHT! An Illustrated Guide for Couples. By Michelle Brody. Conflict within relationships is complex and challenging to overcome. Clinical psychologist Michelle Brody’s clear and light-hearted illustrations show readers literally what’s driving their battles and blocking their bond, so they can chart a course together to stop the fight. Well illus. 304 pages. The Experiment. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00. PRICE CUT to $4.95

5954126 WILL I EVER BE FREE OF YOU? How to Navigate a High-Conflict Divorce from a Narcissist and Heal Your Family. By Karly McBride. The abundance of real-life examples will be relatable to readers and will provide a much-needed resource that understands real-life situations. This volume should be required reading for anyone divorcing in these circumstances, and for professionals who will benefit from this information about a highly specialized area of family law. Pub. at $25.00. PRICE CUT to $4.95


6953727 ACTION: A Book About Sex. By Andrue Stanway. In this classic guide to lovemaking, Dr. Andrew Stanway shows how couples can heighten their sexual enjoyment by focusing less on physical penetration and more on the delicious and arousing art of seduction and foreplay. Adults only. Illus. in color. 226 pages. Seven X10. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $4.95

6957272 ACTION: A Book About Sex. By Amy Rose Spiegel. Finally a book about sex you won’t feel embarrassed to own. Spiegel dissects threesomes, celibacy as a display of autonomy, consent, group sex, gender, and the best breakfast to make for a one-night stand. She also incorporates how to approach a potential one-up without being a sleazer. Adults only. Illus. 217 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $5.95

6805077 THE LITTLE BOOK OF SEX: Smart Sex: Red-Hot Confessions, Fantasies, Techniques & Discoveries. By Nicole Bailey. This sizzling little book is packed with eye-opening techniques, tell-all anecdotes, and raunchy sexual confessions that would make even the naughtiest bedroom adventurer blush. Adults only. Well illus., many in color. 144 pages. Duncan Baird. Import. Pub. at $9.95. $3.95

6936121 THE ART OF SEXUAL LOVING: An Illustrated Guide. By Andrew Stanway. In this classic guide to lovemaking, Dr. Andrew Stanway shows how couples can heighten their sexual enjoyment by focusing less on physical penetration and more on the delicious and arousing art of seduction and foreplay. Adults only. Illus. in color. 226 pages. Seven X10. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $4.95

6580312 PENIS GENIUS. By J. LaRousse & S. Sade. This savvy guide answers the most common questions about the male member that & S. Sade. This savvy guide answers the most common questions about the male member that
5775051  LESBIAN SEX SECRETS FOR MEN, REVISED. By A.J. Goddard & K. Brungardt. Opens the doors of the bedrooms of gay women to answer your most intimate questions about making love to the woman you love. From the titillating to the taboo, and from kisses to climaxes, this is the ultimate road map to the hot spots and neither regions of the female body. Add up to 298 pages. Plume. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $7.95 5888506  365 SEX MOVES: Positions for Having Sex a New Way Every Day. By Randi Fox. BOLDLY go where you’ve not gone before and discover new twists and tricks to add to your current repertoire! Over 100 erotic color photographs and get-to-the-point descriptions for positions such as The Standing Ovation; Like a Prayer; The Stagecoach. Bound for Glory; and even more. Adult only. Fully illus. in color. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $3.95 6752071  THE NEW SEX BIBLE FOR WOMEN. By Arnie Hawk. Whether you’re younger or older, married or not, this comprehensive guide will assist you with giving and having full sexual excitement. Incorporating new research on desire, orgasms, and sexual anatomy, Hawk covers everything from masturbation, oral sex, and positions to sexuality, self-esteem, and sex aids. Adult only. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Quiver. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99 $4.95 6813488  50 SHADeS OF BONDAGE & DISCIPLINE: A Beginner's Guide to BDSM. By Renee Dubois. Fire up your sex life by learning the ropes, getting into some power play and trying teasing titillation for a spanking good time. Kit includes a 128-page guide and an imitation silk restraint/blindfold. Adults only. Paperbound. $3.95 6875582  A CALL GIRL'S BEST SEX TIPS. By Renee Dubois. Here are more than 50 professional erotic tips guaranteed to please your guy. From novel sex positions to tantalizingly precise and ruthless advice on what he likes and how to make it better. Adult only. 256 pages. Carlton. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95 6734871  ASTROSEX: Sexual Secrets Revealed Through the Stars. By Sarah Bartlett. You'll find an in-depth description of male and female sexual preferences for each star sign with tips on erogenous zones, preferred positions, and favorite fantasies. With more than 350 atmospheric and sensual color photos, including steamiest sex positions, this guide provides a visually seductive experience. Adult only. 240 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95 DVD 6611399  KAMA SUTRA: Touch & the Intimacy of Kiss: easiest sex play that ever was. Christmas has the power to overwhelm the senses, creating the perfect atmosphere for the most intimate expressions of love. Filled with demonstrations by three attractive couples, this program features photographs, and poetry and a journey through the levels of Intimacy and Learning the Sensitive Styles of Kissing. Adults only. Romantic Arts. DVD. 60-min.  $9.95 DVD 5590856  SPICING IT UP AT HOME: Dr. Berman Goes! Help! Every couple needs inspiration to keep it fresh in the bedroom. and in this DVD program Dr. Laura Berman lets you in on the secrets to a satisfying sex life throughout the years. You’ll learn new ideas for spicing it up and rediscovering passion between you and your partner. 51 minutes. Beverly. Foot Press. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95 6609005  NEVER SLEEP ALONE. By Alex Schiller. Dr. Schiller’s humorous tone on “to find The One, you must become The One,” offering her philosophy consisting of nine Never Sleep Alone principles that, if fully actualized, are guaranteed to transform you into The One everyone wants. 247 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. 268 pages. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95 683583X  THE CLITORAL THURSDAY, SECOND EDITION. By Rebecca Chalker. Offers the only mainstream, in-depth exploration devoted solely to women’s genital anatomy and sexual response. Female readers—straight, lesbian, and bisexual—will learn new routes to sexual pleasure and new ways to enhance their sexual response. Illus. 222 pages. Seven Stories. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95 6814751  AMAZING SEX POSITIONS. By Richard Emerson. Your passport to a satisfying and fulfilling sex life offering 101 sexual positions, all clearly described and photographed in full color. Adult only. 128 pages. Carlton. Paperbound Import. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95 6849776  THE SEX MYTH: The Gap Between Our Fantasies and Reality. By Rachel Hills. Drawing together emotionally intimate and intellectually provocative stories, Hills lays bare the Sex Myth—the defining significance we invest in sexuality that once meant we were dirty if we did have sex. X-rated means we are, not that we must do it. 267 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $3.95 676116X  LESBIAN SEX BIBLE. By Diana Cage. A fresh, funny, irreverent, and inclusive look at lesbian sexuality, encouraging women to talk freely about sex and to deepen their sexual knowledge. Filled with tricks and tips and techniques for the hottest sex imaginable while also providing frank advice about lesbian dating and relationships, gender identity, and sexual culture. Adult only. Well Illus. in color. 192 pages. Quiver. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95 4619960  101 THINGS TO DO WITH A VIBRATOR. By Marisa Bennett. Explores the hottest love secrets, electrified! From small buzzing eggs to full-size, humming, swirling, and tickling vibrators, this volume examines the kinds of sex toys options but all of the sexy, sweet, and naughty things to do once you have them. Adult only. Illus. in color. 165 pages. Skys. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95 2691049  SPECTACULAR SEX MOVES SHE'LL NEVER FORGET. By Sonya Borg. Teaches men the ultimate positions and techniques to take sex for her from okay to “oh YES!” Offers in credible scenarios with step by step instructions for helping her achieve orgasm. You’ll always know what to do next, and with each move you’ll find an exciting new variation for every mood, from tender to need. Adult only. Well illus. in color. 180 pages. Quiver. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95 $673517  GUIDE TO GETTING IT ON! NINTH EDITION. By Paul Joannides. Down to earth, fun to read, and packed with helpful and titillating illustrations, this guide is your best ally when it comes to having really good sex. “In our vast library of sex books, this is by far and away the best sex book we’ve seen.”-Cosmopolitan Magazine. Adult only. 624 pages. Pub. at $17.95 $14.95 6849512  THE GREAT WORK OF THE FLESH: Sexual Magic East and West. By Sarane Alexander. This extensive study of sex magic in the Eastern and Western Mystery traditions charts its presence across religions and cultures, exploring how a couple can extract from each other by way of virility and femininity, multiplying their energies tenfold and merging the carnal and spiritual worlds. Adults only. 226 pages. Destiny. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95 5845277  SEX YOURSELF. The Woman's Guide to Masturbating and Achieving Powerful Orgasms. By Carlyle Jansen. Teaches women how to reach orgasm and how to have better orgasms by themselves. Learn how to approach your libidinous potential and your genital pleasure alone can be re-created with a partner, helping to enhance your sexual relationships. Try new techniques and accessories to enhance your pleasure and enjoyment. Adult only. Illus. 176 pages. Quiver. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $5.95
6735304 HOW TO DRIVE YOUR MAN WILD IN BED. By Tina Robbins. Sex is one of the great joys in life. Whether you’ve been bored in bed or consider yourself a great lover, you can be better. Robbins has looked into the sex lives of men to reveal their deeply guarded desires. Here is the biological and psychological information that can make you the best lover he’s ever had. Illus. 165 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

5940990 ORGASM IN 5 MINUTES: 1001 Roads to Happiness. By Tina Robbins. Shows what men and women need to know to understand and facilitate the female orgasm. It teaches how all women can have an orgasm each time they make love, even without the participation of their partner. Only. Drawings. 125 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

675662X BEST SEX WRITING OF THE YEAR, VOLUME 1: On Consent, BDSM, Porn, Race, Sex Work and More. Ed. by Jon Pressick. Ranging from discussions on consent and disability, to the shocking response to the Steubenville rape case, to our seemingly insatiable love of sex toys, this collection of essays challenges and satisfies. Authors include Mollena Williams, Joan Price, Ember Swift and more. Adults only. 224 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $3.95

6731244 A FRESHWOMAN’S GUIDE TO SEX AFTER SIXTY. By Marie de Hennezel. Drawing on interviews with older French women and men, the author offers a plethora of advice on how to enjoy a rich and satisfying sex life in your sixties, seventies, and beyond. 199 pages. Greystone. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $7.95

2770970 THE LITTLE BLACK BOOK OF SEX POSITIONS. By Dan & Jennifer Baritch. Exposes in glorious detail the sexiest moves that can lead to mind-blowing ecstasy for you and your lover. You will be flexing muscles you never knew you had, and doing positions you always wanted to try like the Laptop, Spread Eagle, Downward Stroke, Deep Lotus, and many more. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $3.95

5826411 NATURAL SEX BOOSTERS, SECOND EDITION: Supplements That Enhance Stamina, Sensation, and Sexuality for Men. Response to the Steubenville rape case. Here is to our seemingly insatiable love of sex toys, this collection of essays challenges and satisfies. Authors include Mollena Williams, Joan Price, Ember Swift and more. Adults only. 224 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $3.95

5941290 THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO SEX AFTER 50: How to Maintain— or Regain—a Spicy, Satisfying Sex Life. By JoAnn Price. In this definitive guide to great senior sex, Price will help you deepen your pleasure for a lifetime. She offers clear and reliable information, helpful tips and thoughtful interviews that disclose what works for real people—couples, singles and widowed, across all orientations. Adults only. 396 pages. Cleis. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

5941723 ORGASM. By Susan Carn Balok. Packed with 50 sex games you can try tonight! Sensual, erotic, or wartime, this comprehensive collection, offering compelling advice from sex experts Dr. Sarah Brewet, Dr. Sarah Humphrey, Dr. Dawn Harper, and bestselling author Rebecca Janet. Discover a wealth of sensual secrets. Among the stimulants listed here are those whose powers may surprise you, including sauerkraut, mango, eggs, asparagus, nutmeg, endive, and more! Color photos. 138 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

5936493 BONDAGE. By Morpheous. A quick and handy reference that takes you through the basics of BDSM, tying techniques, safety considerations, and an overview of kink culture. Adults only. Color photos. 112 pages. Quiver. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

5770002 APHRODISIACS: An A-Z. By Linda Louisa Dell. Discover nature’s Viagra in an encyclopedia of sexual aids and agents of desire. Among the supplements listed here are those whose powers may surprise you, including sauerkraut, mango, eggs, asparagus, nutmeg, endive, and more! Color photos. 138 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95

6917982 THE INTIMACY SOLUTION: Life Lessons in Sex and Love. By Erika Schwartz. Walks us through the “seasons” of our continuous sexual development, helping readers view sexuality through the lenses of biology, learned behaviors, personal truth, and culture. Dr. Schwartz uncovers the mystery behind the driving forces of sexuality and their impact at every stage of our lives. 320 pages, Post Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

759197X ANY MIKE: PLEASURE & HEALTH, 4TH REVISED EDITION: A Guide for Men, Women, and Couples. By Jack Morin. Take a tour of the anus, complete with information and exercises to open the door to new sources of comfort and satisfaction. You’ll uncover 106 tools that cause everything from hemorrhoids to chronic pelvic pain, and new ways of achieving solo and partnered pleasures through this humblest of portals. Adults only. 238 pages. Down There: Press. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $13.95

6588630 THE LOVERS’ GUIDE. By Stephanie L. Blue Velvet Massage Oil; and Fruity -Minty Kissing Balm. Illus. 176 pages. Storey. Import. Pub. at $11.95 $7.95

6940277 MAKING LOVE POTIONS: 64 All-Natural Recipes for Irresistible Herbal Aphrodisiacs. By Stephanie L. Tournier. Kindles the passion in your relationship and inspires intimate, sensual playfulness with these libations, perfumes, oils, and sweets from a body-care expert. Learn to create libido-boosing concoctions that will rev up your partner and have you both on cloud nine. Color photos. 128 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $6.95

5988276 LAP DANCING: The Naughty Girl's Guide. By Rebecca Druy. Druy shows how every woman, regardless of shape or size, can perform a sensational lap dance at home. She covers everything you need to know, and then shows how to make the moves for maximum allure. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Connections. Import. $5.95


558697X 500 KISSES. By Janete Scobie. Offers 500 kissable suggestions to have your lips declared “Too Hot to Handle” by your lover and take your love to new heights! Adults only. 480 pages. Cinder Mill. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

6581471 SEX HACKS: Over 100 Tricks, Shortcuts, and Secrets to Set Your Sex Life on Fire. By Kirkly. Encourages you and your lover to get away from the daily grind to get down and dirty—and this guide has something for everyone. The tips and tricks vary from foreplay to fetishes and from new positions to variations on old favorites. Adults only. Photos. 125 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $2.95

4387317 MALE MULTIPLE ORGASM. By Somraj Pokras. This guide reveals how to be an amazing sexual partner: sensitive, passionate, and long-lasting. Its simple step by step exercises train you to have as many orgasms as you want as long as you choose. While giving your partner an unforgettable pleasure again and again. Adults only. 196 pages. Amorata Press. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95

6734693 SHORTCUTS, and Secrets to Set Your Sex Life on Fire. By Erik a Schwartz. How to Drive Your Man Wild in Bed. By Tina Robbins. Sex is one of the great joys in life. Whether you’ve been bored in bed or consider yourself a great lover, you can be better. Robbins has looked into the sex lives of men to reveal their deeply guarded desires. Here is the biological and psychological information that can make you the best lover he’s ever had. Illus. 165 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

6734723 ORGASM. By Susan Carn Balok. Packed with 50 sex games you can try tonight! Sensual, erotic, or wartime, this comprehensive collection, offering compelling advice from sex experts Dr. Sarah Brewet, Dr. Sarah Humphrey, Dr. Dawn Harper, and bestselling author Rebecca Janet. Discover a wealth of sensual secrets. Among the stimulants listed here are those whose powers may surprise you, including sauerkraut, mango, eggs, asparagus, nutmeg, endive, and more! Color photos. 138 pages. Quiver. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

5826411 NATURAL SEX BOOSTERS, SECOND EDITION: Supplements That Enhance Stamina, Sensation, and Sexuality for Men. Response to the Steubenville rape case. Here is to our seemingly insatiable love of sex toys, this collection of essays challenges and satisfies. Authors include Mollena Williams, Joan Price, Ember Swift and more. Adults only. 224 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $3.95

2770970 THE LITTLE BLACK BOOK OF SEX POSITIONS. By Dan & Jennifer Baritch. Exposes in glorious detail the sexiest moves that can lead to mind-blowing ecstasy for you and your lover. You will be flexing muscles you never knew you had, and doing positions you always wanted to try like the Laptop, Spread Eagle, Downward Stroke, Deep Lotus, and many more. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $3.95

6582176 BETTER SEX IN NO TIME: An Illustrated Guide for Busy Couples. By Jossy Vogels. Rekindling the fun of sex for long-term couples. When sex experts Vogels presents timetipped suggestions for flirting, sensual touch, intensified intercourse, and fulfilling long-held fantasies. You’ll never think of five minutes alone–or together–the same way again! Adults only. 264 pages. Gestalt. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $2.95

6903703 MOAN: Anonymous Essays on Female Orgasm. Compiled by Emma Koenig. Here is a look into the spectrum of desire, of frustration and of experiences that have left an indelible mark. From the hilarious to the erotic, from the intellectual to the erotic, these essays from a diverse collective of women will leave you feeling inspired and excited to embark on your own personal exploration. 226 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

---
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670104X A LADY AT THE TABLE. By Sheryl Shalez. 224 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound at $19.95
6580122 THE WISDOM OF MENOPAUSE, REVISED. By Christine Northrup. 745 pages. Bantam. Paperbound at $22.00
678665X WOMEN’S WAYS OF KNOWING, TENTH ANNIVERSARY EDITION. By Mary Field Belenky et al. 256 pages. Basic. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95
need to know on the spot. By learning the theories of lockpicking, proper effective tips and techniques we can use to see behind the facade and lie-detection skills to your everyday life. He delivers simple but

6917941 HOW TO BECOME A HUMAN BULLSHIT DETECTOR. By David Craig. Craig provides an easy-to-follow guide on applying lie-detection skills to your everyday life. He delivers simple but effective tips and techniques we can use to see behind the facade and find our way to the truth. 132 pages. Racehorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

6865445 SIT DOWN, BE QUIET: A Guide to Modern Yoga and Living Mindfully in the Real World. By Michael James Wong. This guide is a rallying call to find your inner step in and start taking control of their health and mental well being. Through practicing yoga, working inside as well as out, and adopting a mindful approach to the everyday, you can take the mindful steps to a healthier, happier life in the here and now. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Thorsons. Paperback Import. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

5913381 MAN MADE: The Art of Male Grooming. By Dan Jones. Illus. 175s. Hartie Grant. Import. Pub. at $17.95 $6.95


6917941 HOW TO BECOME A HUMAN BULLSHIT DETECTOR. By David Craig. Craig provides an easy-to-follow guide on applying lie-detection skills to your everyday life. He delivers simple but effective tips and techniques we can use to see behind the facade and find our way to the truth. 132 pages. Racehorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

6861131 WHY WE SNAP: By R. Douglas Fields. We all have a rage circuit we can't fully control once it's engaged. We all wish to believe we are in control of our actions, but the right trigger in the right circumstance can unleash a fit of rage in almost anyone. Here Dr. Fields reveals and details the nine triggers that cause us to snap and how we can defuse them. 408 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $28.00 $9.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 6953379 THE NEW ALLERGY SOLUTION: Supercharge Resistance, Slash Medication, Stop Suffering. By Clifford W. Bassett. Leading allergy expert Dr. Clifford W. Bassett shares the collaborative, whole-body approach he has used for twenty years in his Manhattan practice. The Allergy Solution is this definitive guide to becoming an informed advocate for your own health, and finding the effective, lasting treatment that is right for you. 325 pages. Avery. Pub. at $36.00 $4.95

6836828 TEACH YOURSELF BEAT INSOMNIA WITH NLP. By Adrian Tannock. By using Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP) techniques, people can hugely improve their sleeping experience. This book is full of practical NLP-based guidance, which will help everyone from serious sufferers to those who have occasional problems. 160 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. $3.95

6949088 HOW TO LIVE IN FEAR: Mastering the Art of Freaking Out. By Lance Hahn. With the emphasis on a fear point and an anxiety-reducer, Hahn guides you through the first steps of learning to cope with fear, panic, or anxiety. Whether you are wrestling with fear or know someone who is, he will give you the tools to take your first steps forward. 160 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95

3339882 THE CIA LOCKPICKING MANUAL. Teaches you what you need to know on the spot. By learning the theories of lockpicking, proper terminology for both tools and locks, and the techniques that the locksmiths in the country know, soon you'll be able to get yourself in and out of a house, office desk, or car without your keys. Well illus. in color. 54 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $12.95

6892558 THE ART OF CREATIVE THINKING: 89 Ways to See Things Differently. By Rod Judkins. Presents examples of creative thinkers from around the world, of all walks of life, from art, engineering, painting, technology, and more, and sheds light on their process showing how each of us can learn from them to improve our lives and our work. 224 pages. Perige. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

6708247 14,000 THINGS TO BE HAPPY ABOUT, REVISED. By Barbara Ann Kipfer. Now revised with 2,000 new entries, this collection and uplifting volume offers a quirky, compulsive, enchanting list of all the little things that make us happy. Babies burping, rabbit tracks in the snow, caramel gelato, some cool chairs, comfy chairs in bookstores, scarerec, and more. 611 pages.

6825613 MANIFESTING MADE EASY: How to Harness the Law of Attraction to Get What You Really Want. By Jen Marie. Are you living the life you want? If the answer is no the truth may surprise you. Mazer teaches you how to free yourself from limiting beliefs and embrace the idea of “acting as if” to attract what you desire—love, happiness, good health, career success. 224 pages. Motorbooks. Media. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

5937434 BAD CHOICES: How Algorithms Can Help You Think Smarter and Live Happier. By Ali Almossawi. Once you recognize what makes a method faster and more efficient, you’ll become a more nimble, creative thinker, ready to face new challenges. Almossawi has used for twenty years in his Manhattan practice. The Allergy Solution is this definitive guide to becoming an informed advocate for your own health, and finding the effective, lasting treatment that is right for you. 325 pages. Avery. Pub. at $36.00 $4.95

6584500 THE CIA LOCKPICKING MANUAL. Teaches you what you need to know on the spot. By learning the theories of lockpicking, proper terminology for both tools and locks, and the techniques that the locksmiths in the country know, soon you'll be able to get yourself in and out of a house, office desk, or car without your keys. Well illus. in color. 54 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $12.95

6892558 THE ART OF CREATIVE THINKING: 89 Ways to See Things Differently. By Rod Judkins. Presents examples of creative thinkers from around the world, of all walks of life, from art, engineering, painting, technology, and more, and sheds light on their process showing how each of us can learn from them to improve our lives and our work. 224 pages. Perige. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

6708247 14,000 THINGS TO BE HAPPY ABOUT, REVISED. By Barbara Ann Kipfer. Now revised with 2,000 new entries, this collection and uplifting volume offers a quirky, compulsive, enchanting list of all the little things that make us happy. Babies burping, rabbit tracks in the snow, caramel gelato, some cool chairs, comfy chairs in bookstores, scarerec, and more. 611 pages.

5937434 BAD CHOICES: How Algorithms Can Help You Think Smarter and Live Happier. By Ali Almossawi. Once you recognize what makes a method faster and more efficient, you’ll become a more nimble, creative thinker, ready to face new challenges. Almossawi has used for twenty years in his Manhattan practice. The Allergy Solution is this definitive guide to becoming an informed advocate for your own health, and finding the effective, lasting treatment that is right for you. 325 pages. Avery. Pub. at $36.00 $4.95

6584500 THE CIA LOCKPICKING MANUAL. Teaches you what you need to know on the spot. By learning the theories of lockpicking, proper terminology for both tools and locks, and the techniques that the locksmiths in the country know, soon you'll be able to get yourself in and out of a house, office desk, or car without your keys. Well illus. in color. 54 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $12.95

6892558 THE ART OF CREATIVE THINKING: 89 Ways to See Things Differently. By Rod Judkins. Presents examples of creative thinkers from around the world, of all walks of life, from art, engineering, painting, technology, and more, and sheds light on their process showing how each of us can learn from them to improve our lives and our work. 224 pages. Perige. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

6708247 14,000 THINGS TO BE HAPPY ABOUT, REVISED. By Barbara Ann Kipfer. Now revised with 2,000 new entries, this collection and uplifting volume offers a quirky, compulsive, enchanting list of all the little things that make us happy. Babies burping, rabbit tracks in the snow, caramel gelato, some cool chairs, comfy chairs in bookstores, scarerec, and more. 611 pages.
See more titles at erhbc.com/651

**6945627** THE WORLD ACCORDING TO MISTER ROGERS: Important Things to Remember. By Fred Rogers. Offers a timeless collection of wisdom on love, friendship, respect, individuality, and how to be kind to one another and the general public. Americans. 197 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

**6907334** TAKE PRIDE: Why the Deadliest Sin Holds the Secret to Human Success. By Jessica Tracy. Its dark, hubristic side is well known, but Tracy shows that pride is also essential for achieving our highest ambitions as individuals. By making us care about how others see us and how we see ourselves, pride makes us strive for excellence. She explains how we can make this double-edged emotion serve–rather than the opposite–us. 224 pages. HMH. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

**681249X** 5 TYPES OF PEOPLE WHO CAN RUIN YOUR LIFE! By Bill Eddy. An essential guide to help you escape negative relationships, build healthy connections, and safeguard your personal life in the process. Learn to spot warning signs of the five high-conflict personalities in others and in yourself and how to safely avoid or end dangerous and stressful interactions with HCPs. 197 pages. TarcherPerigee. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

**6861696** THE GREEN BURIAL GUIDEBOOK: Everything You Need to Plan an Affordable, Environmentally Friendly Burial. By Elizabeth Fournier. Provides comprehensive and compassionate guidance, covering everything from green planning and home funeral ethics to legal guidelines and outside the box options, such as burials at sea. These practices consider both the environmental well being of the planet and the economic well being of loved ones. 195 pages. New World Library. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $11.95

**6895936** THE ART OF GRACE: On Moving Well Through Life. By Sarah L. Kaufman. Guided by the muse of Cary Grant, Kaufman illustrates the importance of grace in the small moments of everyday life. Here she inspires us to walk taller, spend time on unnecessary kindnesses, and connect with gratitude in our lives, and those of others. 10 pages. North Point. Pub. at $24.95 $8.95

**CD 6620493** THIS IS HOW: Help for the Self. By Augusten Burroughs. Read by the author. From the mind that brought you Running with Scissors and Dry comes a groundbreaking new take on self-help. A voice as refreshingly blunt and to-the-point, Burroughs shares advice on how to survive a world of “un-survivable” scenarios: grief, shyness, fatness, decrepitude and more. Six hours on 5 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $29.99 $6.95

**6853119** I DIDN’T START WITH THIS. By Mark Wolynn. The impact of our traumatic legacies plays a far greater role in our emotional and physical health than has ever been understood. In this accessible volume, Wolynn gives you a transformative approach to resolving long-standing difficulties that traditional therapies have not had the capacity to touch. 240 pages. Viking. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

**6825621** MANTRAS MADE EASY. By Sherianna Boyle. Whether you hope to achieve happiness, forgiveness, peace, or wealth, there are mantras here to guide you. These mantras will allow you to achieve your highest potential and become a more innocent lover. 224 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

**5750806** 9 KEYS TO A CREATIVE LIFE. By Melissa Harris. Creativity is not just writing or painting—it’s stepping outside the way you normally do things. Use self-reflection and awareness keys to build and enhance your creative edge, to transform the ordinary into the extraordinary. Provides practical methods for daily inspiration and action, with innovative ways to explore the creative self and express yourself. 200 pages. Llewellyn. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $1.95


**2590670** GET ANYONE TO DO ANYTHING: Never Feel Powerless Again—With Psychological Secrets to Control and Influence Every Situation. By David J. Lieberman. Packed with psychological tactics designed to make everything go your way. Avoid being taken advantage of and end verbal conflicts, appear more lead, influence, or motivate just about anything. 184 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

**6774733** THE ENTICEMENT CURE: Finding Success in Doing Hard Things the Right Way. By John Townsend. Whether you are struggling with your own sense of entitlement or dealing with someone who acts entitled, this fascinating discussion will equip you to turn away from a life of mediocrity and show you how to become successful the right way, overcoming obstacles in life, and help those around you. 276 pages. Zondervan. Pub. at $22.99 $5.95

**6882749** OVERCOMING OPIOID ADDICTION: The Authoritative Medical Guide for Patients, Doctors, and Therapists. By Adam Bponsa with K. Chernyayev. Provides a comprehensive medical guide for opioid users, doctors, and clients to help you escape negative relationships, build healthy connections, and safeguard your personal life in the process. Learn to spot warning signs of the five high-conflict personalities in others and in yourself and how to safely avoid or end dangerous and stressful interactions with HCPs. 197 pages. TarcherPerigee. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**6871572** WHAT WOULD DOLLY DO? How to Be a Diamond in a Rhinestone World. By Lauren Marino. Part biography, part words if wisdom and life lessons, this volume highlights the very best of the “Dolly Mama,” from her quotable Dollyisms and unfailing positivity to her belief in an unrelenting positivity to her belief in everyone’s ability to overcome adversity, with some beauty tips and recipes thrown in. Tap into your Inner Dolly and put wings on your dreams. Illus. 234 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $33.00 $16.95

**5870259** LIVE MORE, WANT LESS. By Mary Carlomagno. Strip away the chaos and clutter, freeing space in your life for order and serenity with these 52 ways–each featuring a theme for the week and daily practice suggestions. Designed to set you on the path toward a more fulfilling life with less stuff and more time to enjoy the things you love. 180 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

**6874371** BEYOND BARS: Rejoining Society After Prison. By J. L. Ross & S. C. Richards. Finding a place to live, getting a job, and reestablishing their families are just some of the problems facing people getting out of jail or prison. This tome provides the information and guidance that can make a real difference in a successful transition. 224 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**5652345** THE GERM FILES: The Surprising Ways Microbes Can Improve Your Health and Life (and How to Protect Yourself from the Bad Ones). By J. V. Titball. Explore the latest in-stop source for information about microbe-life-changing information on our relationship with microbes, presented in concise and highly readable text. Answering your questions on everything from flu prevention to probiotic selection, Tetro offers myriad revelations about the workings of the microscopic world. 274 pages. Doubleday. Paperback/Import. Pub. at $19.00 $6.95

**5765021** THE EX-OFFENDER’S RE-ENTRY SUCCESS GUIDE. SECOND EDITION: Smart Choices for Making It on the Outside. By Ronald L. Kranich. The ultimate guide for ex-offenders who want to stay out of jail for good. While the re-entry process poses a host of challenges, this tome provides the information and guidance that can make a real difference in a successful transition. 224 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**5652324** THE BIOLOGY OF DESIRE: Why Addiction Is Not a Disease. By Marc Lewis. A renowned neuroscientist explains why the “disease model” of addiction is wrong and illuminates the path to recovery. Cognitive neuroscientist and former addict Marc Lewis makes a convincing case that addiction is not a disease, and shows why research has failed to find a cure. It didn’t start with you. 216 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

**6786456** THE BOOK OF NO, SECOND EDITION: 385 Ways to Say It and Mean It—and Stop People-Pleasing Forever. By Susan Newman. New edition includes an expanded guide to forms of polite refusal and a revised strategy for saying “no.” Whether you need to say no without feeling guilty or damaging your relationships, 265 pages. Turner. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $12.95
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- **6854796** THE MAGIC OF SLEEP THINKING. By Eric & Nalaya Maisel. Grounded in current brain research, the authors introduce a simple but revolutionary program that shows how to solve problems and increase creativity by learning to tune into your brain’s deepest intuitions. With self-inquiry, and with new bedtime and morning routines and self-care lifestyle changes, you can tackle anxiety, weight loss, anger management issues and more. 225 pages. Kia. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95   **$11.95**

- **6789386** CHANCING IT: The Laws of Chance and How They Can Work for You. By Robert Matthews. An award-winning scientist and writer shows how to understand the laws of probability and use them to your advantage. He gives you access to some of the most potent intellectual tools ever developed and explains how to use them in judgments and decisions. 290 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99   **$17.05**

- **6829021** THE GRATITUDE FORMULA: A 7-Step Success System to Create a Life That You Love. By May McCarthy. Offers a definable, practical system that you can put to use every day to achieve success in your relationships, marriage, finance, health, personal pursuits, spiritual growth, and virtually any other aspect of your life. Simple and clear, if you follow the system daily, you can begin to receive abundance and create a life you love. 172 pages. Hierophant. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95   **$12.95**

- **6868404** THE BOOK OF HIGHS: 255 Ways to Alter Your Consciousness Without Drugs. By Edward Rosenfeld. Whether you’re looking for a life changing adventure, like skydiving, or something to do every day, like zen morning laugh—this volume will give you the tools. Includes positive and “negative” techniques; methods derived from religious and mystical traditions; and methods that use devices like brain wave biofeedback. Illus. in color. 330 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $19.50   **$13.50**

- **6969236** THE POWER OF MEANING: Crafting a Life That Matters. By Emily Estahani Smith. Shows us how cultivating connections to others, identifying and working toward a purpose, telling stories about our place in the world, and seeking out mystery can immeasurably deepen our lives. Smith also explores how we might begin to build a culture that imbues our lives with meaning. 290 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.00   **$9.95**


- **6863614** WHEN VIOLENCE IS THE ANSWER: Learning How to Do What It Takes When Your Life Is at Stake. By Tim Larkin. In an indispensible guide to self-protection, Larkin deconstructs our assumptions about violence—is morally, its function in modern society, and how it actually works—to arm us with what we need to know to prevent, prepare for, and survive the unthinkable. Illus. 294 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00   **$21.95**

- **5853887** THE SECRET, 10TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION. By Rhonda Byrne. Fragments of a Great Secret have been found in the oral traditions, in literature, in religions and philosophies throughout history. In this guide, you’ll learn how to use The Secret in every aspect of your life: money, health, relationships, happiness, and in every interaction you have. 202 pages. Atria. Pub. at $23.95   **$17.95**

- **6747078** THE 30-Day CHALLENGE: 100 Habit-Forming Programs to Live an Infinitely Better Life. By Rosanna Casper. Change isn’t always easy, but with this fun guide packed with powerful ideas for improving your life, you can do it! Comprises dozens of practical tips, helpful resources and secret tricks that will keep you motivated and committed through 30 days—and beyond. Well illus. 128 pages. Ulysses. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95   **$12.95**

- **6723085** ETIQUETTE: The Original Guide to Conduct in Society, Business, and Home. By Emily Post. Originally published in 1922, this comprehensive volume offers tips and tricks long forgotten in an age of impulse, social awkwardness, and conversational disparage. This classic guide details how to carry oneself in any situation, where to sit at dinner, formal dinners, funeral services, and virtually any other aspect of your life. Simple and clear, if you follow the system daily, you can begin to receive abundance and create a life you love. 320 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99   **$12.95**

- **6921884** PLANTS THAT SING, SOULS THAT SING: Transform Your Life with the Spirit of Plants. By Fay Johnstone. Provides a comprehensive and practical road map for restoring our sacred relationship with nature. Sharing her passion for the plant world, Johnstone shows how to confidently meet, explore, and build relationships with key plant species that have been more balanced connections with nature. $11.95

- **6929006** HOW TO BE A PERSON IN THE WORLD: Ask Polly’s Guide Through the Paradoxes of Modern Life. By Mark Manson. In this generally non-affirming self-help guide, Manson shows us that the key to being happy is to stop trying to be “positive” all the time and instead become better at handling adversity. The entertaining, funny, manifesto and refreshingly honest guide for the face we all need to live more contained, grounded lives. 212 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $24.95   **$12.95**

- **5813026** THE SUBTLE ART OF NOT GIVING A F*CK: A Counterintuitive Approach to Living a Good Life. By Mark Manson. In this generally non-affirming self-help guide, Manson shows us that the key to being happy is to stop trying to be “positive” all the time and instead become better at handling adversity. The entertaining, funny, manifesto and refreshingly honest guide for the face we all need to live more contained, grounded lives. 212 pages. HarperOne. Pub. at $24.95   **$12.95**

- **6845580** ARRESTED: What to Do When Your Loved One’s in Jail. By Wes Denham. Explains how to make decisions that are in the best interests of the entire family, not just the defendant, and provides checklists of what to do and what not to do. Covers legal proceedings and jail procedures, guides you through painful decisions, helps you gather vital information, manage your budget and avoid scams. 264 pages. Chicago Review. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95   **$12.95**

- **6776290** INSIGHT INTO CHILD AND ABDULT BULLYING: Waverley Abbey Insight Series. By Heather Ash Amara. Introduces you to the fundamentals of your Inner Fire, and explains how the four major aspects of your being—the mental, spiritual, emotional, and physical— all interact with this powerful energy. Authoritative yet easy to read, this guide will help you understand why you are who you are and how you relate to the world. 158 pages. Hierophant. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95   **$13.95**

- **6962854** THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING FUNNY: Why We Need More Jokes in Our Lives. By Al Gini. For Gini, humor is more than just foolish fun; it serves as a safety valve for processing with reality that gives us the courage to endure that which we cannot understand or avoid. He argues that joke telling can act as both a sword and a shield to defend us from reality. 141 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95   **$14.95**
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**6727581** HOW TO FIND A BLACK CAT IN A DARK ROOM: The Psychology of Intuition, Influence, Decision Making and Trust. By Jacob Bor. By exploring the latest in behavioral science with a deep social awareness, Borak demonstrates a crucial finding: we are not nearly as smart or as rational as we think we are. He points out in this study that we need to understand our own flawed human nature before we can reach our goals in life. 233 pages. Waldman. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

$9.95

**6922805** TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR LIFE: Rescue Yourself and Live the Life You Deserve. By J. Paul Nadeau. Combining his personal experiences and insights from many years of tracking who’s tracking you and what you can do about it. This book is filled with law enforcement and surveillance negotiations, Nadeau helps us overcome the self-sabotaging thoughts and attitudes that prevent us from becoming our best selves and fully achieving our dreams. 209 pages. **HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99**

$12.95

**690727X** SPARTAN UP! A Take-No-Prisoners Guide to Overcoming Obstacles and Achieving Peak Performance in Life. By Joe De Sena with J. O’Connell. The driving force behind the 26.2-mile Spartan Race, De Sena overcame his own obstacles and fear to work his way through Queen’s Street to extreme athlete by adhering to a simple philosophy: commit to a goal, put in the work, and get it done. His experiences works for you in this inspirational guide. 194 pages. HMH. **Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95**

$4.95

**592190X** L’ART DE LA SIMPLICITE: How to Live More, Less. By Dominique Loreau. Loreau takes you on a step by step journey to a clutter-free home, a calm mind, and an energized body. Free yourself of possessions you don’t need, have more money to spend on life’s little luxuries, eat better and lose weight, and say goodbye to anxiety and negative relationships. 246 pages. St. Martin’s. **Pub. at $19.99**

$14.95

**6719864** MANNERS FOR SCHOOLBOYS. By J. Robinson. Published in 1829, it offers advice to young gentlemen in all situations. Timeless tips on tidiness, behavior and self knowledge combine with the amusing social etiquette of two centuries ago in situations. Timeless tips on tidiness, behavior and self knowledge. **104 pages. British Library. Import. Pub. at $14.95**

**PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**5687942** SOMEONE’S WATCHING YOU! By Forest Lee. Somewhere in D.C., a vast computer complex churns through quintillions of data bytes about an American, living abroad. Are any of them you? From microchips in your underwear to satellites monitoring your every move, find out who’s tracking you and what you can do about it. 245 pages. Adams Media. **Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95**

**PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**6748880** THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO ADULT ADHD. By E. Bailey & D. Haupt. Sometimes you, or someone you love, has trouble concentrating. Or getting organized. Or controlling impulses. And you’re starting to wonder what, exactly, is going on. This guide has loads of simple, to the point information on managing ADHD symptoms, finding the best treatment options, and more. 316 pages. Alpha. **Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95**

**PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**6780016** HEAD IN THE CLOUD: Why Knowing Things Still Matters When Facts Are So Easy to Look Up. By Tim Poundstone. Poundstone shows that many areas of knowledge correlate with the quality of our lives—wealth, health, and happiness—and even with politics and behavior, and examines what Americans know and don’t know. A witty, practical guide to succeeding in a culturally illiterate age. 340 pages. Little, Brown. **Pub. at $26.00**

**PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**6757391** POISONED FOR PROFIT: How Toxins Are Making Our Children Chronically Ill. By Philip & Alice Shabecoff. Brings readers into the lives of children afflicted by autism, learning disabilities, and other environmental poisons, and also poses solutions to eradicate this crime, offering parents a practical guide to protecting their children from these deadly toxins. 360 pages. Chelsea Green. **Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95**

**PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**6757217** CAN’T JUST STOP: An Investigation of Compulsions. By Sharon Begley. A meticulously researched exposé of the compulsions that exist at either end of a broad continuum. These disorders may look profoundly different, but are all ways of dealing with varying degrees of anxiety. Begley offers ways to realistically grapple with it in the present, and in those we love. 296 pages. S&S. **Pub. at $27.00**

**PRICE CUT to $6.95**

**676150X** THE POCKET ENQUIRE WITHIN: A Guide to the Niceties and Necessities of Victorian Domestic Life. By George Armstrong. This essential guide to Victorian domestic life, first published in 1856, contains a selection of hints and tips that provide a fascinating insight into the day to day life of Victorian Britain. Illus. 213 pages. Random. **Import. Pub. at $2.95**

**PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**6721231** BEAUTY AND HEALTH: The Little Book of Home Remedies. By Linda B. White et al. From acne, body odor, and dry, cracked skin, weight management, and heart health, this handy guide offers effective, easy-to-follow techniques with quick, stress-free steps; grow, harvest, and preserve culinary and medicinal herbs; and simplify your routine and declutter your home with room by room guides and Depression-era wisdom. Illus. 254 pages. Harvest House. **Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99**

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**6723624** MASTER YOUR TIME, MASTER YOUR LIFE: The Breakthrough System to Get More Results, Faster, in Every Area of Your Life. By Brian Tracy. Presents a brilliant new approach to time management that will help you gain control of your time and accomplish far more, faster and more easily than you ever thought possible. Tracy allocates time into ten categories of priority, then reveals the best techniques for focusing on each effectively. 226 pages. Tarcher/Penguin. **Pub. at $15.00**

**PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**6623581** QUESTION AUTHORITY TO THINK FOR YOURSELF: By Beverly A. Potter. Explains why we conform, and how to break out of conformity to think for yourself. It begins with questioning authority, including your own authority, beliefs, and assumptions you’ve accepted as facts. Potter offers techniques, with examples, of how to debunk, side-tracks, and put-downs that keep us from thinking for ourselves. Illus. 192 pages. Ronin. **Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95**

**PRICE CUT to $6.95**

**684331X** BOUNCING FORWARD: The Art and Science of Cultivating Resilience. By Michaela Gergle. Combines the latest behavioral science with a profound examination of the new science of post-traumatic stress. Has offers over sixty tried and true methods to grow in five areas of your life. A cutting edge look at the uplifting discovery of how we can flourish in the face of challenges that will reshape the way you think about yourself, your relationships, your work, your emotions, your trauma. 385 pages. Alpha. **Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00**

**PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**6765750** AWAKENING THE HEROES WITHIN. By Carol S. Pearson. Writing for individuals seeking to realize their full potential, and professionals seeking to empower others, Pearson shows how life journeys differ by the age, gender, and cultural background of the seeker. She encourages the reader to unfold their story, awaken the inner capacities of their psyches. 333 pages. HarperOne. **Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00**

**PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**6590961** IMPROVE SLEEP: 20 Quick Techniques with 3 Extra Solutions for Jet Lag. By Katrin Schubert. Don’t spend another night tossing and turning. Try one of these simple techniques: acupressure, reflexology, breathing exercises and guided imagery to relieve occasional sleeplessness in five minutes or less. 157 pages. Hazelden. **Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00**

**PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**6592147** THE RANGER WAY: Living the Code on and off the Battlefield. By Kris Tanto Paronto. Known from the book and movie 13 Hours detailing his experiences as a U.S. Army Ranger in Bengahzi, Paronto uses his experiences to show you how to be self-defined and self-regulated to achieve alignment with your values, and develop a plan that will maximize your chances for success. You will learn why being of service to others and being willing to sacrifice will help you succeed in accomplishing your goals. 246 pages. Center Street. **Pub. at $26.00**

**PRICE CUT to $14.95**
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5925723 BOYS ADRIFT, REVISED EDITION. By Leonard Sax. Delving into the scientific literature and drawing on more than twenty years of clinical experience, Dr. Sax explains why boys and young men are under-performing in school and disengaged at home. He shows how social, cultural, and biological factors have created an environment toxic to boys, and offers tips for parents. 341 pages. Basic. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

580586 CORE FITNESS SOLUTION. By M. De Medeiros & K. Wood. Featuring more than 5,000 customizable solutions, this guide lets you chart your own path to a leaner middle, a stronger core, and that six pack you’ve always wanted. You choose the workout, the location, the duration, and the intensity. Fully illus. 176 pages. Fair Winds Press. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

692569 THE ALZHEIMER’S PREVENTION PROGRAM. By G. Small & G. Vorgan. Presents an easy to follow regimen based on the latest, comprehensive research on Alzheimer’s disease, especially the critical connection between lifestyle and susceptibility. It includes quizzes, self-evaluations, memory training, nutrition and exercise tips, and much more. Illus. 281 pages. Workman. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95

5924588 THE PAST LIFE PERSPECTIVE: Discovering Your True Nature Across Multiple Lifetimes. By Ann C. Barham. A fascinating glimpse at past life regression therapy where everyday people are able to experience prior lifetimes all the way through to their deaths, tapping into abiding spiritual truths and answering essential questions about human existence. 237 pages. Atira. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95

Order all you want for one low $4.00 Postage & Handling charge.
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